SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL-APPOINTMENTS

DOC-SISRC-SC-M-A-1.

Thursday, 17th September 2009.
I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, hereby announce the appointment of Dr. Jeon to a position within the
medical division of Swallow Command.
The rank that Dr. Jeon shall hold within the company shall be stated later after all applicants’ status has been
studied.
Dr. Jeon is well known to us at our headquarters in Thailand.

Dr. Jeon
EDUCATION Background :Received Doctorate
Far Eastern University / B.S.Biology
Fatima Medical School / Doctor of Medicine
WORK EXPERIENCE :

Dr. Jeon, Myung Keun MD
Mobile : 010-6560-9068
E-mail :
jmk0320@empal.com

HELLO Taxi Company / President
Fatima Medical Center/ School / Cardiology, Team Manager
Manila Clinic Center/ President
Dae Duck Medical Center / CEO
HARI / Hana Academy Research Institute/ Executive Director
EDUPRO, SBC/Small Business Company Training Institute / Professor
DRI / Dooill Research Institute / Director of Business as CEO
ATL CO., LTD / R&D Center / CEO
INCUMBENT
HART MANAGEMENT LLP / Independent Consultant
WOW Fx Academy Co., Ltd. / Executive Director
LOYALTY EXPRESS Ltd. HONGKONG / CEO
TOTAL CARE MEDICAL CENTER / CEO

We at Swallow Command are please to welcome him on the team and looking forward to a great future.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO-VISION UNIT (SCAV).
UPDATE:
Today Wednesday 20th August 2009, at 1137 BST; I e-mail Finder PLC and place the following order:
One hundred of relays type 55.33.8.230.
One hundred of relays bases type 94/73 10A 250V.
One hundred of relay type 9901.0230 LED indicators.
One hundred of relay retainer clips.
Today Wednesday 20th August 2009, at 1625 BST received e-mail from Finder PLC goods cleared will
dispatch today should receive it in 1- 2 days.
Here are pictures of each box part to be assembled here:

This is the completed assembled relay unit for DIN Rail mounting.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO-VISION UNIT (SCAV).
UPDATE:

These parts are pack in different boxes or they use to be when I first used them.
They will be use in the re-construction of the Data Audio Vision section to cover the re-making of a model
I-G-V when I get around moving to a house: as taxation, increases are expected to rise shortly.
By obtaining them now, I save money as tax was reduce for a year to help industry to adjust to increase cost,
that time period is almost up and cannot wait to see if tax will go up, if it does we can expect it to go higher
than the past 17.7%. These relays I have tested for 5 years now without problems, therefore I have selected
them to replace the old G.P.O ones used in the 60s Levity Discs. They are much smaller and much lighter
but cost more.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO-VISION UNIT (SCAV).

These components arrive in separate boxes, you mount them as, and when you want them.

Some of this relay data, not the base, there are DIN Rail mounted, which is the mode I like to mount and
wire.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AUDIO-VISION UNIT (SCAV).

This covers basic information, and just waiting for the order to arrive to complete this update, the re-wiring
will used more up dated method of wiring these relays. Which, I shall be dealing with later. The intended
model Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V): if funds allow, be updated to those of the past.
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SWALLOW COMMAND AV UNIT.
Today, Friday 21st August 2009 at 15:20 BST I received this parcel from Finder PLC, which contains all
parts to assemble 100 complete relay units.
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SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL-BLADDER.

DOC-SISRC-SCM-B-IT-1
DATE: 15th October 2009.
EDITION: First.
ISSUE: One.

SCOTLAND-UNITED KINGDOM.
LOCATION : Mortimer-Berkshire-England.
DIVISION

: Medical.

SEMINAR

: Bladder Problems.

LECTURER : Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
STATUS

: Head of R&D Human Studies.

Those who wish to join mission crews, or serve in SWALLOW COMMAND NURSING SICKBAYS, must
have experience in all problems relating to Urology domain of nursing, and this document will deal with
the first steps of normal bladder function.
Searl is known for his approaches to all subjects, as taking the student through one door then through
another door so you can look at each subject from various angles by which you really get to know it.
The normal bladder has a dual function:
1

For the majority of the time it acts as a highly compliant storage vessel for urine propelled from the
kidneys;

2

Periodically the bladder acts as a contractile organ expelling its contents via the urethra.

The bladder is unique in that it is the only organ comprised of smooth muscle, which is under voluntary
control.
BLADDER

(blad-er) n.

(urinary bladder).

A sac-shaped organ that has a wall of smooth muscle and stores the urine produced by the kidneys.
Any of several other hollow organs containing fluid, such as the gall bladder.
For deep space missions of five years or longer it is vital that we understand the complex nature of
incontinence in older people: and how to undertake a comprehensive and holistic assessment to indentify the
causative factors.
Be aware of the therapies available to promote continence in older people.
Searl understand that everything in the universe is on constant change and we are no different.
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DOC-SISRC-SCM-B-IT-1.
Nothing seems simpler than the
operation of the bladder, which
alternates between filling and
emptying itself, but in reality many
different mechanisms are involved
in ensuring effective urination.
The normal urinary bladder
accommodates approximately 500
mL of urine at a low pressure.
Measurements of intravesical
pressure during bladder filling
demonstrates this Figure 1.
This compliant behaviour of the
bladder is probably due to a
combination of rearrangement of
bladder wall components and
viscoelastic properties of the
detrusor muscle and its surrounding
connective tissue matrix.
The existence of active neurological
control of relaxation is controversial
but both the storage and voiding
phases require extensive
neurological input.
The bladder resembles a balloon,
which expands as it fills, and then
contracts suddenly and rapidly
when the person urinates. This
apparently simple mechanism relies
on a series of actions dictated by the
sacral medullary centres under the
control of the brain. These actions
have to be conducted in synergy.
Various problems can arise if they
are not coordinated: urine retention
(incomplete urination), urine
leakage (incontinence), polyuria
(frequent need to spend a penny.)

THE BLADDER.
Searl agrees that the incidence of incontinence is increasing as there has been a steady increase in the
number of older people in the UK and this group has a higher prevalence of incontinence problems.
Searl accepts that fewer than half of those affected by incontinence seek professional help based upon the
brainwashing they have under gone in their younger days no doubt.
Searl makes it clear mission crews have to exist in the world of reality, there is no other option but to accept.
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Searl accepts that the psychosocial implications of incontinence are huge, often resulting in people
becoming afraid to leave home because they are worried that they will not be able to find a toilet and are
fearful of being incontinent.
Searl is talking from experience, some years back when he had to collect his payment, no way could he walk
that distance without urinating, he had to gamble on not being seen doing so, hard luck if he was seen.
This in turn, can lead to loss of mobility and depression, agree in Searl case it does give him a loss of
mobility but because he lives in the world of reality it does not cause him any form of depression, a nuisance
yes agree.
Searl understands that incontinence is also known to be associated with falls in older people, in Searl case
his falls are related to ménière’s disease and not incontinence.
Searl supports the concept of integrated continence service, which to his understanding that continence care
provision for older people has inadequate access to integrated services still remains.
Clearly, to Searl mind: this state of affairs cannot be tolerate within Swallow Command Medical Division
more so on deep space missions as middle age staff on return will have aged in Earth years, if not by mission
years.
Searl accepts that the aetiology of urinary incontinence in the frail older person is often multifactorial, what
does concern Searl is why do some people become so frail, they has to be a reason therefore there must be
an answer to solve that problem; that is another document.
Searl on the wards has always borne in mind when assessing an older person who is experiencing bladder
symptoms or incontinence, as there may be a combination of age related changes contributing to the
problem.
Searl agrees that effective emptying of the bladder requires the coordinated activity of the urethral sphincter
and the detrusor; relaxation of the urethra preceding detrusor contraction allows low resistance voiding.
DETRUSOR MUSCLE

(di-troo-ser) n.

A band of smooth muscle fibres that form the outer muscular coat of the urinary bladder and are attach to the
pubis.
SPHINCTER

(sfink-ter) n.

A specialised ring of muscle that surrounds an orifice.
Contractions of the sphincter partly or completely close the orifice, sphincters are found, for example,
around the anus – anal sphincter – and at the opening between the stomach and duodenum – pyloric
sphincter.
As the bladder reaches functional capacity, sensory impulses initiate the urge to void; in normal people, this
can be voluntarily suppressed so that bladder emptying can occur at a convenient time and place.
Searl has a habit to instruct us from various angles in the effort to help you to understand the subject and
understand his thinking upon that subject.
Searl understand due to brainwashing activity many people cannot stand reading about the bladder, strange
the only animal on planet earth that urinating is a problem and we are supposed to be educated, that Searl
finds hard to believe.
You say that you know that unfortunate knowing is not enough understanding is vital for Searl.
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AT MUSCULAR LEVEL:
Three muscles are involved – there goes the law of the squares again – poking its noses in everywhere,
1

The detrusor of smooth muscle of the bladder, which to Searl knowledge is the muscle of the
bladder wall.

2

The smooth urethral sphincter and the neck of the bladder, which to Searl understanding form an
initial locking mechanism to prevent urine escaping from the bladder; that is the problem Searl
has; it is malfunctioning so he will have order a replacement as soon as possible at this time they
are out of stock.

3

The striated urethral sphincter and the pelvic floor, which to Searl understanding form a second
lock further down.

AGE RELATED CHANGES IN THE BLADDER:
Searl understands that the urinary bladder is a hollow muscular organ that has two main purposes:
1

To store urine;

2

To void urine.

Searl knows that you know that, but from the websites, it appears Searl never had the education to know that
and for them he wants to certify what he knows not only what he knows but also what he understands, two
entirely different domains.
Everyone understand that they have to urinate, many of whom have no knowledge why or how this is
achieved, that is a FACT regardless, Searl states he is or has design a flying machine that could cope with
the space environment at a commercial base.
Stating commercial and its function would be space exploration; he better not just know he has to urinate,
but how and why and all component parts thereof structure wise and function wise, or heaven bless the
mission crew if he don’t understand the reality involved.
It is here in these documents: that shows that he understands the reality of such an undertaking: the real
experts not those idiots who claim to be experts to judge.
If he has the knowledge to design such a craft that would be required for such missions as going to Mars, or
even beyond calls for lots of understanding of the Homo sapiens structure and functions, which goes well
beyond designing a conventional aircraft.
Searl documents are presented as simple as possible what he understands and how he intends to use that
knowledge base in such an undertaking.
Searl understands that the bladder wall is composed of several layers, including the detrusor muscle, which
is made up of smooth muscle fibres and elastic connective tissue, which enables the bladder to fill without
an increase in bladder pressure.
Searl also understands that it also contracts, enabling the bladder to void the top drawing on page 2 and
continence is maintained by a complex coordination between the bladder, urethra, pelvic floor muscles, the
endopelvic fascia and nervous system.
Searl understand that to maintain continence the urethral pressure must exceed the pressure of the bladder.
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Searl accepts that a normal bladder can hold approximately 500 ml, and most people feel the first sensation
that the need to void when it is about half full, and Searl understanding is that as the bladder fills, it sends
sensory signals via afferent nerves to the brain.
Searl understands that if it is not convenient to pass urine, the brain sends an inhibitory message back to the
bladder asking it to hold on that is one problem that Searl has in his case the telephone line is down, as no
message appears to reach the bladder to hold on.
Therefore, Searl has only seconds to –STOP – THINK – ACT – and fast to a loo, or some point outside for
it to perform what it is determine to do regardless.
Searl understand in normal people this continue until the person finds an appropriate place to void; then the
brain sends a message to the bladder causing the detrusor muscle to contract.; of cause Searl is not alone in
this respect they are many out there suffering the same breakdown in communication from the brain to the
bladder.

Figure 1.

A plot of detrusor pressure versus time during filling to a volume of 500 mL.
In addition, the pleasure you get from voiding it – no doubt thanking heaven for that.

NEUROLOGICAL CONTROL OF MICTURITION:
The coordinating centres for control of micturition are thought in Searl days to lie in the pons; these pontine
micturition centres determine the switching from storage to voiding phase and are, in turn, influenced by
input from higher centres, including the frontal lobe hypothalamus.
Searl understands that fibres from the pons can be trace to Onuf’s nucleus, which Searl understands lies in
the sacral region of the spinal cord – see Figure 2 on next page -.
PONS (ponz) n.
Any portion of tissue that joins two parts of an organ.
HYPOTHALAMUS (hy-poh-thal-ă-mǔs) n.
The region of the forebrain in the floor of the third ventricle, linked with the thalamus above and the
pituitary gland below; it contains to Searl knowledge several important centres controlling body
temperature, thirst, hunger, and eating, water balance, and sexual function.
Deliberate lowering body temperature for therapeutic purposes; this may be done during surgery, in order to
reduce the patient’s requirement for oxygen.
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Efferent nervous supply to the bladder (right hand side) and voiding reflexes (left hand side).

This nucleus is the source of somatic innervations to the external sphincter mechanism, the pelvic floor and
anal sphincter via the pudendal and pelvic nerves.
Parasympathetic fibres from S2 to S4 roots innervate the bladder, either via the ganglia within the pelvic
plexuses, which Searl understands lie on either side of the genitourinary tract, or straight to ganglia on the
surface of the bladder.
Sympathetic nerves, which to Searl understanding run from the thoracic cord via the hypogastric nerves to
the pelvic plexuses, modulate the function of these nerves.
Searl understands that the sensory afferents of the bladder lie both beneath the urothelium and between the
muscle fibres; they respond to bladder wall tension as filling increases and communicate the urge to void
they run in both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves to the dorsal sacral roots.
DORSAL

(dor-săl) adj.

Relating to or situated at or close to the back of the body or to the posterior part of an organ.
SACRAL NERVES (say-krăl) pl. n.
The five pairs of spinal nerves that emerge from the spinal column in the sacrum; the nerves carry sensory
and motor fibres from the upper and lower leg and from the anal and genital regions.
Searl understand that these then connect with supra-spinal centres to allow coordinated voiding – Figure
two-.
SUPRA prefix denoting above; over.
A guarding reflex influences sphincteric function during filling, the activity of this reflex increases as wall
tension increases; this serves to keep the urethral resistance high in the face of an increasing bladder
pressure and is involved in the ability to voluntarily delay micturition.
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Searl can see that coordinated, socially acceptable micturition is dependent upon many factors and is
susceptible to damage or injury at many levels.
Searl being a member of reality accepts that most commonly, neurological damage results in urinary
incontinence due to an impaired ability to store urine; impaired voiding can also result and when disrupted
storage occurs with impaired voiding, bladder dysfunction can be particularly severe.

AGE RELATED CHANGES TO THE URINARY SYSTEM:
Searl understands that the bladder and associated structures undergo age related change, which can affect
bladder function and continence.
Searl agrees that aging bladder is likely to have a decreased capacity with a smaller voided volume and
increased involuntary detrusor contractions, which will result in urinary symptoms such as overactive
bladder and urge incontinence, which Searl can confirm as positive from experience.
Searl understands that there may also be decrease bladder contractility during voiding, resulting in an
increased residual volume that may cause frequency, urgency, incontinence and urinary tract infections.
Searl is aware that a decrease in oestrogen levels in older women results in a reduction of periurethral and
vaginal collagen, leading to atrophic changes in the urethra and vagina.
Searl understands that this can result in a decrease urethral pressure in women, increasing the likelihood of
stress and urge incontinence, and prolapsed, as well as the risk of urinary tract infections.
Searl naturally being a male understands that in men, the risk of benign prostatic hyperplasia – BPH –
increases with age and can give rise to a number of symptoms, including urgency and frequency, hesitancy
and straining, and urinary retention; Searl can also confirm that is positive from experience.
HYPERPLASIA

(hy-per-play-ziă) n.

The increased production and growth of normal cells in a tissue or organ.
BPH n.

benign prostatic hypertrophy.

Searl understands that microscopic BPH is seen in about 65% of men age 60 – 70; 80% of men age 70 – 80
which is Searl group at this date of writing and 90% of men age 80 – 90; Searl understand that it is estimated
that around 25% of these men will develop bladder symptoms due to outflow obstruction.
Searl agrees that older people are also more likely to have an increase urine production at night – nocturnal
polyuria -, because he is one of them; therefore has the experience from such problems.
POLYURIA (poli-yoor-iă) n.
The production of large volumes of diluted urine; the phenomenon may be due simply to excessive liquid
intake or to disease, particularly diabetes mellitus, diabetes insipidus, and kidney disorders.
DIABETES

(dy-ă-bee-teez) n.

Any disorder of metabolism causing excessive thirst and the production of large volumes of urine.
DIABETES INSIPIDUS:
A rare form of diabetes that is due to deficiency of the pituitary hormone vasopressin.
There are other issues on the matter of diabetes, which Searl deals upon later.
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Searl agrees that it can result in nocturia and nocturnal enuresis.
NOCTURIA (nokt-yoor-iă) n.
The passage of urine at night; nocturia usually occurs in elderly men with enlarged prostate glands, which
unfortunate is just one of his problems, and is a common reason for patients to request prostatectomy.
Searl agrees this can affect quality of life and is a common cause of falls when people are trying to reach the
toilet; Searl so far has not had any falls, which could relate to nocturia problems.
This document is for the benefits of real experts to judge where Searl comes from his objectives based upon
his understanding of the world of reality, and urinating is the world of reality.

MECHANISM:
Searl understands that throughout most of the day, as the bladder fills, the detrusor must be relaxed, while
the other two sets of muscle that ensures the closure of the bladder and urinary tract – continence – must on
the contrary be contracted in order to prevent any urine leaking out.
Searl says thanks to the reflex mechanism, the contraction of the striated sphincter increases as the bladder
fills, in order to ensure complete containment of the urine.
Once the bladder is full, an alert system informs the brain, which quickly triggers a reversal of the process in
a coordinated fashion, the detrusor contacts while the other two sets of muscles relax in order to the stream
of urine to pass.
This release of urine from the bladder takes place in an ON / OFF mode rather than in a gradual way: as
soon as the muscle allowing the release contracts, the muscles that close the bladder relax and vice versa,
Once urination has finished, as soon as the detrusor relaxes again to allow the bladder to fill again, the two
sphincters close hermetically.

OTHER FACTORS THAT CAN AFFECT BLADDER FUNCTION:
Fail older people often have health conditions, which Searl is quite aware of that can cause bladder and
bowel dysfunction.
Searl accepts that polypharmacy is common in older people and incontinence may be a result of medication
that has been prescribed for other conditions.
POLYPHARMACY (poli-farm-ă-si) n.
Treatment of a patient with more than one type of medicine, which Searl can confirm is correct, as he too is
one on that list.

POLY = prefix denoting:
1

many, multiple;

2

excessive

3

Generalised: affecting many parts.

For example, diuretic medication can result in increased urinary frequency, urgency and urge incontinence,
and alpha-blockers prescribed for hypertension can weaken the urethral muscle, resulting in stress
incontinence.
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Many medicines can have an adverse effect on bladder and bowel function, so when an older person with
incontinence or bladder symptoms is being assessed, Searl would automatically know that he needs a
medication review that should be undertaken in this assessment.
Searl understands that diabetes mellitus occurs in 15 - 20% of frail older people and can result in a range of
bladder problems, including polyuria, urinary retention and urinary tract infection.

DIABETES MELLITUS:
A disorder of carbohydrate metabolism in which sugars in the body are not oxidised to produce energy due
to lack of the pancreatic hormone insulin; the accumulation of sugar leads to its appearance in the blood –
hyperglycaemia – then in urine: symptoms include thirst, loss of weight, and the excessive production of
urine.
Searl understands that the use of fats as an alternative source of energy leads to disturbances of the acid-base
balance, ketosis, and eventually to convulsions preceding diabetic coma.
Searl knows from experience that older people with chronic chest conditions, such as COPD, are at an
increased risk of stress incontinence due to the strain on the pelvic floor muscle as a result of coughing.
Searl understands that congestive heart failure can contribute to nocturinal polyuria, nocturia and
nocturnal enuresis and Searl know from experience that diuretic medication for heart failure can cause
daytime urgency, frequency and incontinence.
Searl also understands that severe constipation is a common problem in older people like him and faecal
impaction can cause urinary retention and both urinary and faecal incontinence.
Searl agrees that neurological condition such as stroke and Parkinson’s disease may interfere with the
nervous pathways that control bladder function, resulting in urgency, frequency and, sometimes, retention of
urine.
URINE

(yoor-in) n.

The fluid excreted by the kidneys, which contains many of the body’s waste products; it is the major route
by which the end- products of nitrogen metabolism – urea, uric acid, and creatinine – are excreted; the
other major constituent is sodium chloride.
URINATION (micturition) (yoor-in-ay-shǒn) n.
The periodic discharge of urine from the bladder through the urethra.
Older people with dementia may have good bladder function but, because of cognitive impairment and
mobility problems, are often unable to recognise the need to pass urine or to find the toilet.
This can result in inappropriate voiding, when, for example, the older person with dementia voids in a waste
bin or similar receptacle, and it is not a laughing matter, as Searl knows from experience he has to have a
container handy when others are in his home as there is only one toilet available.

THE NERVE COMMANDS:
The three muscles acting in synergy are dependent on three distinct medullary areas; here we see the law of
the squares proven again. Which you can study through Searl books, newsletters of the past, tine and time
again the law of the laws appears, and that issue interest that logic mind of Searl as to why it does.
You may not believe him at this time what he says is true but in a thousand pages time you will wonder if
what he says is true, and in a million pages time you will know what he says is true.
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THE SACRAL PARASYMPATHETIC CENTRE
PARASYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

(pa-ră-sim-pă-thet-ik) n.

One of the two divisions of the autonomic nervous system, having fibres that leave the central nervous
system from the brain and the lower portion of the spinal cord and are distributed to blood vessels, glands,
and internal organs.
The nerve endings release acetylcholine as a neurotransmitter.
ACETYLCHOLINE (ass-i-tyl-koh-leen) n.
The acid ester of the organic base choline: the neurotransmitter released at the synapses of parasympathetic
nerves and at neuromuscular junctions.
CHOLINE

(koh-leen) n.

A basic compound important in the synthesis of phosphatidylcholine – lecithin – and other phospholipids
and of acetylcholine; it is also involved in the transport of fat in the body; and searl understands the choline
is sometimes class as a vitamin but, although it is essential for life, it can be synthesised in the body.
Searl accepts that the vertebrae - S2, S3 and S4 - , which is connected to the detrusor by the pelvic nerve and
which, by triggering a release of acetylcholine, induces the contraction of the detrusor and therefore the
release of urine.
The following two areas are however connected with continence:
THE DORSO-LUMBAR SYMPATHETIC – D11 to L2 -:
Which performs two roles to Searl understanding; connected to the detrusor as well as the small sphincter
and the neck of the bladder by the hypogastric nerve, as seen in figure on page 6, it communicates with these
two muscle groups thanks to noradrenaline.
HYPOGASTRIUM

(hy-poh-gas-triǔm) n.

HYPOGASTRIC = adj.

That part of the central abdomen situated below the region of the stomach
NORADRENALINE (norepinephrine)

(nor-ă-dren-ă-lin) n.

A hormone, closely related to adrenaline, secreted by the medulla of the adrenal gland and also released as a
neurotransmitter by sympathetic nerve endings.
Searl appreciates that among its many actions are constriction of small blood vessels leading to an increase
in blood pressure, increase in the rate and depth of breathing, and relaxation of the smooth muscle in
intestinal walls to this information Searl can confirm positive from experience.
Its activation causes a relaxation of the detrusor and a contraction of the bladder neck – the sacral somatic –
Onuf’s nucleus, S3, S4 – is connected to the pelvic floor and to the striated sphincter; it triggers their
contraction by means of acetylcholine.
Searl see all this like building a television set or a computer, the concepts are similar that the whole consist
of many cells that contains precise functions and their components resistors, capacitors, coils, chocks, and
energy for the operation of the whole, and he sees this planet Earth conforming precisely the same way.
In fact Searl views everything in the same light for there are of nature products and to respect them you must
understand them yet nature allows most of the time you to change the rules for your requirements.
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No matter how evil you
are you still have to
urinate – these are sure
evil minded.
Urination is triggered by a cascade of voluntary nervous commands and reflexes.

ASSESSMENT OF THE OLDER PERSON WITH BLADDER DYSFUNCTION:
When Searl is assessing the older person with incontinence or bladder dysfunction, a holistic and
comprehensive approach is essential; as he agrees that it is important not to have any preconceived thoughts
as to causes.
Searl understands that due to brainwashing the person has undergone that they may be embarrassed and
ashamed; Searl accepts that time should be set aside to talk about their feelings; the underlying cause is often
multifactorial and Searl has to undertake the role of detective to try to identify it.
Searl agrees that it is advisable to use an assessment tool to guide the assessment process and ensure that all
essential information is gathered; for Searl this is a critical problem on space missions: that such a tool is in
place that works because each mission team full bladder data in on file to make a plan for each event.
NASA by now must have vast amount of data relating to the bladder and function, but Searl has not seen
their data bank, as to what they have done in this domain and if they think that Mars would create problems.
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This is vital if a balanced judgement about the cause of the problem is to be made; just saying is an old age
problem is itself insufficient for Searl to accept; a better fact of reality has to be achieved to be able to come
up with better realistic solutions to this problem.
The bladder record diary has been cited as the single most valuable tool in assessing urinary incontinence
Searl recommends maintaining a four-day bladder diary like the following:

BLADDER DIARY:
A well-completed bladder diary provides useful information to support the assessment process and it is
worth spending time explaining how to complete it to the patient or carer; when reviewing the bladder diary,
the following should be observed:
1 Number of voids per day;
2 Number of voids at night;
3 Maximum void;
4 Minimum void;
5 Average void;
6 Number of incontinent episodes and degree of wetness;
7 Fluid intake and type.
Symptoms of urgency, frequency and nocturia and urge incontinence are all indicative of an overactive
bladder, while leaking on coughing, sneezing and exertion are more likely to suggest stress urinary
incontinence which Searl knows too well about stress incontinence from his workload effects.
Searl agrees that the amount and type of fluid drunk can affect continence based upon his own experience;
drinks containing caffeine, such as coffee and tea; which Searl is heavy on coffee, not so much on tea; Searl
agrees that alcohol may cause increase urgency and frequency and it may be helpful to reduce this type of
fluid.
Searl agrees that a total fluid intake should be 2L a day; guess that use to be Searl problem in the past but
these days he cuts it close to the wick and sometimes he is naughty and undergo that amount, but as far as he
can confirm he do not witness much different in night nocturia that occurs.
Searl agrees that urinalysis is an essential part of a continence assessment, providing valuable information
that can lead to a diagnosis or disprove a suspected condition; Searl agrees that it is advisable to dip test
urine with a multi-property reagent stick to detect any abnormalities
Searl agrees that a detailed medical and surgical history should be taken, as well a list of all medications,
including over the counter medications; the potential side effects of these should be checked to find out if
the bladder symptoms might be related to them.
Searl understands that a bladder scan should be taken to assess post-micturition residual bladder volume of
urine he also understand that there is no evidence based agreed specific maximum post residual volume that
is considered normal or a minimum post residual volume that is considered abnormal.
Searl when assessing the significance of a bladder residual volume, it is important to look at the bladder
function and symptoms before considering any intervention such as intermittent catheterisation.
With an older person’s informed consent, it may be appropriate to undertake a vaginal or digital rectal
examination; that kind of procedure; should be carried out only by a practitioner: who have been trained and
is competent in the procedure.
Searl understands the many things, which can go wrong, which Searl has dealt with in his past newsletters
and books and when these are reprinted, they will be placed in the correct section of the company
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Searl agrees that such an examination can determine the strength or weakness of the pelvic floor muscles,
and also identifies conditions such as prolapsed, vaginal atrophy, constipation and BPH; Searl understands
that the modified Oxford grading system may be used to grade the strength and endurance of the pelvic
muscles.
A doctor or nurse practitioner should undertake an abdominal examination: to exclude an abdominal mass
and, in men, a digital rectal examination is carried out to assess the prostate gland; the doctor may also take
blood to measure the prostate specific antigen – PSA – that, if raised, may indicate prostate cancer.
Searl is aware that in people known to have problems with cognitive function, for example, if they have
dementia, their ability to recognise the need to void and that the toilet is the appropriate place to void; should
be assessed.
It is also important to assess people’s ability to reach the toilet unassisted and, if not, whether they have
appropriate help; for people with mobility problems, for example as a result of a stroke, a functional
assessment should be undertaken to ensure that they can access the toilet, commode or urinal independently
and, if not, that help is readily available.

REGULATION:
All these activities are strictly controlled by the central nervous system; two types of fibres, see the law of
the squares clearly there, in the detrusor inform the brain in real time of the level to which the bladder is
filled
WHEN THE BLADDER IS FULL:
Several areas of the periaqueducal grey matter – cingular cortex, hypothalamus, limbic system and frontal
cortex – stimulate the brain’s urination centre, which Searl understands that this inhibits the medullary
centres of continence – sympathetic and somatic - and activates the parasympathic, triggering the emptying
of the bladder.
This complex system does not function in very small children; Searl understands that full development of
the central nervous system is required before continence is achieved initially during the day and
subsequently at night.
Searl accepts as fact, that in some children, enuresis – bed-wetting – continues for several years and even
into adolescence.

PLAN OF CARE FOLLOWING ASSESSMENT:
A good assessment will help to identify any underlying causes of the incontinence and enable treatment to
be initiated; the options should be discussed with the older person, their willingness and ability to participate
in self-help strategies assessed and a clear explanation should be given to the individual and / or carer.
Patient’s preferences for care must be established and the care plan individualised with patient-centred
goals; Searl accepts that in some frail older people, some interventions may be inappropriate, but advanced
age alone should not preclude treatment if the assessment identifies that it is necessary.
Conservative therapies such as bladder retaining, ensuring a good fluid intake, reducing caffeine,
constipation management and pelvic floor exercises are effective; Searl agrees that referral to a urotherapist
may be advisable and further pelvic floor assessment and re-education if the pelvic floor muscles are weak.
Searl also accepts that there is evidence that prompted voiding during the daytime for older people in care
homes is effective; all such options must be deeply evaluated for the best solution until better options arrive
online.
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Searl understands that older men with benign prostate disease may be managed with medication, for
example alpha-blockers.
Those with early prostate cancer may be carefully monitored with regular blood tests for - PSA = prostatic
specific antigen - digital rectal examination and observation of symptoms; other treatment options include
surgery and radiotherapy.
Advanced prostate cancer may be treated with hormonal therapies and the symptoms monitored; Searl
understands that antimuscarinic drugs for overactive bladder should be prescribed with caution in older
people because of the risk of interactions with other medications, the effect of coexistent disease and the risk
of side effects such as impaired cognitive function.
Searl is aware that there is trial evidence in the following for frail older people:
1

Darifenacin;

2

Oxybutynin, modified release;

3

Solifenacin;

4

Tolterodine.

Searl understands that it has been recommended the use of topical oestrogen for vaginal atrophy and
reported that it could also improve symptoms of frequency, dysuria and urge or stress urinary incontinence;
surgery should only be considered after conservative therapies have been tried.
Searl knows that age is not a barrier to incontinence surgery; however, older people, particularly those who
are frail, are susceptible to delirium and loss of mobility post-operatively, so pre-operatively, assessment and
careful post-operative care are essential to minimise complications.
DYSURIA

(dis-yoor-iă) n.

Difficult or painful urination, which Searl has experience many times; this is usually associated with
urgency and frequency of urination if it is due to cystitis or urethritis.
CYSTITIS

(sis-ty-tis) n.

Inflammation of the urinary bladder, often caused by infection; it is usually accompanied by the desire to
pass urine frequently, with a degree of burning, which is not funny.
URETHRITIS

(yoor-i-thry-tis) n.

Inflammation of the urethra, due either to infection or to the presence of a catheter in the urethra the
symptoms are those of urethral discharge with painful or difficult urination – dysuria.
NONGONOCOCCAL – or NONSPECIFIC URETHRITIS – NGU, NSU:
Urethritis due to a sexually transmitted infection other than gonorrhoea, often infection with – Chiamydia
trachomatis.
SPECIFIC URETHRITIS:
Urethritis due to gonorrhoea.
Just as a reminder that this document is a reprint of a 1968 newsletter being update with drawings and
pictures and any update information: which he has gain since that date which shows his thinking on the
medical issue of deep space exploration that takes years per mission.
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BURNING:
Searl understands that most women and many men like him experience a painful burning sensation when
urinating at least once during their lives.
The culprit is a bacteria, which is normally present at the exit of the urethra but can move up inside the
urinary tract, particularly following sexual intercourse – which is why it is advisable to urinate after
intercourse – and create an infection.
Searl understands that the bacteria involved are more often than not – Escherichia coli, and Staphylococcus
saprophyticus, which is responsible for 3 to 4% of urinary infections and almost exclusively affects young
women – between the ages of 17 and 27, amongst whom it is the second most common cause of cystitis – 30
to 42%.
ESCHERICHIA

(esh-er-ik-iă) n.

A genus of Gram-negative, generally motile, rod like bacteria that are found in the intestines of man and
many animals.
ESCHERICHIA COLI:
A species that is usually not harmful but some strains of which cause gastrointestinal infection; Escherichia
coli 0157 is a pathogenic serotype causing colitis, which may give rise to the complication of haemolytic
uraemic syndrome or thrombocytopenic purpura.
NEUROMODULATION OF THE SACRAL ROOTS:
The Staphylococcus saprophyticus bacteria
responsible for urinary infections.
This complicated term refers to a technique,
which has transformed the lives of some
incontinence sufferers; in fact, there are
several forms of incontinence.
Searl deals with these problems again below
this block; what Searl has to be certain of is
that all possible states possibilities of
bladder problems has been accounted for on
board a Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V). It
is important everything have been assessed
before any mission is entertained.

STAPHYLOCOCCUS

(staf-i-loh-kok-ǔs) n.

A genus Gram-positive nonmotile spherical bacteria occurring in grape like clusters; Searl understands that
many species produce exotoxins; more serious infections that are caused by staphylococci include
pneumonia, bacteraemia, osteomyelitis, and enterocolitis.
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS:
A species that causes boils and internal abscesses.
STAPHYLOCOCCAL: adj.
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WHEN IT IS CONNECTED TO A WEAKNESS OF THE PELVIC FLOOR MUSCLES:
Incontinence can only be limited or cured by re-educating these muscles or by undergoing surgery to
strengthen the pelvic floor.
WHEN THE DISORDER IS DUE TO AN UNSTABLE BLADDER:
That is a bladder poorly controlled by the medullary centres; neuromodulation is often effective; this
technique to Searl understanding consists of placing electrodes on the sacrum – generally around S3,
sometimes S4, more seldom S2.
To Searl knowledge that in 80% of patients, incontinence is reduced or cured altogether this procedure is
particularly valuable for accident victims whose traumas have caused injury to the spinal cord.

CONCLUSION:
Older people like Searl are more susceptible to incontinence and this can have a huge impact on their daily
activities, and as far as Searl in concern is true.
A holistic assessment by a nurse who has a good understanding of the complex nature of incontinence in
older people can identify the causative factors and enable an appropriate plan of treatment to be initiated.
For many individuals this will result in a cure or improvement in their incontinence, which will help both the
patient’s and their carer’s quality of life.
That newsletter of Searl is complete but there are others upon the same subject that were release: these will
be re-printed eventually and up dated with any photos he has now available.
This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of R&D Human Studies.
Swallow Command Medical.
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Searl had changed his job for a post of assistant chemists, and during this time, he manages the shop and
made up the medication for patients.
Mr Canning who was his boss felt that he was worth more in wages then he could afford to pay and
suggested he should try for a better job at a hospital.
Thus, Searl moves on with his learning curve: was accepted and he did well, so well that they agree to pay
for his higher education at a university.
They would meet all the cost involved for six years; but his guardian would have to release him into their
care during this training period.
Therefore, they could be certain that he was studying the subjects they needed him to undertake.
Within this set of documents, he will explain in details: what he learnt and was expected to learn; as
usual, he put his heart and soul into the task.
Because the medical domain is a massive domain, his training spliced into the sections, which it refers to
thereby making any part thereof easy to find.
Remember he had no female companionship, so he had no hindrance in time to study, and study he did,
starting as a student nurse and moving up into the hospital laboratory within the month.
He enjoy his time both on the wards and certainly in the laboratory where now he could see all the parts
of the human for the first time in reality and no longer as fantasy in a text book.
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To Searl in 1950, definition of blood mean:
BLOOD

(blud) n.

A fluid that circulates throughout the body, via the arteries and veins, providing a vehicle by which an
immense variety of different substances are transported between the various organs and tissues.
It is composed of cells, which are suspended in a liquid medium.

BLOOD CELL (BLOOD CORPUSCLE) n.
Any of the cells that is present in the blood in health
or disease.
The cells may be sub-classified into three major
categories according to the law of the squares:
1. Red cells – Eryrocyte – (i-rith-roh-syt) n. a blood
cell containing the pigment haemoglobin, the
principal function of which is to transport oxygen.
There are normally about 5 x 1012 erythrocytes per
litre of blood.
2. White cells – Leucocyte (loo-kǒ-syt) n. Any blood
cell that contains a nucleus. In health, there are three
major sub-divisions, which I shall deal with later.
3 Platelets – (thrombocyte) (playt-lit0 N. a disc
shaped cell structure, 1 – 2 μm in diameter, present
in the blood. Platelets have several functions, all
relating to the arrest of bleeding.

Types of blood cells.

Searl is talking about 1950, not about 2009, but he adds updates, as he knows them.
You say on web that he could not have been working in the medical domain; he was too young not educated.
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First point: Searl was in the right place at the right time, meaning he had the right connections due to his
employment, a hard worker, determined naturally to succeed, that he was assisted to move up through the
ranks instead of the hard road, which is the normal way.
His laboratory studies to him were easy: everything fitted the law of the squares, this blood group table to
him was square four he had no problem with that.
Searl understands that today blood can be match very quickly, so it appears to him that one no longer trouble
as to which blood group they belong to; strange how things change in his time it was important to know
what your blood group was if you wanted to live.
One thing that stood out in his mind relating to a statement in the bible, after all, he was pressed into
believing that the bible was a book of absolute truth; here he had a problem it was all about Adam and Eve
story, if the bible was true then everyone would had came from Adam and Eve.
He accepts that would be the case: that is where the problem comes in, everyone ought to have the same
blood group regardless; but in reality, that is not the case.
It was clear to Searl that story was just a bedtime fairy tell you read to the child to send it to sleep, I cannot
certify that it did do that or not.
To Searl’s mind they had to be a number of different connections to had created such changes in blood
structure at the start of man’s appearances on earth over time these have mixed up and in same case
dangerously so.
Man could not had come from one source, then the woman becomes a problem, was she a separate unit that
like the dog needed something to attach itself to, and man was the nearest image to her structure attached
herself to him.
Over time became more or less identical to her status today, yet Searl see many different bits of information
that suggest that the female might not had started as she now is at the same time as man.
Cloning was the method of nature; somewhere along the route sex mode, arrived Searl can understand the
reason why this happen, but has a hard job to reason how our blood groups change, the evidence he see is
that if you get your sums wrong with a blood transfusion that person kicks the bucket
To Searl’s mind; those structures has to be different in same way to another blood group, to Searl that meant
that at least four different structures arrived upon the planet, may not had happen all at the same time whose
structure took up this shape with similar functions.
Reality, Searl knows of no animal that is not construct upon the same concept with similar functions.
Clearly Searl mind is questioning many issues with a resulting effect that drives him on to learn more about
reality and you, at this time Searl has no intention going commercial with any of his ideas which are
forming.
Searl is indeed in the right place at the right time to wake up to reality, a world completely different to his
childhood days and the crap, which his brain had to suffer: would now be dump by the reality now before
him.
It was exciting for him, because he could now study that domain which the human eye cannot see called
bacteria, in which we all have our share of, some of which we would be better off without.
That was one of Searl’s requirements to study and those details can be found; in the section of bacteriology
However, here he talks about blood and his thinking based upon the evidence he seen in his employment.
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On page 2 of this document Searl was stating about white cells as the space in that block could not contain
all the information he intend to place there he quoted he would quote it later, now is a good point to clear
that issue up.
He stated that in health there are three sub-divisions:
1
2
3

Granulocytes;
Lymphocytes;
Monocytes;

Which he understands is involved in protecting the body against foreign substances and antibody
production.
Searl understood that in disease, a variety of other types might appear in the blood.
GRANULOCYTE.

(gran-yoo-loh-syt)) n

Any of white blood cells: that contains granules in their cytoplasm.
They can be sub-classified into:
1

Neutrophils;

2

Eosinophils:

3

Basophils;

Again, Searl see the law of the squares facing him: in this document, he will not explain these three
conditions as they belong to another section of the whole to be explained later.
We must also remember Searl had a month service on the wards and blood issue were part of his duty cycle,
therefore, blood in the laboratory was no problem, in fact, the opposite is true it fascinated him.
As to what can man do with it and what did it consists of as blood was the very existence of man, without
blood man would not exists.
For your interest, BLOOD comes into the principles and practice of HEMATOLOGY.
Searl can only tell you what he understands at this date, listing dates when such knowledge became available
to him through study and research – HEMATOLOGY - is vital to Searl commercial space operation plans.
Later Searl will announce his first staff member of Swallow Command Medical Division that he has
accepted today Wednesday 16th September 2009, a man who is known by meetings of members of Searl’s
staff in Thailand, as the photos later seen in this document shows.
Searl over the years have put out publications upon the subject of blood now Searl is in the process to put all
that past data into active service on this website in the business section to certify the FACTS in reference to
the crap out there on the internet in reference to him.
It is hope that investors will study it, and support the drive to make in happen – nothing happens on its own
you have to make it happen.
The world needs this technology – this technology needs you.
Searl’s vision is to provide his staff a readable, up-to-date, and comprehensive reference upon his
knowledge and thinking of company structure and functions based upon his actual hands on experience,
which too often kicked by the less intelligent so-call experts.
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Searl hopes that these documents will cover virtually all aspects of hematology needed for long-term space
exploration missions.
Searl hope that future staff of Swallow Command Medical division, such as clinicians caring for members of
the staff with blood disorders, educators and scientists employed within the Searl International Space
Research consortium complex, as well as students, house staff, and fellows seeking employment within this
company structure will find this information useful and interesting.
Searl knows from experience that you can please some of the people part of the time but not all people all
the time.
Whatever he attempts to do by which success creates employment for many, those who are less intelligent
will down him for personnel image to those who have not been so lucky to get such education, yet some of
them ask Searl to help them understand such things.
Searl has always hoped to be all things to all men and women interested in his concepts of the future, to
make an effort to assist him to bring them into reality, if not for them then for the sake of this planet.
As always, Searl are in awe of the considerable skills of the staff that trained him through the various
domains which he tread.

FUNDAMENTALS OF HEMATOLOGY:
Tools of the Trade:
WHAT EXACTLY IS HEMATOLOGY?
For those who speak English that spelling is correct for American people, if I use the British spelling it
would be wrong for the Americans, that is why I cannot please everyone all of the time
To haematologists, defining haematology as the study of blood and blood forming organs, which to Searl
point of view seems much too limited for his requirements because the field is constant flux.
Searl understands that over the past century, haematologists have studied the effects of blood metabolites in
the skin, bone marrow, and brain; iron storage on liver, pancreas, and heart; of monoclonal protein disorders
on kidney, bone, and eye; and of essential bone marrow nutrients on the gastrointestinal tract and neurologic
functions.
To probe the structure and function of the components of the blood and to search for causes of blood
disorders, haematologists have exploited many scientific disciplines and invaded the territory of most of the
other specialties in medicine.
To whom Searl is most grateful to, as they have solved many problems, which otherwise Swallow
Command Medical Division would have to solve before any mission into deep space could have been
entertained.
Therefore, in the Star ship Explorer project there are three key major issues to solve:
1
2
3

Materials structure of the craft and its functions;
Life support;
Communications;

All of which contains subunits that must coordination be precise in all functions or failure will be certain to
happen. We can only create upon what we understand and then predict upon assumptions what best to do for
any plan missions in space and trust to luck from which data can be obtain for future success in space.
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Searl understand that there has been an explosion of information in haematology unfortunate his pension
does not permit him to keep up to date, the cost is far too high, and it followed the pioneering steps.
Searl knows that the bone marrow transplantation, first used for aplastic anemia, is now use for a variety of
diseases including bone marrow malignancies, bone marrow failure, as I have quoted bone marrow I better
inform you in more detail what I understood upon this subject in 1950.
BONE MARROW

(marrow) n.

The tissue contained within the internal cavities of the bones.
At birth, these cavities are filled entirely with blood forming MYELOID TISSUE (red marrow) but in later
life, the marrow in the limb bones is replaced by fat (yellow marrow).
Then bone marrow is also used for nonhematologic malignancy, thalassemia, lipid storage, and autoimmune
diseases.
Searl knows that hundreds of aberrant red cell proteins: have been discovered: including over 500
hemoglobin (Hgb) variants, 65 glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenenase (G6PD) variants, and variants of
other glycolytic enzymes.
Dozens of chromosomal changes have been identified, including translocations, transpositions, and breaks;
many are highly specific form disease entities, and some have therapeutic and prognostic significance.
Indeed, basic scientific discoveries have led to ingenious therapeutic innovations, including growth factors
(erythropoietin, colony stimulating factors, and thrombopoietin), all trans-retinoic acid for acute
promyelocytic leukemia, clopidogrel to block platelet participation in arterial occlusion, and a specific
tyrosine kinase inhibitor to suppress chronic myelogenous leukemia.
Besides being a remarkably innovative field, advances in haematology laboratories and clinical research
have had broad impact on other fields.
Research in thrombosis and hemostasis has broad implications for surgery, cardiology, pulmonology,
neurology, and gastroenterology, of cause you knew that Searl’s intended six years university training was
to prepare him for the neurology domain, as you are aware Dr, Barnardo’s homes stop that game, as they
had no idea what next he would do.
Base upon the assumption they were the boss, and they did not like the idea that he might find a girl and get
her in trouble, which was their main concern, funny, as no girls seem to even notice that he was around,
His future was ended, but what they did was insane, they removed him and place him in old women rest
home for bedridden women, the night nurse was age and the matron sure was aged. That to him said it all
you want women here they are but they are safe.
You cannot have everything, can you?
Research on immunocytes forms the core of immunology and rheumatology.
Studies on the growth factors and microendocrine systems involving benign and malignant cells and their
supporting structures have affected many other areas of medicine.
The scope of hematology is limit only by the human imagination, likewise the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G).
Searl appreciate that this document maybe well above your heads to balance that he will dropped down to
blood pressure, which you might be able to follow; but the main part will be continue as it is important.
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Searl has reduced his attach for moment to ease the subject from another angle which most will know about,
yet most are not aware they are one of those with problems.

A common problem in the UK between 10 and 20
per cent of the population suffer from
hypertension.
If you are over the age of 30 and cannot remember
when you last had your blood pressure checked,
you could be one of the 7 – 10 million people in
the UK who has high blood pressure.
Doctors usually use the term hypertension to
describe this condition, which may cause no
symptoms at all for very many years, but could
eventually lead to serious complications,
including heart disease and strokes.
Searl will have all members checked, those on
ground duties once a week, flight crews on
missions before start shift and at end of shift.
Hypertension must not become a problem within
Swallow Command – Searl is determining that it
will not be a problem.

This document, presents Searl’s knowledge, and his opinions by which you can judge if his views are
reasonable by which his plan company operations would be successful, or you think he has not get his facts
right.
The word hypertension is use to mean a blood pressure level that has been found on several separate
occasions to be above normal and that needs treatment to prevent complications developing in the long term.
This condition is bad in the UK, and the older you are, the more likely you are to have developed it.
Whether you do so depend on a number of related factors, including heredity, your diet and especially the
amounts of salt and alcohol you consume your ethnic background, whether you are diabetes or you are
overweight and whether you take regular exercise.
Searl due to health problems cannot take exercise, but he do not take alcohol onboard every day, he has
never smoke or takes drugs, but he like the taste of salt in his food, even its only an egg sandwich.
If all this sounds alarming, there is good news too, Searl is still kicking hypertension can be easily
diagnosed: your blood pressured can be measured quickly and painlessly at your GP’s surgery or health
centre.
When the reading is above normal, the check can be repeated three or four times if necessary to establish
that, the first figure was not a chance finding.
Even if you do have hypertension, you may be one of the many people who do not need drug treatment for
some time – and possible not ever – provided you make some straightforward lifestyle changes that will not
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Only lower your blood pressure but bring general health benefits too, which surely makes sense.
When treatment is required, there are a number of very effective drugs available, which are taken in tablet
form usually once or twice daily.
Searl is aware that most people find that they have no problems at all with the treatment: except Searl. Who
just cannot swallow solid tablets they have to be crush to powder first then washed down with a mug of hot
drink, agree Dr. ED Searl is a strange man, maybe he is an Alien, so do not tell anyone the news.
However, if you do experience side effects from one drug, there are other, equally effective alternatives.
Searl understands that more modern drugs tend to have very few side effects, just leave you with the feeling
that you are about to depart to another plane of existence over the next four hours while you fight to remain
on this plane., but that is only Searl’s experience.
Research has shown that controlling hypertension with drug therapy can bring down the risk of a stroke by
35 – 40 per cent, and the risk of coronary heart disease by 20 - 25 per cent,
Searl has no problem with that issue having had problems twice with a near miss of passing over to another
dimension and yet still kicking today is amazing.
The most important message Searl is saying here on hypertension is that, unless you have your blood
pressure checked, you may not know that you have hypertension until it has done you serious damage.
HYPERTENSION

(hy-per-splen-izm) n.

High blood pressure – elevation of the arterial blood pressure above the normal range expected in a
particular age group.
Hypertension may be of unknown cause – essential hypertension or hyperplesia -.
It may also result from disease – secondary or symptomatic hypertension -, of the kidneys – renal
hypertension -, endocrine system, or arteries.
Complications that may arise from hypertension include atherosclerosis, heart failure, cerebral haemorrhage,
and kidney failure, Searl will be dealing with these issues in another document so don’t go and have a heart
attack trying to understand what these conditions are.
Most cases of hypertension depend upon long-term drug therapy to lower the blood pressure and maintain it
within the normal range; Searl is happy to accept that issue as the best option at this time.
However, he does emphasize the need for greater research into why it occurs, as in his case, he has reduced
blood flow due to slight blockages along the arteries for flow of blood.
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Now you see what Searl knows about his own heart, thanks to the medical staff at the Bangkok hospital that
undertook the operation and let him watch it on their large colour screen, again thanks to the staff for
supplying him with stills and a DVD of the operation and all test reports done there.
Unfortunate Searl at this time do not know how to transfer that DVD of his Bangkok operation onto this
section of documents, or the CD from the Barnet London hospital for all to see what he watch being done
proving that man has developed in progress on nature misfortunes and can interfere with problems created
by correcting them.
Searl knowledge on the drugs used includes thiazide diuretics, beta-blockers, methyldopa, and many others,
which Searl will discuss in other documents.
Searl adds that even quite seriously raised blood pressure can be controlled, Searl knows from actual
experience that once it is identified, in Searl case Dr Lipman was with him caught him on collapsing and got
him to hospital quick.
More precisely, it took medics 15 minutes to stabilise him before they could start to move him; and if you
keep taking the treatment prescribed and have regular checkups, your chances of developing serious and
potentially life-threatening complications are dramatically reduced.
Agree, it is easy for Searl to say what you should do, the question is does he follow his own rules?
Unfortunate, in the world of reality, Searl over the year he has been in Scotland he has never seen a doctor,
nurse or social worker upon his health problems.
When he needs any medication, he e-mails Dr. Lipman requesting a prescription for such drugs he needs so
he can obtain such medication from the chemists. Dr. Lipman is aware of his medical training, thus there are
no problems involved. Yes, the housing association are aware that he is severely handicap

KEY POINTS SEARL MADE HERE:
1

Hypertension affects between seven and ten million people in the United Kingdom.

2

Hypertension is often not diagnosed;

3

The treatment of hypertension saves lives.

Searl accepts that heart failure is a condition with a poor prognosis, and he knows that it is becoming
increasingly more common.
Searl appreciates that substantial advances: have been made in the management of heart failure, and there is
the need for practical and up to date summaries for SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION on
how to approach heart failure in practice.
Newsletters, books that Searl has released over the years are now being reproduce and updated so how the
position now stands with Searl’s plans that are being implemented, are shown within this business sector.
Searl agrees that hypertension has been one of the success stories of modern medicine, up to a point – it is
easy to diagnose, well in most patients and relatively easy to treat, in most patients.
Searl knows that when writing a prescription for hypertension, we have more classes of drugs to choose
from then when prescribing for any other common condition.
Searl knows that most of these drugs classes have been shown as effective not only in reducing blood
pressure, but also in preventing the long-term complications of hypertension, namely heart attacks and
strokes.
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DIAGNOSIS BASIC STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION.
Searl understands that most patients either do not receive the drugs that they need or have not been
convinced that daily consumption of medicines for an asymptomatic condition is said that the pain now that
pays for the pleasure of avoiding strokes later.
Searl understands that although hypertension is listed by the World Health Organisation as the third most
important cause of morbidity in the Western world – after smoking and alcohol - , there are only a handful
of specialists in the UK.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL therefore need help to spread information about the nature and
importance of hypertension, and so the target audience being his staff and the viewers of this book who feel
they would like to join as members is particularly appropriate.
Searl knows that until a few years ago, after all, he was employed on the hospital floor, the specialists,
lacking evidence to the contrary, took the somewhat condescending view that high blood pressure in older
people was a good thing, helping to push blood down the hardening arteries.
Now we know, as Searl illustrate well, that the contrary is true from his own experience of the effects results
from his operation in Bangkok, Thailand.
Searl appreciate that older people like him stand to gain the most from having their blood pressure lowered –
simply because like him they are the most at risk if it is not.
To Searl’s logic mind; that if commercial businesses are ever going to operate a space exploration as a
business, it will require a top medical centre to cope with problems and those unknown ones that will have
to be solved when they eventually appear – Searl has no doubt they will appear – based upon what he has
seen these last few years – warns us that we do not know everything yet.
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Searl states: that whether the causes of hypertension will be found in our parents or our stars, these
documents will help to ensure that the consequences of hypertension will be strongly influenced by us
regardless.
Searl agrees: that further knowledge of the causes of hypertension might satisfy intellectual curiosity like
him: which may eventually lead to yet more choice of treatments; Searl accepts that all patients can now
have knowledge of the consequences; and how to prevent them occurring
Searl draw on his rich and varied experience of hypertension in his everyday workload to impart this
knowledge in an intelligent and intelligible fashion.
After all, Searl says that the patient with knowledge is the patient in control – that is why he is in control.
Blood to Searl: is just a natural interest mainly because he has some in his body.
Knowing that it is a matter of life and death, which proves that the law of the squares hold true, and knowing
what its contents should be, and what they actually are may not match, in which case you can say that you
are not in the best of health
Searl newsletter article on normal biochemical values for blood will be shown on the next page, taken from
his 1963 newsletter.
Searl expects that today details may vary to his of that period, but it is good to see what he understood back
in time.
Sorry, Searl never had any photos taken of him working in the hospitals, shame that he had never thought of
having a photo taken there at work, nor at the BR in Grays Inn Road, nor the Chemist shop.
In fact, Searl only had his photo taken in the military, from that time no photos were taken until his work
become known to the media. He was never interested in photographs as such.
More precise, he felt that his experimenting was more important than a camera was.
However, training was pricy then based upon the wage structure he had, never left him with the money to
buy one of quality, as equipment was first requirement.
His interest in everything around him except sport fascinated him, he had no girlfriends, and he could not
dance due to his handicap so he could only enjoy music.
He had no car just a heavy roadster bike to get to work, except where he lived in when working in the
medial domain as his accommodation was too far away to bike.
Also piles never helped him biking long distances to work and back
This is a boy: who had no formal education as the experts inform you – what is the problem – this boy could
do what these experts could not do, first the mathematics he uses, his thinking upon what he sees and hears
as he goes on his way, his mind weaving these facts together to fit his mathematics.
Searl accepts these experts have created an image of self-greatness, which must never be tarnished by an
underdog.
Searl data on values for 1963 will be reproducing on the next page, as it is important that all his past
knowledge is on record,
It is hope by so doing all the rubbish on the internet: by so call, experts, accepted as just rubbish; and their
interest in this technology: grows to create Searl world as he predicts as being possible.
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Values for blood
information that Searl
had in 1963, and it
has been reproduced
from his actually
paper this normal
biochemical.
Today you may have
chances in what you
accept as the normal
biochemical values
for blood.

Everyday tests.

(B = whole blood;

P = plasma;

S = Serum)

The rest of this information will be on the next page.
The date shown here from his old newsletters is not to be taken, as that was all he knew there are many more
tables out there in newsletters and books yet to appear in these reproduced documents, which will be up
dated to his present knowledge.
You see we are in reality talking about atoms here, in everything Searl discuss is nothing more than
discussing atoms from different domains observations that is why Searl finds things easy in science to
follow, because he looks at the absolute basics of what is involved.
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This newsletter of 1968 being re-printed to a larger print size with drawings now coloured and updated
where needed are intended for SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION STUDENTS starting to lean to fly
conventional aircraft.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISION space stations and cosmodromes will contain
conventional flying systems, plus rail and road systems connected as part of its total functions.
These different past newsletters are being reprinted as documents within my websites; each document will
be place within the section of the company to which it applies to.
FLIGHT EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR PILOTS:
A newcomer to SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISION world of flying may, at first glance, find
little comfort or encouragement in the contents of this document. Yet it was with a view to giving
confidence that Searl decided to write Flight Emergency Procedures for pilots in the firm belief that a
knowledgeable pilot is best equipped to deal with an unscheduled incident.
When Searl was a pilot student his logic mind was concerned about:
1
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How can I deal with a failed undercarriage if I am completely unaware of how it works?
In Searl case he never ever experience such an instance, but agree that on two occasions on
inspecting the aircraft which he was booked to use he found a wheel bolt loose, and had to
wait for an engineer to replace it before starting up for his lesson. Also while inspecting the
wheel bolts care should also be taken to check the state of the tyres for problems, again in
Searl case he never found any problems with the tyres. But tyres do need to be replaced more
often when aircraft use hard surface in place of grass surfaces.
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Searl wonders: what are his chances of pulling off a damage-free force landing when Searl has
not tried one since he was a student.
Searl has no doubts that he would be successful in performing an emergency landing if such an issue
arrived.

3

Searl wonders: what if an engine fails while taking off in a light twin when it is safe to carry on
around the circuit and when should one land ahead?

Searl states that it is knowledge of this kind that SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISION says that
ensures safety and safety brings peace of mind. All Astronauts and Cosmonauts must undergo training as for
a private flying license moving up to 747 or greater to apply for deep space missions crews.
Searl released three newsletter in this set each will eventually be reprinted and update with colour where it
will improve the information.
Searl says that there is a story, in most cases fictitious but based upon fact, where a pilot does everything
wrong, you know what I mean, of course I will give a section showing the correct procedure in step-by-step
form, while in Searl third newsletter provides background information based upon experience of the
emergency together with subject revision for the benefit of those who learned to fly long ago in the time
Searl was learning.
One of the greatest insurances available to pilots is the ability to recognise, at an early stage, that which is
abnormal; as Searl watches the websites for abnormal experts and finds them – no problem. In most cases
this is largely a factor of experience, Searl agrees that experience is a time consuming commodity. But Searl
points out its absence can, to a large extent, be balanced by sound training, common sense and the ability to
adopt instinctively the correct drill when faced with an emergency.
Searl accepts that few emergencies in a conventional aeroplane are beyond cure. Searl understands that it is
what happens after the onset of trouble that so often makes the accident. Searl is aware that Statistics prove
this to be the case; Searl earnestly hope that this and other documents will help reduce the accident rate
which at this time is zero rates within SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION.

FORCE LANDING WITHOUT POWER
NEWSLETTER 1. THE SITUATION:
Pete King had been flying for three years or more on odd Sundays, the occasional trip to France; nothing
very ambitious. It has all been fairly uneventful until he invited his next door neighbours for a ride. The
conditions were splendid; blue sky broken by a scattering of fair weather cumulus and only a gentle breeze.
Then, three thousand feet above the Sussex countryside the engine suddenly stopped firing; no smoke, no
rough running; nothing. Just silence as the propeller wind milled round.
“Ah-ha! Carburettor icing” announced our pilot friend Luis with a confident grin as he pulled out the heat
control. Nothing happened. “Lord we’ve got a forced landing” he said in utter disbelief, “can you see any
smoke for a wind direction? There was none; and since he had forgotten take-off direction there was nothing
for it but to find a field and make a guess at line of approach. Pete’s eyes wandered anxiously from the wind
milling propeller to the left, but never once to the right where a large green field lay with easy gliding
distance.
“There’s a likely one over on the left” Pete thought to himself, “few trees on the approach and a little
orchard at the end. Must get close to it; cannot afford to undershoot.” By now he was gliding along the
boundary of his selected field, almost over it in fact, so that when he did turn onto base leg if was only a
matter of seconds before the approach was over flown and a hasty “S” turn followed to avoid the woods
lying along the right hand side of the field.
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Too late he woke up to the fact that he was high, very high. In near panic Pete clawed on flap in one
fumbling heave. Was Pete imagining it or were the flaps not very effective to-day? Then it dawned on him;
he was downwind and it was too late to do anything about it.
The edge of the field flashed by as Pete pushed into a frantic dive, a last minute attempt at getting down. The
ground came up, he held off then float – float – Float: would she never land. By now, half the field was
behind Pete then, relief at last, the wheels touched and they ran along the ground.”Brakes must get the
brakes on” Pete kept telling himself as the orchard raced towards him, filling the wind screen, then, thump!
They hit a small apple true, the aircraft slewed around, coming to a halt with a minor dent on one wing and
hardly another scratch. Searl agrees that it was unbelievable.
Back at the club, Pete King and his neighbours were busy sinking scotch while the members crowded
around. Pete was the centre of attraction, an ace. After all, had he not pulled off a force landing with hardly a
mark to show for it.
PETE KING is good at giving out crap strange people lap it up that he is an expert, back to this case; The
CFI came in. He had just returned from the field with an engineer. “Been looking at it” he announced to the
hushed clubroom. “You must be tired of life, Mr Pete King; you had left the fuel and ignition on”. In some
odd way, the silence that followed reminded Pete King of that moment of not many hours ago when his
engine had failed.
In the world of reality Pete King is a compulsive liar he loves expressing his bravery in the arm forces when
he save 20 comrades when a German threw into their bunker an explosive device which he picked up and
threw back at them wiping them all out making him the youngest boy ever to serve in the SAS corps as he
was born on the 28th October 1936; as you know the war ended on 7th may 1945 that made him 10 years 7
months and 10 days old at a rough guess, so he had to been younger than that for this event to had happen. I
could run a list of his lies to people who actually believed them and show you what actually happen in
reality but I think I rest my case on just that one issue that he never was in the SAS corps.

THE PROCEDURE:
It is an average day with moderate wind and broken cloud at 3500 feet. The aircraft is on a cross country
flight over open terrain when, without warning, the engine fails.

IMMEDIATE ACTION:
1. Hold the aircraft nose in the level attitude, thus conserving height while the speed is reduced to
the best gliding value.
2. Trim the aircraft at best gliding speed. Too high or too low an air speed will result in unnecessary
loss of height.
3. Look for a good field taking into account size, apparent surface, and distance from the aircraft
and if possible, availability of a house or farm for after landing help; but this is of less importance
than the other considerations.
4. Look for smoke to confirm wind speed and direction. Alternatively the broken cloud may cast
shadows on the ground and their movement will usually be within 150 of the surface wind which
will back during the descent. In the absence of any wind indications, use the take off direction for
landing.
You may be wondering if Searl did any emergency landing, yes indeed as it is part of the requirement to
obtain a flying license. There is one major problem with Searl is that it must be 100% perfect, as 99% is not
good enough even though it passes the required standards for the test.
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So long ago that time has forgotten- Peter you forgot to steal all the information you left some behind and
you call yourself an expert burglar agree you did a great job stealing £380,000.00 of equipment to force me
to give you all the secrets of the technology, but I did warn you that blackmail and robbery would not force
me to give you the know-how – so what did you gain – you told people that you know how to do it – they
are waiting still for you to do it.
I am recovering fast already even though I have only a pension to do it with: I have shown more than you
have been able to do in the same time factor – and soon I shall be back to the year 2003 the year of the great
robbery – where are you Peter the expert criminal?
Dear Peter or should I say dear Pete King, by the end of 2010 I may even be back to 1968 level of success,
just at this moment December 23rd 2009 that now looks likely to become reality, so how are you going to
continue convincing your backers that you are winning to your Martin and Ken; is Luis with you still in the
gang of criminals.

PLANNING THE CIRCUIT:
1. Plan a normal circuit around the chosen landing area, avoiding complicated patterns. Searl says
never turn away from the field, which must be kept in sight at all times.
2. Select a 1000 feet point or area. This is the key to the success of the operation; yet its true function
and position is very often misunderstood, Searl will deal with that issue later.
3. Without delay turn towards the 1000 feet point, assess the ground elevation by visual judgement.
4. Be prepared to adjust the flight path so that the aircraft will arrive over the point at 1000 feet
above ground level – Figure 1.
5. While gliding to the 1000 feet point try to find the cause of engine failure. The symptoms of the
failure will often provide a good indication of the cause which Searl will deal with later. When the
power loss is accompanied by smoke, vibration and unusual noise there has almost certainly been
a mechanical failure. Fuel and ignition must be switched off immediately. Alternatively when the
propeller wind mills without mechanical noise it may be possible to restart the engine, Check A

Fuel pressure and operate fuel booster pump;

B

Fuel content. If possible, change to another tank;
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C

Position of ignition switches;

D

Position of mixture control;

E

Try carburettor heat;

6.

When time and conditions permit, send out a “Mayday”, giving call sign, best known position and
intention.

7.

During practice, warm the engine with a good burst of power at intervals of 500 – 1000 feet
according to the outside air temperature.

8.

Complete the usual downwind vital actions. These will include additional checks aimed at safe
guarding the occupants in the event of a bad landing-

B

Brakes off;

U

Undercarriage up;

M

Mixture idle cut off;

P

Pitch coarse – simulate in practice Searl will explain later;

F

Fuel off;

I

Ignition off;

H

Harness tight;

H

Hatches ready for quick release.

We aim to create the tomorrow
technology in energy and
transportation.

NOTE:
Some aircraft become difficult to manage when the door is allowed to open slightly. At this stage pilot
action should therefore be confined to unlocking rather taking off the latch.
9.

Maintain a close check on progress towards the 1000 feet point. Avoid dissipating height by gliding
at the incorrect speed. Make full use of trim.

10.

At the 1000 feet point turn onto base leg. Assess the strength of the wind by the amount of drift and
adjust the base leg accordingly.

11.

Aim to overshoot slightly thus ensuring the field is within gliding distance.

12.

When certain the field can be reach, lower the undercarriage if applicable, Searl will deal with that
issue later.
Lower 10 – 150 of flap.

13.

Turn onto the approach and look out for obstruction that may have gone undetected. Adjust the
landing path accordingly.

14.

Use the flaps in stages to bring the touchdown point forward thus making the full length of the field
available for deceleration. Full flap should be applied as soon as it is certain the field can be reached.
The lower the touchdown speed the better.

15.

Before landing turn off the battery master switch.

16.

Avoid obstacles and land at the lowest possible touchdown speed Searl discuss later.
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Figure 1.Adjusting the glide towards the 1000 feet point according to circumstances.
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17.

During the landing run look ahead and avoid rough ground or obstacles.

18.

Apply the brakes and bring the aircraft to a halt as soon as possible.

19.

Take steps to safeguard the aircraft and, if possible, put someone in charge while telephoning the
base airfield.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Searl agrees that with the development of thoroughly reliable engines, the Forced Landing Without Power,
once an everyday experience for pioneer aviators, has now become a rare occurrence. However the
likelihood of a forced landing as a result of mechanical failure, remote as it may be, does not rule out the
possibility of unexpected power loss due to pilot error and for this reason the emergency which forms the
subject of these documents should be fully understood: it should also be practiced at regular intervals as
Searl applied to his training; the benefits are obvious:
a. Ability to cope with the situation should it occur;
b. An interesting and enjoyable exercise which must improve both the pilot’s general handling skill
and his / her judgement.

POSSIBLE CAUSES OF ENGINE FAILURE:
These may be divided into two categories:
A

Mechanical.

B

Pilot mismanagement.

A

MECHANICAL:

Searl agree that the chances of a major component failure: in all his flying hours and on various aircraft
never had one instant of actual component failure, maybe because they had good maintenance staff at
Blackbushe airport but accepts that one could experience a broken crankshaft, connection rod, etc Searl
agree are remote and the most likely engine faults are as follows:
1. Blown Cylinder-head Gasket:
The gas-tight seal between the cylinder and its head: This could very well be FB problem.
This will produce a reduction in power accompanied by a distinctive sound not unlike that of a
leaking exhaust system on a car which FB performs to perfection on YouTube, well from where I
am sitting FB sure matches a car exhaust system being well tested in a blown state.
Usually it is possible to continue flying but a landing should be made as soon as possible since
prolonged running with a leaking gasket can damage both the cylinder and its head.
2. Mechanical Fuel-Pump Failure:
Searl understand that this being the final link between fuel tank and carburettor, it follows that an
inoperative mechanical fuel pump will cause the carburettor to run dry within a few seconds. The
symptoms are easily recognized by a sudden and decisive loss of power, the propeller wind milling
without unusual mechanical noise, or vibration, the fuel pressure gauge reading zero. Searl
knows that the remedy is simple. Switch on the emergency fuel pump.
Searl will not start the next problem on this page to avoid breaking it up, but need you to see what will be
required of all you wish to be pilots on the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V); Searl know that you did not
know that; but now you do.
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Fuel line Blockage:
Either in the form of foreign matter in the fuel pipe or an air lock by incorrect use of the furl
cock. Symptoms are the same as in fuel pump failure. In each case the remedy is to augment fuel
pressure by switching on the electric fuel pump. Should this have no effect, change tanks.

4.

Magneto Failure:
May take several forms: An electrical fault causing loss of spark is unlikely to occur in both
magnetos simultaneously: unless the ignition switch develops a short in flight and this is an even
more remote possibility. Failure of one magneto will effect a small power reduction but even with
fixed pitch propellers this will probably go undetected by the pilot, hence the importance of a
magneto check during the after landing rundown.

Of more serious consequence is failure of the magneto drive. It is not unknown for the engine drive coupling
to shear; when the magneto may continue to rotate, generating sparks and delivering them to the plugs at the
wrong time. Symptoms are unmistakable. The engine will misfire to the accompaniment of violent shaking
which is transmitted throughout the aircraft in a manner unlikely to be confused with rough running of
carburettor icing. If the engine is allowed to continue running while in this condition very serious damage
can result and immediate action must be taken to stop the misfiring. Again the remedy is simple; test the
switches then turn off the offending magneto. With the engine now dependent upon one ignition system an
early landing must be planned.
5.

Detached or Faulty Plug Lead:
When only one lead becomes detached from its sparking plug: little if anything will be notice by
the pilot unless: the lead makes contact with another plug. The design of ignition harnesses makes
this highly improbable but in the unlikely event of it happening symptoms similar to magneto drive
failure will occur. Here again the cure is to find the faulty ignition system, switch it off without
delay, revise the flight plan and land as soon as possible.

6.

Sticking Valve:
To achieve power, during the compression and ignition strokes both valves in the cylinder head
must be tightly closed. Occasionally, seizure of a valve in its guide, or a broken valve spring, may
allow a valve to remain open. In the case of an inlet valve, mixture will be pumped back through
the carburettor in the reverse direction to normal flow, thus affecting carburettor to all cylinders
and causing a general loss of power.

In this case it is usually possible to remain in the air until an airfield is reached. An exhaust valve which
remains open during compression and ignition will allow mixture to be pumped into the exhaust manifold,
where loud misfiring will be heard accompanied by rough running.
This is not usually so violent as magneto drive failure but serious nevertheless. Prolonged running under
these conditions may cause failure of the exhaust system with risk of fire. Power should be reduced to the
minimum possible and an early landing effected.

PILOT MISMANAGEMENT:
PRE-FLIGHT:
The best possible advice is “know your aircraft”. So often a force landing has resulted from pilot
ignorance some Searl says some of it inexcusable, occasionally because the unexpected has caught him
off guard.
Some of the most common pilot traps as all pilots should know are as follows.
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1. NEVER TRUST A FUEL GAUGE:
It may work to-day. It may work to-morrow but that is no guarantee it will not tell a lie next week.
Even when the aircraft is well known, never accept a gauge as working until its reading has been
checked by visual inspection of the fuel tank. Searl states that with some aircraft fuel cannot be seen
from the filling point and in these cases the dipstick for the purpose should be used.
2. INCORRECT USE OF FUEL STRAINERS:
The practice of ignoring fuel strainers before the first flight of the day is clearly a source of potential
danger. However it is apparent that misuse of the fuel strainers may create a hazard of another kind.
Searl is aware that there have been cases when pilot has omitted to select fuel on before straining the
tank. The resultant back pressure has gradually prevented further draining, thus giving the impression
that the strainer has been closed correctly when in fact it is partly open. The pilot’s first indication that
a situation exists is when he becomes aware of what appears to be abnormal fuel consumption
followed by a dry tank.
3 ENGINE SEIZURE RESULTING FROM INSUFFICIENT OIL;
Most engines, irrespective of age or design, lose oil, either through minor leaks, burning or negative
“g” incurred during aerobatics. It therefore follows that an engine low on oil at the beginning of a
flight may be dangerously low towards the end of the detail.
In extreme cases, shortage of engine oil will produce a complete seizure with potentially dangerous
and invariably expensive results.
The lesson is clear – check the oil level before flight.
The three areas for pilot negligence mentioned in the preceding text can all be avoided by elementary
airmanship.

ATTENTION ASTRONAUTS AND COSMONAUTS:
PLEASE KINDLY TAKE NOTE THAT YOU WILL NOT HAVE TO CHECK FOR
ENGINE OIL AS THE INVERSE-GRAVITY-VEHICAL ENGINE DOES NOT
REQUIRE OIL TO FUNCTION; THAT’S ANCIENT TECHNOLOGY.
NEVER FLY WITHOUT FIRST COMPLETING THE OUTSIDE CHECKS:
DURING FLIGHT:
1. CARBURETTOR ICING:
It should never be assumed at any time that conditions are such as to preclude the possibility of
carburettor icing. Searl says that the most likely range of outside air temperature when icing may
occur is generally quoted as between +300C and -180C. Correct use of the carburettor heat control
is complicated by a number of variables and Searl dealt with the subject in greater detail in
another newsletter.
2. INCORRECT USE OF THE MIXTURE CONTROL:
Searl says will cause a decrease in power and overheating. Do not weaken the mixture below the
minimum flight level recommended in the operating manual. When one is fitted, make full use of
the fuel / air ratio meter and never weaken below the minimum setting which is usually “red
lined”.
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THE WORLD OF TOMORROW WHICH IS MEANT TO BE WILL COME – THIS DOES NOT
REQUIRE A MIXURE CONTROL.
===========================================================================
When there is no meter the mixture should not be weaken to the point where a loss of power and
rough running is apparent.
3.

MISMANAGEMENT OF FUEL:
Avoid running a tank completely dry. Should this occur there will often be evidence of surging as
the remaining drops of fuel are drawn from the tank, followed by complete loss of power.
When changing tanks Searl states that you turn the fuel cock through the positions detailed in the
flight manual. If this recommends going from one tank to the other through the “0ff” position
makes a habit of so doing.
Searl points out that on some aircraft a particular tank is to be used for taking off and landing. If
the manufacturer makes such a recommendation take it as certain that special reasons exist and
follow their advice without exception. Searl says that it is good practice to switch on the fuel
booster pump when changing from one tank to another.

NOTE: Astronauts and Cosmonauts this is one problem which the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle does not have
thus there will be no fuel tanks to our understanding; as conventional flying have to use on
board the spacecraft.
Nevertheless there will be tanks of oxygen, hydrogen, water and empty tanks for sewage use. But
all tanks are automatic operated unless of power failure then they have to be manual handle
until problem is solved. But Searl do not expect any problems to happen on a mission; as all
components will have undergone hours of testing for malfunction to show up.
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NO CARBURETTOR ICING TO WORRY ABOUT, BECAUSE THE INVERSE-GRAVITY-VEHICLE
DOES NOT REQUIRE A CARBURETTOR FOR ITS FUNCTIONS.
4.

RUNNING OUT OF FUEL:
Possibly the most common cause of Forced Landing Without Power, running out of fuel, usually
results from incorrect flight planning. With modern radio aids it is not usual for pilots to be
uncertain of their position and the most likely causes when running short of fuel are either:
(a) Reliance on the reading of an inaccurate fuel gauge.
(b) Failing to allow sufficient fuel for weather deterioration and a possible diversion.
When it is clear that fuel will be insufficient to reach the destination a Forced Landing With
Power – this Searl discussed in his next newsletter – should be attempted in the best available field
on the basis that it is better to be able to choose a field, under power, while you can.

5.

MISUSE OF ENGINE CONTROLS:
It is not unknown for a pilot under stress to check for carburettor ice by mistakenly pulling out the
mixture control, thus operating the idle cut-off. When an engine does fail, naturally the position
of the mixture control is included in the checks for possible cause of power last.

6.

IGNITION SWITCHES:
Searl agrees while it is remotely possible to accidentally knock off the ignition in flight most
modern light aircraft have an ignition key and although the position of this will naturally be
checked in the event of engine failure Searl feels that it is unlikely to be the cause of the trouble.

The mission Commando of Star ship Explorer holds the key to the power rack, and the chief flight engineer;
where the Flight Commando is in charge of powering up of the craft the flight engineer shall be responsible
for all power systems for life support onboard. The Radio Officer in charge of all communications systems
will have a key to his / her department. There are three shifts cover each day of the mission.
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NO RUNNING OUT OF FUEL – TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY UNDER RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT TERMED THE INVERSE-GRAVITY-VEHICLE (I-G-V).
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS WHEN AN ENGINE FAILS:
When notwithstanding all checks and pre-flight preparations the engine fails in the air, safe landing of a
single engine aircraft is affected by the following factors:
1. Extent of engine failure, such as partial or complete – in the case of a multi-engined aircraft
failure of one engine presents quite different problems and these are dealt with in another
newsletter of Searl.
2. Type of aircraft and its handling characteristics;
3. Weather, particularly wind strength;
4. Nature of terrain below the aircraft;
5. Selecting the landing area;
6. Position of wheels in aircraft with retractable undercarriages.
7. Amount of light at time of engine failure;
8. Altitude at time of engine failure.
In conventional flying engine failure is possible regardless how well made they are due to either pilot error,
or misfortune of a component malfunction, which today is rare event. The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V)
engine is nothing more than a linear motor riding on a magnetic bearing in a configuration of three different
autotransformers whose out puts feed into the next to boost the output; the final output results in extra high
voltage. Therefore it is most unlikely of a Searl Effect Generator failing in operation.
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YEAR 2000 THE RE-BUILDING OF SWALLOW COMMAND HEADQUARTERS BEFORE THE
ROBBERY OF 2003 WHICH STRIPPED OUT THIS ROOM AND THE OTHER ROOM OF
EQUIPMENT. But 2010 may see that all be rebuilt again in the USA.
1

EXTENTOF ENGINE FAILURE:
The procedure outlined on page 1.3 was based upon complete loss of power. Partial engine failure,
that is when sufficient power remains to maintain height at a reduced speed, raises the question of
whether to land immediately or seeks a more suitable area. Over open country however it is usually
better to ignore the limited power available and get the aircraft down in the first suitable field rather
than fly on and risk complete failure when the ground below may be less hospitable.

2

TYPE OF AIRCRAFT AND ITS HANDING CHARACTERISTICS:
The gliding characteristics of the aircraft must be fully understood as well as the effect of lowering
flap and undercarriage. An emergency is not the time to discover that application of full flap with
the engine off results in a steeper than expected descent path.
Searl understands that when a constant speed propeller is fitted, glide performance may be
improved by selecting “coarse” pitch, this being the nearest equivalent to “feathering”. During
practice procedures coarse pitch should only be simulated, otherwise engine damage may result
when opening the throttle at intervals.

We have come a long way in the domain of flight from that short dash down the run way, the machine lifted
into the air and was flying. It was only a flight of twelve seconds, and it was an uncertain, wavy, creeping
sort of flight at best; but it was a real flight at last and not a glide, and that was Orville Wright must had been
about 29 years before I popped up on planet Earth when he created the problem of flight by doing it which
was impossible so said the experts – funny millions of us have travelled by means of flight.
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This is the direct result of Orville Wright’s intrepid 12 second flight on Kill Devil Hill in 1903, mankind, in
the space of just nine decades, has developed the means to leave the boundaries of Earth, visit space and
return. As a matter of routine, every year millions of business people and tourists travel to the furthest
reaches of our planet within a matter of hours; some at twice the speed of sound. Searl says that the progress
of impossible becoming possible has, quite simply, been astonishing.
3

WEATHER AND WIND STRENGTH:
When the failure occurs in or above cloud a descent must be made away from known high
ground. Full use should be made of the radio, since ATC may be able to guide the aircraft away
from obstructions.
The descent through cloud must be made as quickly as possible because unless there is an
alternative vacuum source or the gyro instruments are electrically driven, the artificial horizon,
direction indicator and eventually the turn needle will cease to give reliable indications.
Appreciation of wind strength and direction is all important. It can mean the difference between
success and failure when committed to a forced landing. Searl says look for smoke, which is the
best indication of surface wind; but when none is available it is sometimes possible to use cloud
shadows. Assuming the clouds to be at approximately 2000 feet, wind direction will be some 150
less than the line of shadows.

4

NATURE OF TERRAIN:
Searl accepts that this obviously will determine the selection of landing area available. When the
engine fails while in sight of the ground it is simply a matter of choosing the best field, but a
forced landing which begins above cloud will present the additional problem of terrain clearance
mentioned under the previous sub-heading.
When flying above cloud in a single-engine aircraft it is therefore prudent to keep a metal picture
of the ground below by referring to the map at intervals.

Man / women will struggle to create better systems in the future: one that has been termed the InverseGravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) has the same options as Orville Wright’s Intrepid had: whose system was planned
to go against nature, whereas the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is planned to go with nature and not
against it. There is a difference of concept which is based in the thinking – that if this universe actually came
from nothing and we accept that it is real – then likewise we have to accept that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle
(I-G-V) is also real; for it is the same and part of the whole of the universe. It makes no difference if you
believe it or not, it will come as all those impossible things you use each day; also came regardless of being
impossible.
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Flying has came a long way since 1903, but it is still in its infancy it will, given time, mature into space
exploration beyond man’s wildest dreams of today; and SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION hopes to lead
that pathway of the future with STAR SHIP EXPLORER to go where no man has been before.
5

SELECTING THE LANDING AREA:
Searl agrees that of the many considerations likely to ensure a safe Forced Landing Without
Power none are more important than the ability to judge height, distance and wind. To these must
be added the intelligent selection of a suitable landing area. Unlike a Force Landing with Power
which Searl deals with in his next newsletter on this subject, there will be no opportunity for close
inspection of the approaches and surface of the chosen field, in fact Searl says that an assessment
will usually have to be made from a height of at least 2000 feet with nothing more than colour and
an overall impression for guidance.
Searl agrees that obviously a large field, free of obstructions and landing into wind is a first
choice although it is usually better to land up hill and across wind when these conditions prevail.
Also the longest run may be preferable to landing into wind.

During my flight training days; my instructor of the small tail wheel aircraft resented my flying the much
larger nose wheel and aircraft on the same days, and he made certain that every time I went for a lesson he
would let me know he was angry about the test examiner supported my action and not his demands.
Flying two entirely different aircraft every day allow me to get a better picture of the reality of speed in the
air and the reality between nose wheel and tail wheel aircraft on take-off and landing. Searl understands that
he was lucky to been allow to fly two different aircraft the same day on training, but they understood the
reason why I needed too, that was where the difference was the urgency to get the skills of handling
different aircraft under all kinds of weather conditions – I must admit that I was flying at times when sane
flyers remained on the ground, but then that was Searl NOTHING IMPOSSIBLE except that you make it so.
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Neil Anderson, then General Dynamics Chief Test Pilot, demonstrates the amazing agility of the YF-16 at
Le Bourget in 1975 amazing I was just 43 years old and still kicking, it is amazing how time flies. He
played a part in this work without even knowing it; just like you do but not aware of it.
The following notes will act as a guide when selecting a field from the air:
QUALITIES REQUIRED:
1
2
3
4
5

large as possible;
Clear approaches;
As level as possible;
Good surface;
For preference near farm or a house so that help may be obtained after landing.

Size is easy to determine from the air and major obstructions – power lines, trees, etc – can usually be seen.
Level is not easy to detect until the later stages of the forced landing circuit but small undulations are of little
consequence.
Surface presents the biggest problem and this may be assessed as follows:
Grassland

Varying from dark green to brownish green according to dampness or dryness.
Surface may be mottled.

Stubble

Generally buff colour. At lower altitudes regular lines may be visible.

Ripe Grain

Colour varies between buff and golden brown according to type of crop. A
distinctive wave pattern is set up by the wind, indicating its direction.

Young Grain

Dark green, varying in shade.

Root Crops

Regular lines visible, particularly when crops are young.

Ploughed Fields

Dark to red-brown, according to area. If no other choice, land with the furrows.

Marsh

Dark green with much darker areas. Streams and pools of water may be evident in
the vicinity. A last resort.

Heath

Usually on high ground, showing large areas of mottled brown-green denoting
gorse or heather.
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December 17 1935, just 32 years after the Orville Wright prove experts wrong and just 2 years 7 months and
14 days after Searl landed on planet Earth, man had reach this unbelievable stage of success and termed this
aircraft the Immortal DC-3. Agree never been a member of an active flight crew on one; but I have had the
pleasure of being a passenger on one in 1953; that was about 18 years after that first date.
Main roughness caused by rabbit holes. Look out for rocks during the approach.
Beach
6

Sand running within a few yards of the water’s edge is usually firm to provide a good
landing.

POSITION OF WHEELS:
There has been some rethinking on this subject in many years, primarily as a result of the almost
universal adoption of the tricycle undercarriage.
Tail wheel aircraft with retractable undercarriage are now rare but in these cases it is still
considered preferable to land on an unknown surface with the wheels retracted, thus avoiding the
possibility of nosing over which is not in the best interest to the pilot. When an aircraft – nose or tail
wheel type – is for any reason landed with the undercarriage retracted it is imperative to make
contact in a flat attitude, even if the speed is high. Searl states that the alternative is to reduce speed
by holding up the nose and this invariably culminates in a tail first touchdown or a rapid sink in the
nose up attitude, in each case causing more damage than is necessary to the aircraft.
With nose wheel aircraft it is now the practice to lower the undercarriage, thus holding the fuselage
and its occupants clear of minor obstacles which may have gone undetected at the time of selection.
In any case the undercarriage will very likely absorb the shock of landing on a rough surface and
even if a collapse does occur there is little likelihood of injury, bearing in mind the low touchdown
speed of most light twin and single engine aircraft. The landing will be dealt with later.

Searl shows what you have to know and understand about conventional flying as you have to start at the
bottom of the ladder and work up the ladder to become an astronaut and work hard to reach to become a
cosmonaut, But you can be the pilot in command of normal Earth ports flights even if you are flying in the
thin layer of atmosphere of the planet Earth from airport to airport.
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Amazing the 747, yes I have flown on the flight deck with the crew and been a passenger many times on
one, think that two brothers who just wanted to prove the expert’s wrong cause this to happen and we are all
jolly well glad they did, so who can state that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) cannot fly?
7

AMOUNT OF LIGHT AT TIME OF ENGINE FAILURE:
This will obviously affect the ease or otherwise of completing the forced landing with minimum
damage to the aircraft. The worst case is engine failure at night, although when there is a full
moon it is usually possible to see major obstacles and take avoiding action. Even the darkest night
does not automatically mean disaster. Remember that at the low speeds associated with light
aircraft there is no reason why the occupants should suffer injury provided the following
precautions are taken:

A

Try and maintain a mental picture of the terrain below;

B

Turn into wind and trim at the lowest airspeed consistent with safety, thus minimizing the effects
of impact with trees, etc;

C

The landing light is of no value at 750 feet and the battery will rapidly discharge if care is not
exercised. Therefore only use the light during the final 150 feet to avoid major obstacles and affect
the best possible landing.

8

ALTITUDE AT TIME OF ENGINE FAILURE:
May or may not be an advantage, 5000 feet above unbroken cloud is a worse position to be in than
1500 feet below it and in sight of the ground. Other things being equal such as visual contact with
the ground with a minimum of 2000 feet is convenient, and cross country flights should be routed
below that level for air traffic or weather reasons.
Searl always undertook his training lessons at 2000 feet and only climbing higher if ATC
requested such requirements.
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COMMON FAULT IN POSITIONING THE 1000 FEET POINT.

Remember that when the altimeter is on QNH it is indicating altitude above the lowest forecast
mean sea level for that area. Although a glance at the map will give some idea of ground elevation
it is preferable to develop the ability of judging height above ground.
SAFEGUARDING THE AIRCRAFT AND ACTION TO BE TAKEN AFTER LANDING:
Having made a successful forced landing it would be inexcusable to incur damage to the aircraft through
lack of precautions on the ground.
Whenever possible push the aircraft to a sheltered position, first checking the ground ahead for ruts,
holes, etc. Position the aircraft into wind, put on the brakes and lock the controls. Cows have an affinity
for elevators and rudders so it is advisable to place someone in charge of the aircraft while a telephone
call is made to the base airfield or the destination.
COMMON FUALTS DURING FORCED LANDING PROCEDURES:
1

The Circuit:
Avoid complicated circuits and try as far as possible to conform to the normal glide approach
pattern page 1.6;

2

Selection of the 1000 feet area:
So often the correct positioning of the 1000 feet area is misunderstood yet its intelligent
selection can be the difference between failure or success when committed to a Force Landing
without Power.
Searl says reject all complicated advice, like 450 from the centre of the field, because there is
no time to play guessing games, trying to judge 450 in perspective unless the aircraft is directly
over the field.
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METHOD OF CORRECTING A SERIOUS OVERSHOOT SITUATION.

Failure to turn off the fuel and ignition:
There are two important reasons for turning off fuel and ignition and these actions must always
be stimulated during practice:

A

reduction of fire risk in the event of damage during landing.

B

there must be no possibility of the engine bursting into life, so tempting the pilot to climb away.
The next failure may occur when conditions for a forced landing are less favourable.

4

Misunderstanding the touchdown point:
Searl says that in more recent years it has become he practice to advise pupils to land ½ of the way
into the field. To Searl logic mind this is misleading and dangerous because unless the field is
large, anywhere other than near the boundary is a potentially expensive luxury.
Searl says; by all means aim initially to land ¼ of the way into the field but on the approach, use
the flaps to bring forward the touchdown point see Figure 1.5.

5

Damage During Landing:
Searl accepts the issue that it is of course impossible to check the surface of the field thoroughly
before landing. Indeed the first close look at the touchdown area will occur during the final stage
of the approach when these considerations should be born in mind;

A

keep a sharp lookout for ruts, ditches, rocks or other obstacles and take avoiding action as
necessary – Searl understand that is easy said than done, and understand that some people get
nervous about doing a real force landing as deaths are known to happen in such situations.
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Use of flap to bring touchdown point towards the field boundary, thus making available
most of the force landing field for the post landing run.

aim to land at the lowest possible touchdown speed by prolonging the hold off. It is important to
get the tail down, even in nose wheel aircraft, the only exception being when landing with the
undercarriage retracted. Then Searl says that it is advisable to make contact in the level attitude.

This completes Searl first newsletter: upon this subject others yet to be reprinted. Photos have been added
for interest sake and to improve the education value – so who was responsible for this upset of expert’s
knowledge?
Orville Wright: born August 19, 1871
in Dayton, Ohio.
January 30, 1948 age 76 he died.
Wilbur Wright: born April 16, 1867 in
Millville, Indiana.
May 30, 1912 died age 45 years 1
month and 14 days old.
These two are blame for the chaos
which exists at airports today.
Tomorrow Searl will be blame for the
chaos.
Inventors always carry the can for the problems others create.
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Wright Brothers Intrepid December 17.1903 generated today’s air travel problems caused by terrorists
activities tomorrow it may be Searl who will become a problem for terrorists who is one who lives under
the rules of being a human being and resents these inhuman beings as being a cancer in society and
require surgical treatment to cut it out before it spreads any deeper in society.

2010 will this become starport Earth One the future of deep space exploration by commercial operators –
who can say: after all that there is an 50 – 50 chance that it will be so; funds and space to construct such
technology and a dedicated workforce is all it takes for the impossible to become possible.
It is like creating a fantasic wedding cake, all you need is the funds to buy the raw mateials, the cook who
knows how to make it and the dedicated workforce to prepare the event but likewise comes the question
will she or want she accept it and make that impossible DREAM become possible – it is you who makes it
happen, not the wedding cake but you with that answer YES!
The same with the I-G-V it is you that say yes we shall do – then bloddy well do it – that is the answer.
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2010 IS THIS THE FUTURE COSMODROMES OF THE HUMAN RACE?
This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl and you know who: look towards 2010 with the question: will the future now
start for mankind in the domain of clean energy and deep space exploration in the same rate as we witness
the aircraft development and if so are you ready to cope with that change for a better world for all
humankind regardless.
To all our visitors; we the people of Searl Technology Limited, Searl Magnetic Limited and Swallow
Command wish you a great year of joy and good health and may your interest in our efforts grow in step
with us right to the marketplace – take care, and enjoy your time on planet Earth.
Prof. Searl.
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Inventions are products of the future that is to mean to be, but for any invention, great or small requires
triggers, which have to fall into place in a correct order of function.
Besides this FACT, materials, tools, equipment also have to have been invented and in place.
As if that condition is not enough – there is the space to work and live – and above all – hard cash – without
all these conditions are in place there is no hope for the future.
Then the big problem comes finding a team, which is honest whose heart and soul is in tune to get that
invention out on to the market place – without such a team, any massive project will be extremely slow in
meeting the marketplace; and that is a FACT!
Searl is a product of reality – he represents reality and nothing else – for only reality will get man into space
as a business of commercial value; otherwise space would be a wasted effort by all.
Searl belief that space has everything to offer planet earth: but it is not free, it has to be dedicated worked for
at a cost of hard labour, extreme planning to balance the economics, due to the fact costs has mounted so
vastly over the last few years that it has place space exploration near to collapse.
Can space be use as a commercial business: whereby this planet Earth can benefit to a point where all
creatures great and small can enjoy a better life then we have today. There is a slight possibility that it is not
too late if we all work together as one. If Egypt under pharaohs could achieve the impossible – then why
modern man cannot match them with space exploration.
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At the board committee meeting in August 1968, Searl put forward the suggestion that the landing legs of
this first manned craft should be operated by hydraulics as the primary source of power.
He also suggested that this craft should have eight landing legs by which the craft load could be supported
safely.
Thus, each one eight section of the craft; would require a leg capable of supporting the load.
If the dead weight of S.S. Ezekiel MK.V load were 2,000 tons, then each leg would have to share 250 tons.
If the dead weight of S.S. Ezekiel MK V load were 3,000 tons, then each leg would have to share 375 tons.
If the dead weight of S.S. Ezekiel MK V load were 4,000 tons, then each leg would have to share 500 tons.
That would be perfect in a perfect world; but alas in the best intensions in design can come a cropper
sometime during its operations.
Therefore, I have to consider that a situation has happen that a leg has failed; which leaves seven legs to carry
that load.
In our first case of 2,000 tons would now increase that load to 285.75 tons minimum.
In our second case of 3,000 tons would now increase that load to 428.58 tons minimum.
In our third case of 4,000 tons would now increase that load to 571.43 tons minimum.
Thus, you see that we must take into all accounts that could be possible even in reality there appears no
reason to make any adjustments.
Searl have to consider the operation of the 64 flight cells, whose primary system will be hydraulics.

The world of tomorrow: being created today by a few for the benefits of planet Earth and
your future business in space exploration – but it is up to you to help that achievement to
achieve success, without you it will take a very long time to become reality if ever, but the
benefits of success would be unbelievable to many,
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Therefore, let me introduce the subject, which often is the difficult part of the job, as it often appears boring;
nevertheless, some kind of introduction should be given.
This document designed primarily to supplement my books and newsletters of the past and it covers
documents from 1946 to the present day.
Likewise, this document will cover fluid mechanics and hydraulics being the primary system to be employ in
the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project of 1968; it also hold true for any other project of the future.
It is base on my conviction that S.I.S.R.C. Manned Flight Division requires that clarification and
understanding of the basic principles of any branch of mechanics can be accomplished best by means of
numerous illustrative problems.
This means using recent concepts, methods and terminology of that period.
The Star Ship Ezekiel Project requires the very best in knowledge and that requires the understanding of the
fundamentals of fluid flow, that is fluid flow in pipes, and in case it is needed somewhere on some distant
planet; flow in open channels.
It is the thinking that counts; thus, the subject matter is dividing into different documents for ease that covers
duty-recognised areas of theory and study: Searl can actually think, no doubt that surprises you.
Each document is planned to begin with statements of pertinent definitions, principles and theorems together
with illustrative and descriptive material – unfortunate this is in reality predicting the future of these
Documents, without knowing what problems I shall hit in writing them.
I am not an artist, and many photos and cine film have been stolen; so the records of facts of the past are no
longer available – nevertheless, the document with or without photos still holds true regardless.
There will be some supplementary problems that will be discussed and solved; these solved problems
illustrate and amplify the theory, by presenting methods of analysis, prove practical examples, thereby, bring
into sharp focus those fine points which enable the engineers on the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V. project to
apply the basic principles correctly and confidently.
Free body analysis, vector diagrams, the principles of work and energy and of impulse-momentum, and Sir
Isaac Newton 1643 – 1727 English Scientists laws of motion are utilised throughout these documents.
Searl will make every effort to present original problems that he sees that might or could become reality upon
a mission into deep space; the purpose of which to study numerous proofs of theorems and not forgetting the
derivations of formulas that will be involved; shall be included among the solved problems – more precise he
hopes that will be the outcome of these documents.
Upon the completion of this research and development, he hopes that he will have produced a large number
of supplementary problems that will serve as a complete review of the material of each document.
In addition, to the use of this document by the engineering staff of Swallow Command, or any other division
of Searl International Space Research Consortium that includes Searl Technology Ltd; Searl Magnetics
Ltd or New Space Technology Ltd of fluid mechanics, it should be considerable value as a reference book to
the practicing engineer on how Searl handled his problems.
No matter how much thinking Searl undertake in this project: he does not know all data that may needed.
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Nevertheless, he will find a way to create well-detailed solutions too many practical problems and can refer
to the summary of the theory when necessity arises.
In addition, this book should serve the professional engineer into added his knowledge to this effort to get
commercial business into space speeded up to be seen as being part of that success.
My thanks go to all who have helped me over the years from 1946 to 1968, either with funds or labour –
without this help this progress would not had been achieved.

Seek with all learning
love overrules wars

Without risks there are no rewards – unless we work as one this world will never be
a paradise – you have to make it so – the future of humankind depends upon your
efforts now!
PROPERTIES OF FLUIDS.
FLUID MECHANICS AND HYDRAULICS:
Fluid mechanics and hydraulics represent that branch of applied mechanics dealing with the behaviour of
fluids at rest and in motion. To SWALLOW COMMAND being the space research and development wing of
Searl International Space Research Consortium must have a sound understanding of the development of
the principles of fluid mechanics, some fluid properties play principal roles within Swallow Command,
others only minor roles or no roles at all.
In fluid statics, specific weight is the important property, which is similar to density in the Searl Effect
(S.E.G) train system of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) power horse, whereas in fluid flow, density and
viscosity are predominant properties. Where appreciable compressibility occurs, principles of
thermodynamics are considered.
Vapour pressure becomes important when negative pressures (gage) are involved, and surface tension affects
static and flow conditions in small passages.
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Fluids are substances which are capable of flowing and which conform to the shape of containing vessels.
When in equilibrium, fluids cannot sustain tangential or shear forces flowerbower.
All fluids have some degree of compressibility and offer little resistance to change of form.
Fluids may be divided into liquids and gases; which no doubt is the answer why all that gas is appearing on
websites; so for heaven sake don’t strike a match or you will become instant manure covering an large area
of space, which will never do unless you first get a license and paid your tax.
The chief differences between liquids and gasses are:
1)

Liquids are practically incompressible, occupy definite volumes, and have free surfaces.

2)

Gases are compressible and often must be so treated whereas a given mass of gas expands until
it occupies all portions of any containing vessel.

AMERICAN ENGINEERING SYSTEM OF UNITS:
Now I enter the domain of the law of the squares: being that there are three selected references dimensions
that is fundamental dimensions dear flowerbower my dear son; which are:

1)

Length;

2)

Force;

3)

Time.

Now we shall try to understand the American way within this document which I shall employ their ways to
the best of my knowledge.
Thus, the corresponding three fundamental units used by me will be the:
1)

Foot of length;

2)

Pound of force – or pound weight;

3)

Second of time.

All other units may be derived from these.
Bear in mind that the unit volume is the ft3.
The unit of acceleration is the ft/sec2.
The unit of work is the ft lb.
The unit of pressure is the lb/ft2.
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This is just one half of the drawing done by Searl of Star Ship Ezekiel MK V
construction measurements scaled to 5mm = 1m of the actual craft: Which John
Thomas has in his procession. He has the whole cut out of this craft.
Demo one: was the model test for that project, a person inform John Thomas that in an old newsletter he
got: say the Demo one project was stop, in this document it say different – agree that old newsletter is
correct; but refers to team stopped work on it – work never stops: somehow Searl continue with it –
likewise with the 25th August 2003 robbery two teams were stop but Searl continue with that work
regardless.
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Should Searl give data in any other units, which is quite possible to check if you are awake, they must be
converted to the foot-pound-second system before applying them to the Searl solution of problems?
The unit for mass in this system is the slug because it is an American term – not a British one; it refers to a
measurement in the fps system, which is a unit of mass that will acquire an acceleration of one foot per
second per second when acted upon by a force of one pound.
FACT as I understand it; for a freely falling body in vacuum the acceleration is that of gravity;
g = 32.2 ft / sec2 at sea level – and the only force acting is its weight.
At this point, I must wake up Sir Isaac Newton to use his second law:
Remember that he says:
Force in pound = mass in slugs x acceleration in ft/ sec2
Then

Or

weight in pound = mass in slugs x g (32.2 ft / sec2)
Weight W in pounds
mass M in slugs = --------------------------------g (32.2 ft / sec2)

Agree. Values or terms will be change over time, by arbitration; therefore, when you read these documents
you must remember that I am talking about that time band in which I was involved; not in the present time
band.
In these documents, you can study how and what terms got change as I travel along this road of life.
It is a record of facts: which I met along life’s road, from my respective; yours might have been quite
different.

SPECIFIC WEIGHT:
Specific weight is vital issue in the development of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) or more precise the
Gyro-Flywheel-High energy density-mechanical-magnetic device.
The specific weight ω of a substance is the weight of a unit volume of the substance.
Remember that for liquids, ω may be taken as constant for practical changes of pressure.
The specific - unit – weight of water for ordinary temperature variations is 62.4 lb / ft3.
I will try to show you some additional values on the next page.
Do not forget that Star Ship Ezekiel MK V also will have gas on board besides water; thus, such facts must
also be accounted and addressed, otherwise Searl will remain on planet Earth while you head for Planet Mars
with his famous words good luck on your mission.
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The specific weights of gases may be calculated by using the equation of state of a gas:

Or

(2)

Where pressure p is absolute pressure in lb/ft2.
Specific volume ν s is the volume per unit weight in ft3/lb.
Temperature T is the absolute temperature in degrees Rankine 4000+ degrees Fahrenheit.
R is the gas constant in feet/degree Rankine.
Since ω = 1/ν s, the above equation may be written:
(3)
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MASS DENSITY of a BODY p (rho) = mass per unit volume = ω/g.
S.I.S.R.C. consortium of companies are employed in engineering research and development; as such there
had to been an engineering system of units in use, this document shows what system were used in various
tasks taken over the years. This document refers to this period:

These engineering units were the mass density – which is vital in the Searl Effect generator (S.E.G) and of
water vital for the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle I.G.V. In the matter of water Searl is talking about 62.4/32.2 =
1.94 slugs/ft3.
Here. I will give you an update, in the metric system the density of water is 1 g/cm3 now you see how
complicated my life is.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY of a BODY:
The specific gravity of a body is that pure number which denotes the ratio of the weight of a body to the
weight of an equal volume of a substance taken as a standard.
Solids and liquids are referring to water – at 39.20 F = 40 C – as standard.
Gases are often referred to air free of CO 2 or Hydrogen H 1 at 320 F = 00 C and one atmosphere = 14.7 lb/in2
pressure as standard.
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For example;

Specific gravity of a substance =

=

Weight of the substance
----------------------------------------Weight of equal volume of water

(4)

Specific weight of substance
---------------------------------------Specific weight in water

Thus if the specific gravity of a given oil is 0.750, its specific weight is 0.750(62.4 lb/ft3) = 46.8 lb/ft3.
The specific gravity of water is 1.00 and of mercury, Hg 80 is 13.57. The specific gravity of a substance is
the same in any system of measures.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND KINEMATIC VISCOSITY OF CERTAIN LIQUIDS.
KINEMATIC VISCOSITY = TABULAR VALUE X 10-5:
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VISCOSITY of a FLUID;

Figure 17.1
The viscosity of a fluid is the property, which determines the amount of its resistance to a shearing force
Viscosity is due primarily to interaction between fluid molecules; that is precisely what the Searl Effect
Technology is all about interaction between the atoms as a whole or the molecules, which they form,
whether it is solid or fluid.
Referring to Figure 17.1: consider two large, parallel plates at a small distance y apart, the space between the
plates being filled with fluid.
Consider the upper plate acted on by a constant force F and hence and hence moving at a constant velocity
U.
Now look at S.S. EZEKIEL or even the PROBE IGV41 when grounded upon a planet surface which
process an atmosphere there will be CONSTANT FORCE F acting upon its upper shell – that is correct
NASA.
Likewise a similar effect will act upon the under shell, both of which can be considered as liquid in nature,
but to this Searl must consider also that the lower shell will have another force acting upon it while it’s not
powered up, which is not an liquid in nature; term gravity and, electrical force term electric charge state.
These are just a few of the forces to evaluate within this project – so stay tune for a long run.
The fluid in contact with the upper plate will adhere to it and will move at velocity U, and the fluid in
contact with the fixed plate will have velocity zero.
If distance y and velocity are not too great, as in the case of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) the velocity
variation (gradient) will be a straight line.
From experiments, which have shown that force, F varies with the area of the plate, or the shell of the
Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) not forgetting the plates of the Searl Effect Generator S.E.G, with
velocity U, and inversely with distance y.
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Star ship Ezekiel MK V concept has to take account of all the footprints relating to every atom and how they
change in compounds.
Not only that: he had to take into account how their footprints change with temperature and pressure.
You never knew that – really then why insult a person who is trying to achieve something by which you
would have a better world to live in to the one, which you have created.
Yes, viscosities of liquids decreases with temperature increases but are not affected appreciably by pressure
change; that is only one problem Searl has to face in 1968 – a footprint that changes with temperature
change.
Let us see what other problem faces Searl: The absolute viscosity of gases increases with increase in
temperature but is not appreciably changed that is due to pressure.
Reality: Star ship Ezekiel MK V will have within its function systems both liquid, gases to cope with whose
footprints different in nature, and are in fact opposites in the function of this project.
This first part of the report only laying down the introduction part thereof to allow you time to appreciate
what will be appearing within these documents as the story of Searl success unfolds upon how he was able
to achieve such a concept where the experts have completely failed in that domain.
Since the specific weight of gases changes with pressure changes – temperature constant, - the kinematic
viscosity varies inversely as the pressure.
However, from the equation above, μg = ων.

VAPOUR PRESSURE:
When evaporation takes place within an enclosed space, such as within Star Ship Ezekiel MK V, the partial
pressure created by the vapour molecules is termed vapour pressure.
Vapour pressure depend upon temperature and increases with it – yet another problem Searl must take into
account – the number of staff in the flight crew output of vapour which is a nature function of the body. The
details of water table have already been included within this part of the document.

SURFACE TENSION:
A molecule in the interior of a liquid is under attractive forces in all directions, and the vector sum of these
forces is zero. However, a molecule; at the surface of a liquid is acted on by a net inward cohesive force,
which is perpendicular to the surface.
Hence, it requires work to move molecules to the surface against this opposing force, and the surface
molecules have more energy than interior ones.
The surface tension of a liquid is the work that must be done to bring enough molecules from inside the
liquid to the surface to form one new unit area of that surface – ft lb/ft2.
This work is numerically equal to the tangential contractile force acting across a hypothetical line of unit
length on the surface – lb/ft.
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In most problems of introductory fluid mechanics, surface tension is not of particular important.
Mechanical properties of water at atmospheric pressure: gives values of surface tension σ – sigma – for
water in contact with air.
The reason for this table is that Searl cannot see how within the Star Ship Ezekiel MK V project, the water
content being such a large volume will not make contact with air – because it will regardless.
The water content is vital for the crew operating any mission on Star Ship Ezekiel MK V for drinking,
cooking, and hygiene purposes not forgetting producing Hydrogen H 1 for cooking purposes and Oxygen O
8 for breathing; which of course Oxygen will be extremely important as dream one states.

CAPILLARITY:
The rise or fall of a liquid in a capillary tube – or some equivalent circumstance, such as in porous media –
is caused by surface tension and depends on the relative magnitudes of the cohesion of the liquid and the
adhesion of the liquid to the walls of the containing vessel.
Liquids rise in tubes they wet – adhesion > cohesion – and fall in tubes they do not wet – cohesion >
adhesion.
The law of the squares again conformed precisely that – being there are always two prime states in nature
and they are opposites and reversible.
Capillarity is important when using tubes smaller than about 3/8 inch diameter.

FLUID PRESSURE:
Fluid pressure is transmitted with equal intensity in all directions and acts normal to any plane.
In the same horizontal plane, the pressure intensities in a liquid are equal.
Measurements of unit pressures are accomplished by using various forms of gages.
Unless otherwise stated, gage or relative pressure will be used throughout this series of documents.
Take note for Searl requirements: gage pressures represent values above or below atmospheric pressure as
the law of the squares are at work here.

UNIT PRESSURE or PRESSURE:
Is expressed as force divided by area.
In general:

For conditions where forces P are uniformly distributed over the area, I have:
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DIFFERENCE in PRESSURE:
Difference in pressure between ant two points at different levels in a liquid is given by:

in psf

(7)

Where ω = unit weight of the liquid – lb/ft3 – and h 2 – h 1 = difference in elevation – ft.
If point 1 is in the free surface of the liquid and h is positive downwards, the above equation becomes:

in psf

(8)

To obtain the lb/in2 pressure unit, I use:

in psi gauge,

(9)

These equations are applicable as long as ω is constant – or varies so slightly with h as to cause no
significant error in the result.

PRESSURE VARIATIONS in a COMPRESSIBLE FLUID:
Pressure variations in a compressible fluid are usually very small because of the small unit weights and the
small differences of elevation being considered in hydraulic calculations.
Where such differences must be recognizing for small changes in elevation dh, the law of pressure variation
may be written:

(10)
The negative sign indicates that the pressure decreases as the altitude increases, with h positive upwards.
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PRESSURE HEAD h:
Pressure head h represents the height of a column of homogeneous fluid that will produce a given intensity
of pressure.
Then:

(11)

BULK MODULUS of ELASTICITY (E):
The bulk modulus of elasticity (E) expresses the compressibility of a fluid. It is the ratio of the change in
unit pressure to the corresponding volume change per unit of volume.

(12)

COMPRESSION of GASES:
Compression of gases may occur according to various laws of thermodynamics. For the same mass of gas
subject to two different conditions:

(13)

Where

Ƥ = absolute pressure in lb/ft2:

ν = volume in ft3;
W = weight in lb;

ω = specific weight in lb/ft3;
R = gas constant in ft/degree Rankine;
T = absolute temperature in degrees Rankine = 460 + 0F.
FOR ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS:
Constant temperature: the above expression becomes:

(14)
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Bulk Modulus E = Ƥ in psf

Also,

(15)

FOR ADIABATIC or ISENTROPIC CONDITIONS:
No heat exchanged the above expressions become:

(16)

Also

(17)

And

(18)

Where K is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to the specific heat at constant volume.
It is known as the adiabatic exponent.
Tables A and B page 17.157 and Table C page 17.158 list some typical values of R and k.
For many gases, R time’s molecular weight is about 1544.

PRESSURE DISTURBANCES:
Pressure disturbances imposed on a fluid move in waves.
These pressure waves move at a velocity to that of sound through the fluid.
The velocity, or celerity, in ft/sec is expressed as:

(19)
Where E must be in lb/ft2.
For gases, this acoustic velocity is:

(20)
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This is a very important issue as Searl has stated since
1946 how nature function that is why if he had the land to
build his house it would be on the Inverse-GravityVehicle concept, in which both gases and fluid would act
in this manner, plus magnetic fields.
It is a nature function of nature, S.E.G and the I.G.V, thus
Searl makes use of it within his design concepts.

This complete part one of this document.
In part, two, which is hope, will appear in due time; we shall see some of the solved problems relating to this
discussion on problems, which are required in Project Star Ship Ezekiel MK V to be solved by Searl: that he
present to you; the world of reality as Searl knows it.
Searl have number some of the formulas as we go through to solve problems you will need to search back to
this document for them to use.
This document been released to the public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl. Head of R & D.
Division: Manned Flight.
Status: Superintendent of Document UK.
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History about Searl from the medical world how he ended up training in the above named section.
Through his land lady discussion with him about her son who was then serving three years in the Air
Force that his work place was short of a man.
She asked Searl if he would like to work in a chemist shop, for the record Searl had no idea what a
chemist shop was, he had never been in one.
That chemist shop was name St. Peters Canning’s Pharmacy situated at a corner in St. Peter’s Street; in
Fact, Bradley Lockerman came and films me there talking to the new owner.
Bradley film that discussion even if he could not understand what was being said, he knew the owner was
interested how it was when he worked there, and clearly from the owner point of view he must had
worked there to have explained the place as it was in the late 40s.
The work he did there, where everything was including the toilet, bottles in the basement, in fact the
owner said that she think there were still bottles there – sadly to say that today chemists have no need of
bottles everything comes pre-packed, and the funny things that happen there to him.
However, Searl did so well that the owner told him that he could not pay him the wages he deserved and
suggested that he would like to write to a doctor friend of his to see if he would consider interviewing him
for a post there. Searl agreed that he was interested in the idea – again Searl had no idea what he was
letting himself in for which appears to be a natural function of his.
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An interview by this doctor with Searl was arranged, and somehow the doctor agreed to place him on
a month trial period on the wards for assessment value.
Searl worked one week mornings, one week late then one week nights and return to one week
mornings. This took place at Shenley hospital.
On the late shift the students which included Searl were assembled in a room where they were
question about the body and its functions, it was noted that Searl was answering questions which the
three term ones should had been answering, clearly Searl was being monitoring rather closely as to
what his limits were.
Let take a look at Searl on the ward, how did what he witnessed shaped his future – he clearly took interests
in each and every patient not only from their body problems, but from why they were there and when did
their enter the hospital.
Fact; Searl brain works in a Logic way, clearly in those days hospitals operated in logic functions which was
perfect for Searl’s brain, the hospital life was perfect for Searl and he loved it.
Nevertheless, he was shocked as to why some patients were there, an aged man told him that he was put
there when he was 14 years of age – WHY the reply shock him.
He was bi-sexual structured – Searl understood that body structures at birth are no fault of that child, but
failure of nature of one of many reasons, some of which are the fault of the parents, clearly Searl wanted to
know why this misfortune placed him there.
It became clear that it was religion teachings that placed him there, being bi-sexual structured was the work
of the devil, no parent wanted to be known as having a child of the devil.
This also made Searl think about his foster mother attitude towards him as she always said that was to beat
the devil out of him – Searl never understood this devil crap.
This man died during his days on the ward; one thing Searl remembers well about him was that he claims to
have two brains – insane – NO; Searl understood exactly what he meant and he is right.
Another patient: Searl was shock at what he was told when Searl asked him how he came to have a rainbow
colour anus; the patient was an ex-doctor.
In addition, during his time in the war was captured by the Japanese and they used a hot poker push into the
anus to make him talk, they had removed his fingernails in that effort to obtain information they felt he had.
Searl now wonder how can people call themselves human when they carry out such evil treatments to
another member. Just to confirm that this patient was not there because he had a rainbow coloured anus, but
because he suffer serve shell shock and needed understanding care that the general public would not
understand.
The public due to their religious brainwashing would look upon him as being process with the devil, Searl
felt sadden about this and really took a hard line investigation into religion for the truth.
Searl had the power to create a happy feeling with all patients on the ward, such, that the head nurse told
him if he keep this up they would all be discharge and they would be out of work having no patients to care
for.
Searl wonders: as to how many student nurses; have been told similar statement by their head nurse.
Even Bradley Lockerman stated that studying all the footage taken Searl one thing stands out that he can
take people from all occupations and mould them into a team by which the impossible can become possible.
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On completing his month probation period: the main doctor inform Searl that they were going to give
him one month probation period in their laboratory, as they felt that he had much more to give than
just being a nurse.
Searl was inform that the two German doctors had agree to accept him for assessment, thus Searl had
at last arrived in the world that only a few ever sees, a world of reality.
Searl had never expected to see in his lifetime the world that exists within you that open up the world
of reality in a way no universities could had ever done, for here Searl confirm that the Law of the
Squares told true.
He love the work, he studied hard, and like on the ward his bosses grew to love him, for his questions
asked his total interest in the body parts and their functions.
His main requirements he had to study was histology and bacteriology which to his mind was exciting
to see what can actually kill you, or just make you sick.
This section of his medical training is termed histology, and that is what he is about to show you in a
way that you may not know.
I understand there are experts out there you will try to down this with their lack of knowledge, but
also there are those who are studying this; who are actually, or actually was employ in this field of
knowledge.
Will confirm that what Searl says is precise to the word, therefore he must had worked in that section
of medical activity
That is how Searl arrived in that field of science: where he was able to see in reality every part of the
Homo sapiens structure in detail not from books but from you personally.
While you just see this:

What Searl sees is this:

Figure 1:.Epithelial Tissue.
Simple squamous epithelium (arrows) of the
serosa of the small intestine.
This eqithelium is also referred to as
mesothelium. X344,
I agree with those experts who claim that I am
a strange man, only in reference to them and
their lack of knowledge.
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Searl understands that you see this:

While he see this:
Figure 2: Epithelelial Tissue.
En face view of the simple squamous
epithelium of the peritoneum.
NOTE the very close association of the
lateral cell boundaries of adjoining cells.
X 869.
Yes, indeed Searl is a very strange man
in relation to these experts as Searl lives
in the domain of reality, and not the
world of fantasy.
Searl had major health problems which for some unknown reasons were not picked up by the medical world
until Searl was in his 60s and then by his manager who could see he was ill.
This medical condition goes by the term of Meniere’s disease, you guess it there are experts out there who
can cure it, unfortunate that claim belongs to the world of fantasy.
In Searl’s case its relate to damage done to his balance system within a few days of birth, and in the world of
reality it is non revisable, and a lost of one of his hearing bones, which tells the medical world that damage
took place within a few days of birth.
Searl therefore, could not take part in games or swiming, and the teachers listed him as backwards for failing
to join in games and excise.
Searl knew he could not understand what people were saying to him, and today there are people who Searl
cannot communicate with, this makes him a loner.
He replace this loss with all things around him as to why they exist, how do they exits, he watch his teachers
and the children behaviour and filed these for later study.
Therefore, Searl brain was wiring up to cope with his handicap and towards his line of interest which was
YOU!
Not sport, so that in the minds of experts makes him a backward boy, they lack the intelligence to find out
why this state was.
But funny that played an important part of Searl’s life that he was not getting brainwash as the rest of his
class was, even if his bum was getting educated.
This allowed him to see things in a different light, even if he was afraid to ask what is this.
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Searl never every had a girlfriend from the time he left the naval training school through his military service
until March 1953.
This might appear strange to you that even during his hospital student days he had no girlfriend, that also
amazes Searl that he appears to be invisible to many, where Hollywood in their films show girls chasing
after doctors and cannot get into bed fast enough with them.
Searl made many notes about life from what he learnt, he became certain that the law of the squares could
plan a family in the order they want.
So convince that he actually wrote an assay upon family planning and presented it to his two medical
instructors, who ripped it up saying that is nothing like the facts.
However, Searl wrote a plan out if he married what order would the children be born, unfortunate that would
be some years away before he would find out if he was wrong, as the experts had stated.
Therefore, for now Searl has a duty to learn the standard text descriptions, which relate to cells and how the
body works.
Therefore, this was Searl’s world:

The world, which replaces girlfriends for Searl, a world in which he was happy and in FACT, won him a
grant for six years to go to Cambridge University to study for higher education, but the powers to be stopped
him, the ones which should had been over joy that he found the job, he work and won the grant.
This meant to homes no more cost involved, yet they stopped Searl and removed him to an old women rest
home to work, but that is another document.
Just to say that they found me the job, insanity, but that is the ways of Earthlings who have all the rights to
do what they like with other children’s lives.
Searl accepts that his world was different to yours:

The world of yours might have excitement for those who were lucky, Searl excepted that this world would
not be for him. Clearly, he had to place his excitement upon his employment, which no doubt sounds strange
to many.
Searl world is about you regardless who you are to him you are just a load of atoms.
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The objective of Searl to study histology was to lead him to understand the microanatomy of cells, tissues,
and organs and to correlate structure with function.
Clearly wiring Searl brain: into a functional logic process machine: that examines all structure for its
soundness and its functions.
Searl accepted as fact what the law of the squares suggested to him that all things in the universe were
structures and therefore all had functions.
Let there be no mistakes that the methods used by histologists are extremely diverse much of which Searl
used in his studies were the light microscope, which you will later on see what can be observe by such
equipment.
Agree, that more detailed interpretation of microanatomy: rests with the electron microscope (EM), which
sadly to say Searl has not got one at this date.
This is the world: Searl wants to see in Swallow
Command medical centre.
The LVEM5 electronic microscopes as research
relating to all mission crews are vital to certify
within the best of our knowledge that each are fit
enough to withstand a few years away from mother
Earth.
The operator shown here is not a member of my
staff yet, but thanks to him filling a seat.
Our success relies upon the tools available to us.

But I do
have this
one for now
to use.
The old
saying it is
better than
nothing is at
all.
For me, to
be able to
see more
then my
eyes can see
is vital for
success.
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Electron microscopes (EM); both the transmission electron microscope (TEM) and the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) because of its greater resolution and useful magnification, is often the last step in data
acquisition from many auxiliary techniques of cell and molecular biology, which was not available to Searl
in those days.
These auxiliary techniques include
1
2
3
4
5

Histochemistry and cytochemistry
Autoradiography
Organ and tissue culture
Cell and organelle separation by differential centrifugation
Specialised microscopic techniques and microscopes.

Searl feel removed from such techniques and experimental procedures because direct experience with them
is usually not available to him in current curricula.
Nevertheless, it is important for Searl to know something about specialised procedures and the data they
yield.
Swallow Command Medical Division provides a survey of methods and offers an explanation of how the
data provide by these methods can help Searl acquire a sound appreciation how he should route the
operations of the company.
One problem faced by Searl in histology understands the nature of the two-dimensional image of a
histologic slide or an electron micrograph: and how it relates to the three-dimensional structure from which
it came.
To bridge this conceptual gap, Searl must first present a brief description of the methods by which slides and
electron microscopic specimens are produced. Based upon his past knowledge to date.
SEARL TRAINING STARTS WITH TISSUE PREPARATION:
HEMATOXYLIN AND EOSIN STAINING WITH FORMALIN FIXATION:
The routinely prepared hematoxylin and eosin-stained section is the specimen most commonly studied.
The slide set given to Searl to study with the light microscope consists mostly of formalin-fixed, paraffin
embedded, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained specimens.
In addition, most photomicrographs used to illustrate tissues and organs in histology lectures and
conferences are taken from such slides.
Other techniques: are sometimes using to demonstrate specific cell and tissue components; Searl will try to
include several of these when opportunities popped up.
The first step in preparation of a tissue or organ sample is fixation to preserve structure.
FIXATION:
Usually by a chemical or mixture of chemicals, stops cell metabolism and preserves the tissue structure for
subsequent treatments.
FORMALIN:
A 37% aqueous solution of formaldehyde, which Searl became familiar with on his first day, at various
dilutions and in combination with other chemicals and buffers in the most commonly used fixative.
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Formaldehyde preserves the general structure of the cell and extracellular components by reaction with the
amino groups of proteins; formaldehyde does not react with lipids and, therefore, is a poor fixative of
membranes.
To Searl’s brain this was an exciting FACT, it again proves to Searl that the Law of the Squares was precise
and that he could depend on it for reliability.
In Searl’s second step, the specimen is prepared for embedding in paraffin to permit sectioning.
Searl appreciates that to you this may mean embedding these:

While Searl is thinking of embedding this:

Simple squamous epithelial cells (arrows) that line the lumen of blood vessels.
This epithelium is also referred to as endothelium. X869
Agree there is quite a difference in your brain to that of Searl’s.
To allow the specimen to be examined, it must be infiltrated with an embedding medium that allows it to be
thinly sliced, 5 to 15 μm - 1-micrometer equals 1/1,000th of a millimetre (mm).
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Commonly Used Linear Equivalents:

The specimen: is washed after fixation and dehydrated in a series of alcohol solutions of ascending
concentration up to 100% alcohol to remove water.
Organic solvents such as xylol or toluol, which are miscible in both alcohol and paraffin, are then used to
remove the alcohol prior to infiltration of the specimen with melted paraffin.
When the melted paraffin is cool and hardened, Searl then trimmed it into an appropriately size block. The
block is then mounted in a specially designed slicing machine, a microtome, and cut with a steel knife.
The resulting sections are then mounted on glass slides, with albumin used as an adhesive.

Simple squamous epithelial cells (arrows) from the parietal layer of Bowman’s capsule in a renal corpuscle.
X 140.
BOWMAN’S CAPSULE

(boh-mănz) n. Sir W. P. Bowman 1816 – 1892 reference glomerulus.

Which shall be discuss another day.
Ladies and Gentleman Who are or have been employed within this domain have photos of interest please
kindly forward with your text be please to add to this knowledge bank.
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This is your world, and you think that you have the best option.
Searl on the other hand in his world wonder if you are right about your option.
Both domains have a common factor – namely atoms – in your world you look at multi-millions of atoms as
one object; Searl in his world cuts that total down in to blocks to study.
That indecates two different domains – yours being the world of fantasy and Searl’s world being the world
of reality – they are opposites.
In Searl third step, the specimen is stained to permit examination:
Searl agrees that because the paraffin sections are colorless, the speciment is not yet suitable for light
microscopic examination.

Searl’s world of reality.
Clearly you can see that Searl could not place a full size woman naked under such a device to study thus his
interest is small parts of her that can be placed in such device to study.
And what he finds is what you can not see, an amazing structure of atoms, what are their functions?
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Searl will find out, to colour or stain the tissue sections, the paraffin must be dissolved out, again with xylol
or toluol, and the slide must then be rehydrated through a series of solutions of descending alcohol
concentration.
The tissue on the slides: is then stained with hematoxylin in water.
Because the counter stains, eosin is more soluble in alcohol than in water: the specimen is again dehydrated
through a series of alcohol solutions; of ascending concentration and stained with eosin in alcohol.
The results of staining with hematoxylin alone, eosin alone, and hematoxylin with counter stain eosin are
shown in Figure H1.

Figure H.1. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining.
The series of specimens from the pancreas shown here are serial – adjacent – sections to demonstrate the
effect of hematoxylin and eosin used alone and hematoyylin and eosin used in combination.
A

This photomicrograph reveals the staining with hematoxylin only.
While there is a general overall staining of the specimen, those components and structures that
have a high affinity for the dye are most heavily stained, e.g., nuclear DNA and areas of the cell
containing cytoplasmic RNA.

B

In this photomicrograph the counter stain, eosin, likewise has an overall staining effect when used
alone.
NOTE:
However, that the nuclei are less conspicuous than in the specimen stained with hematoxylin only.
After the specimen is stained with hematoxylin and is then prepared for staining with eosin in
alcohol solution, the hematoxylin that is not tightly bound is lost, and the eosin then stains those
components to which it has a high affinity.

C

This photomicrograph reveals the combined staining effect of H&E. X 480

After staining, the specimen: is then passed through xylol or toluol to a non-aqueous mounting medium and
covered with a cover slip to obtain a permanent preparation.
All of Searl Technology research and development work will in many ways appears in a manner similar as
this.
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A summary of H&E staining reactions of various cell tissue components is presented in Table H2 so you can
see Searl interest lies from his past employment created today’s interest and the world he can see that would
be possible if only people helped to make it happen.

TABLE H.2.

ASpecial

Summary of Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) Staining:

staining procedure used for their demonstration, such as one containing resorcin-fuchsin or orcein.

BSpecial

staining procedure used for their demonstration, such as silver impregnation or periodic acid-Schiff
(PAS) stain.

OTHER FIXATIVES.
Formalin does not preserve all cell and tissue components:
Although H&E stained sections of formalin-fixed specimens are convenient to use because they adequately
display general structure features, they are not specific to elucidate the chemical composition of cell
components.
In addition, many components are lost in the preparation of the specimen.
To retain these components and structures, other fixation methods must be used.
These methods are generally based on a clear understanding of the chemistry involved, which applies also to
the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G).
For instance, the use of alcohols and organic solvents in routine preparations removes neutral lipids.
To retain neutral lipids, such as those in adipose cells, frozen sections of formalin-fixed tissue and dyes that
dissolve in fats must be used; to retain membrane structures, special fixatives containing heavy metals, such
as permanganate and osmium that bind to the phospholipids must be used.
All this is about atoms, which we are just at one of its domains.
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The routine use of osmium tetroxide as a fixative for electron microscopy is the primary reason for the
excellent preservation of membranes in electron micrographs.

OTHER STAINING PROCEDURES:
Hematoxylin and eosin are used in histology primarily to display structural features:
Despite the merits of H&E staining, the procedure does not adequately reveal certain structural components
of histologic sections, including elastic material, reticular fibers, basement membranes, and lipids.
When it is desirable to display these components, other staining procedures, most of them selective, can be
used.
These procedures include the use of orcein and resorcin-fuchsin for elastic material and the use of silver
impregnation for reticular fibers and basement membrane material.
Although the chemical bases of many staining methods are not always understood, they work.
Knowing the components and procedure reveals is more important than knowing precisely how the
procedure works.
On closing, this document let me remind you that last statement holds true for the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) also.
This first part of this document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of R&D Human Studies.
SWALLOW COMMAND MEDICAL DIVISION.
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Ist June 1987, Searl released 2,000 copies of his newsletter number 24: containing data which he now
unclassified: for the public to know what had taken place and where.
It was release as GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION TWELVE: from 13 Blackburn, Lower Strand,
Grahame Park Estate, London NW9-5NG. England.
There is a class of occasions in, which entities behave as if they were exempt from any but reversible
interactions and were subject only to cyclic changes in their inner constitution.
If you got that copy, you will see the next page show Searl registration No 2076829 certify that:
DIRECT INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE CONSORTIUM LIMITED was registered on the 24th November
1986.
In this opening, he made these statements:
The scientist and the philosopher have tried to discard from their language such words as RATHER,
SOMEWHAT, PERHAPS, and to avoid all forms of adjectives that end with ISH.
Searl accepts that they may not object to saying this colour is greyish; but they will not tolerate such
expressions, as this proposition is TRUE-ISH or RATHER TRUE or even SOMEWHAT TRUE.
Searl says yet such words that draw attention to the uncertainty and relativity of all our possible knowledge
are indispensable if we are not to deceive ourselves and mislead others in what we say.
Searl books and newsletter was target to help the public to understand what he was attempting to achieve.
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Searl understands that throughout the past two thousand five hundred years the spiritual history of mankind
has been a quest for the absolute the ultimate values – TRUTH – BEAUTY – and the best – have been
pursued in absolute terms.
Searl understand that philosophy has demanded doctrines absolute self-consistency, completes, and
adequacy; science has sought for final principles of explanation and rigorous laws of nature possessing
universal validity Searl is aware that religious devotees could not bring themselves to believe in a God
whom they could not regard as absolutely incomprehensible and yet absolutely good.
Searl adds to that God was absolutely powerful and yet absolutely merciful not quite what Searl observes
then he was not brainwashed by formal education; art looked for the ideal of an absolute beauty, and for
forms that should be final and imperishable.
In political and social life, men have looked for ideal forms of society in which absolute justice could be
combine with perfect equality and complete freedom; yet this is something Searl has not witness, in fact he
witness the opposite effects that evil are allowed to function regardless of who suffers by their actions.
Searl understands like him belief in the possibility of discovering absolute values has been the guiding
principle of Searl, not only of the Graeco-Roman civilisation and those that have descended from it, but also
of the Islamic, Hindu, and far eastern civilisations.
Searl accepts that it has been accepted as a dogma throughout the megalanthropic epoch; the motive behind
the unquestioning acceptance of this dogma has been the desire to sustain man’s illusion that he stands at the
centre of a world, which he can know and master.
Searl does not use any form as a God to cover his lack of knowledge and understanding nor does he need
any such technology to give him peace in dying, as death is the partner of life from which you came and in
the end must return to be recycle back into the system.
This newsletter continues with the meeting as follows:
STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. is plan to represent the best in control and operation and the workshops on
automation and ground support will be just as well plan; robots are a must within a real-time space
business; unions are out – work committees are in; and no smoking will be the order of the day.
All personnel for STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. will have to be check for - Aids – VD – Heart – Cancer
problems.
The design of STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. is no simple thing – to link all systems up will take every bit
of skill Searl can master; it will be no simple thing to put together the robotic automation research vehicles
which will carry out program routines upon other planets surface.
However, everything we do or develop will be demonstrated and explain within these newsletters – and will
one day be exhibition at the NEC and other main shows.
Searl states that the design of STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. is only limit by our own imagination; its
internal décor – its outer shell technology – its functions – all defined by the limits of one’s brain capability
to image and reason upon that imagination.
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As Searl states, that these so-call imagination periods generally present a series of building blocks, as a
flowchart, with the interfaces shown the prime task is to relate each part to that flowchart to its mechanical
representation.
Searl agrees there are occasions where we cannot relate parts of that flowchart to component parts; thus that
item we cannot produce; it does not mean the person is mad; all it means is that we have not yet reached that
stage in technology or engineering.
Searl sates that so far to date no interest has been shown, in relation to having a space club; nevertheless, we
are moving along the road, which will in the end enter the second phase of the SPACE PROJECT
SWALLOW programme, STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK.V into being; full-scale construction to test
construction and all life systems; up-powering the structure.
Searl stated that this phase will be the first time that we have done anything which will help in financing
itself by leasing out sections on completion; this is a very exciting stage of the programme; it will not only
prove Searl correct in his planning – designing – which will yield much knowledge which is lacking within
the scientific world.
Searl admits that there appears to be misleading views, which scientists have about their own findings in
structural systems; today more information upon Searl work has been release; and we shall follow the work
of STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V. as we did on the DEMO 1 project being the phase one of the work.
Searl has no doubts that this phase of the program will bring much more publicity than the phase one, which
has ended; and drawings upon this work, which have been release, were done by an artist’s named Trevor
Roberts.
Where on earth he is these days Searl have not the slightest idea, is he in heaven or is he in hell that elusive
Trevor Roberts; so can any reader send us his whereabouts so we can write him about our progress,
So far to date no forward progress has taken place upon the space club side of this company, the site for this
second phase was clear ready for use by Tony Justice,
This phase of the work will need much funding until it starts to earn money; therefore – the rate progress
made is in relation to your efforts in supporting this programme with cash; Searl is looking for artists and
those who are good at preparing advertisements materials.
In the UK Searl are searching for land, it can be any waste land, or farm land, or an airfield, any land which
is not in use, or any eyesore which wants to be cleared up and used, the area needed minimum is 3 x 3
square acres or more if possible.
Strange that in 2009 Searl is still seeking a house that will meet his needs for this work, because Peter
and his group of robbers has created a position that Searl could not replace the goods again in that flat
and after another attempt by a stranger to rob him of his pension, moved out of the area.
It should be clear that Searl would begin to hear about NASA and the Russians space efforts and would
chase up the data from them.
In this newsletter, Searl studied NASA data and the one he talks about in this issue was Friendship 7 because
he once had a 12-inch record double sided called Friendship 7 and it was released by Columbia Records I
think unfortunate it was stolen but it had some of the most wonderful music background Searl had ever
heard.
It was an astronaut, who failed to pass out as an astronaut, giving a full account of what it was like to train as
an astronaut; it was something that Searl treasured, Searl think he even gave the names of those who had
been selected for the Moon flights to be.
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Because Searl loved the music background that was so well done clearly, Searl would study this flight
program, and he did just that and this newsletter carried the information he found.

Left: The first American to orbit the Earth was Mercury 6 astronaut John Glenn. M. Scott Carpenter became
the second American in orbit, aboard Mercury 7 shown above during liftoff.
Searl appreciate that many viewers were too young to known about this event, but it was important issue for
America, but what one do not realise that it also help Searl it confirm that Russia was not the only country
that could get man into space.
So man could after all travel in space, clearly Searl understood why they selected the rocket as the carrier,
many viewers might not understand why – Searl terms this as the vertical system – but the Law of the
Squares suggest to Searl that there are always two prime systems.
To Searl logic, mind that if this vertical approach is one option then the other has to be opposite – surely,
that relates to a horizontal system; Searl could not help seeing that both Russia and America had chosen the
vertical concept, therefore the horizontal option was an open door and Searl took the gamble and staked it as
his system of choice to research and develop it.
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Searl is able to include a colour shot of America first man in space John Glenn Jr; Searl taken note of your
complaints that the typing was too small to read, well here Searl is retyping it at a larger size print and
colour added where possible; hope that answer your request.
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It is clear from Searl ancient newsletters that by 1963, he had stated to think of the horizontal flight concept,
even though in his agreement with then his team Lunic Enterprises no commercial agreements or
information release of where or who was involve.
As these members one by one were departing for another domain, Searl had to rethink upon how he was to
continue the study work, he began to take interest in what America, and Russia was achieving after all he
had no argument with either country.
Which accounts for why he release this article in his newsletter No. 24, proving when he started to change
his mind about his agreement to keep secret what he was doing.
In addition, to look at possible marketplace slot for his business to be; so let us look at what he wrote which
many readers complained that it was too small to read; well this reprint will solve that issue.

FRIENDSHIP 7 / MERCURY-ATLAS 6 – FEBRUARY 20, 1962 – FLIGHT 5:
NAME

: Friendship 7 / Mercury-Atlas 6: Mercury Craft 13.

SEQUENCE

: fifth astro-flight, fifth spaceflight, 3rd Earth orbit.

LAUNCH DATE

: February 20, 1962 (Searl is nearly 30 years old)

LAUNCH SITE

: Pad 14, Cape Canaveral, U.S.A,

LAUNCH VEHICLE

: Atlas 109D.

FLIGHT TYPE

: 4 hours 55 minutes 23 seconds.

SPACECRAFT WEIGHT

: 2,987 lbs.

CREW

: Lt-Col John Herschel Glenn Jr, 40, USMC.

FACT:
As chimpanzee Enos was being recovered from the Atlantic Ocean on November 29, 1961, after completing
a trouble filled second orbital test flight of the Mercury capsule, NASA confirmed that the third manned
Redstone ballistic mission would be scrubbed and its pilot reassigned to the first manned orbital flight.
Therefore, John Glenn, instead of making what would have been the most anonymous Mercury mission,
flew the one that captured worldwide attention and made him an American hero; it was also the flight that
the seven original astronauts coveted most.
You may have forgotten that this success did not go to plan as the flight was scheduled to take place on
December 20, 1961, but was postponed first to January 16, 1962. Then January 23 and January 27.
Searl understands that on that last occasion Glenn lay in the tiny capsule for nearly six hours going nowhere
fast as the countdown was held again and again.
Poor soul, but his torture was ended by bad weather amazing how God help those in dying need for a wee
and when he finally emerged from the capsule he said quietly: Oh well, there’ll be another day.
To Searl understanding Glenn was born in Cambridge, Ohio, U.S.A. on July 18, 1921, which means he
landed on planet Earth about 11 years ahead of Searl, at this time Searl have never been to Cambridge, Ohio,
or in fact never been anywhere in Ohio, U.S.A.
Glenn to Searl knowledge entered the US Navy as a cadet in 1942, which is an interesting point as Searl
enter as a Navy cadet on 6th July 1944 but not in the US Navy.
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It is only natural that Searl mind being interested in science and technology that if told that he could
never do that he would be determine to prove them wrong, and you know from his books that Dr.
Barnardo’s Homes Rep proudly told him that he would never become a pilot that he never had the
education.
This statement to Searl was a challenge, which he was prepared to take on – and he did this document
reproduce his records, what has not been destroyed by evil minds to stop his work.
See what he knew from experience; his feelings, a boy trying to secure his future where others were
trying to depress him that he would never become this or that.
He is a fighter and a determine one to win.
During September 1946, Searl join the Air Force Cadets and each Thursday evening gave up his studies to
attend training class, which he enjoy doing.
Searl had in his young days in Suffolk had seen bombers and fighters of the USA, and the spitfire of Britain,
going to school which sits almost at the end of the runway, thus like many other boys there was excited by
the sight.
Even before that time, Searl had seen an aircraft crossing almost overhead, than being a rare event took little
notice of it, but recall that there appeared to be another smaller aircraft attached beneath it. Never seen
another one until the Americans arrived.
Unknown to Searl his subconscious stored what he saw, and might had played in the background the desire
to fly, or was linking Searl dream 2 to the data records.
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Only natural that getting into the Air Cadets made him feels proud and he can recall the details very well.

Strange that those who should encourage youths
to aim for the stars does the opposite to
discourage them from doing so, as Searl found
out no praises for trying just treated like muck,
impossible they proudly state - really.
His interest in flight grew with his knowledge upon aircraft, yet never knew he would be actually wiring
panels for the Victor Bomber MK II for the RAF as a prototype wireman.
And having to do these panels on his own whose program was running two years behind, was given the keys
of the factory being requested to work as long as possible to catch up on the delay, they promised to get him
a helper, none ever turned up, so he completed the whole program on his own.
Good experience for what he was going to do in his plans, it got him experienced in component parts and the
manufactures of them, and he passed the test each month for the licence to continue the work on soldering
and crimping.
In addition, allowed him to set and plan the wiring layout, which became the standard for all future work on
aircraft by Handley Page. He truly enjoys his work, yet that was not the job that he had apply for which was
entirely different being electronic instruments development.
After standing there for over an hour the manager meet him and said that he was sorry that he was so busy
that he could not set him up at that time but would like him to look at another job to see if he felt he could
undertake it as it was two years behind schedule.
Therefore, he was taken to another section of the factory and shown the drawings of the wiring that the first
panel to be done involved.
Stating that he would be paid the same rate for that day as been agreed for the job which he arrived for, all
he had to do was study it, and practice soldering and crimping and would see him for his answer later in the
day.
Yes, indeed, the manager arrives around 1600 hours and asked if he was interested in accepting the job, but
it was not an hourly rate, but each class of panel had a fix rate attached to it, how long it takes him to do it
that was what he would be paid.
Searl stated that he had never seen circuit diagrams like that, but he did understand what was needed, and
agreed to take the job on. But Searl had to work out the lengths of wire needed for each connection, not only
that the wiring had to look neat therefore he need to practice lacing looms.
To that was the problem wires ended up going through holes that would sure slow him down, need to solve
how to do that faster, he did get thimbles made to match the wire diameter sizes, which did the job.
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This is the class of aircraft: Searl was involved in wiring, and would see the order completed within a few
months working to midnight and starting next day at 07:00 hours.
Handley Page then had to join the syndicate of aircraft manufactures to remain in business where the unit
was no longer price per panel but an hourly rate was introduce for the VC10 project.
This is the VC 10, not only was he involved in the
wiring of them, but also flown on the flight deck from
Heathrow to Canada, kindly arranged by British
Airways who had stopped flying them to Canada.
After many phone calls to them for such a craft whose
answer was impossible but one hour before he left
home for his 747 flight British Airways phoned him to
ask if he still wanted to fly the VC10 to Canada, his
answer was a yes.
They said arrive 30 minutes later you got one just
follow the 747 as my flight log shows. Indeed, that
flight was as smooth as a baby’s bum was.
Agree its body is narrow in relation to the 747.
Searl return trip was on the 747 flight deck, agree
much wider body, but good to witness how flight was
changing in structure and function.
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This is scanned in from his newsletter No 25 and updated it with an improved copy.

This also scanned from his newsletter No 25 termed the Nene Viking, Vickers-Armstrongs.
First flight 1948, and Searl had used it more as advert which he added above it How would you had liked to
invested in that project?
This all was on the second page of that newsletter as stated as an
advert and lot of text extremely small to read, and a number of
members complained that they could read the text.
The Nene-Viking with civil registration number, it became the
world’s first all-jet airliner when it made a record-breaking trip to
Paris on July 25th, 1948. After trials, it reverted to a conventional
power plant with Hercules engines.
618 Nene-Viking: Type: twinjet experimental transport.
Maker: Vickers-Armstrongs (Aircraft)
Span: 27.2 in (89 ft 3 in)

Length: 19.86m (65 ft 2in)

Height: 5.94 m (19 ft 6 in)

Wing area: 81.93 m2 (882 sq ft)

Weight: maximum 15196 kg (33500 lb)
Empty = 9548 kg (21050 lb)
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There is just a small amount of text: left over on that page which I shall clear now.
Power plant: two 2268 kg (5000 lb) st Rolls-Royce Nene I turbojets.
Performance: maximum speed 753 km/h (468 mph); cruising speed 632 km/h (393 mph)
Range at 3050 m (10000 ft) 555 Km (345 miles).
Payload: normally equipped for instrumentation but cabin same size as 36 passenger Viking 1B Crew: 4
Production: 1. that was the position at that time of writing, then page 3 had the second part of his advert as
shown here.
Text reads at top:
You missed that opportunity
– well never mind – you do
have the opportunity to invest
in an option – this time Star
ship Ezekiel MK V – its
different to all other class of
aircraft.
Below it read:
Tomorrow’s world could be
today – it depends on you –
we can plan – we can designbut we cannot build unless
funds are made available.
The second stage of the star
ship Ezekiel MK V can
proceed as fast as the funds
allow us – so why not be in
the tomorrow’s world – today
and become one of the
tomorrow’s people – join us
now.
Clearly, in the 60s, that
project was costing a lot and
needed a big boy, but they all
were scare of their own
shadow.
Today, such a craft are
impossible due to cost
involved.
Sorry that I just have no time to search thousands of photos to find that original photo to replace this
photocopy one in that newsletter therefore I had to scan that page from that newsletter No.25.
His advert continues in text on the next page, as such it may scan in and print good enough to read, if so it
will save me the task of retyping it again.
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Continue with his article page four reads:
WHAT YOU MISSED INVESTING IN;While the first Nene-Lancastrian can be dubbed the world first jet airliner only in that in 1946 it took
passengers for rides in an uncanny near silence, and with a total lack of the vibration to which airline
travellers were than used – with its surplus piston engines switched off.
It could not really be calling an airliner at all but only an engine test bed.
The Nene-Viking was a different proposition, it has also been called the first jet airliner but with much more
justification.
It was a true airliner, designed from the start as a civil transport and in its normal form, powered by piston
engines. At an early stage in the programme the Ministry of Supply, then the government procurement
agency for aircraft, decided to order one Viking with turbojets instead of the usual Hercules sleeve valve
radial piston engines.
This was partly in order to assist general development of jet airliners, and see what problems might arise,
and partly to furnish ministers and officials with a comfortable executive transport.
The 107th airframe on the Weybridge production line was set aside, and the designers scheme a series of
major changes.
The existing nacelles were replaced by completely new jet pods each housing a Rolls-Royce Nene, with the
trailing edge of the wing extended at the rear to fair smoothly into the top of the pod.
The Vickers main landing gears were of a totally new type, designed only for this aircraft, with four separate
short legs each carrying a wheel, which retracted to lay each side of the jet pipe inside the nacelle.
Unlike other Vikings, the elevators were skinned with metal and metal skin on the wings and tail plane was
made thicker than normal.
There were also changes to the cockpit, fuel system and other items.
Chief test pilot J. Mutt Summers flew the type 618 Nene-Viking from Wisley on April 6th 1948.
At different times, it bore civil registration G-AJPH and Ministry serial VX856.
On July 25 th 1948 being the 39th anniversary of Bleriot’s crossing of the Channel, the Nene-Viking loaded
with passengers – 24 was the usual maximum – at London Heathrow and flew them in great comfort to
Villacoublay, Paris, in 34 minutes 7 seconds, less than half the regular scheduled time and faster than a
previous record set by a Spitfire.
Six years later, it was sold to Eagle Aviation and rebuilt as an ordinary Viking IB freighter, with Hercules
engines, and put into service as LORD DUNDONALD on September 24th 1954.
However, you can INVEST in STAR SHIP EZEKIEL MK V. but it has no jet engines – no air – we do not
believe in them – instead we use a very large S.E.G – it has no wings – simply, because it is an all FLY
WING – gravity wise.
Searl goes on about its benefits to operators so that information from being split up I will start that list on the
next page.
In the meantime, Searl display his detail structure that he generates upon any subject important for the work
he undertakes. The issue above gave a good example of that.
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It needs no runways;
It creates no harmful pollution;
It cleans the air as it passes through it;
its noise level is below the level of all other aircraft today;
It can fly space as well as an atmosphere;
It can travel mush faster than Concorde;
It can carry a much greater payload than any other aircraft today.

This is just the top surface picture of this INVESTMENT – INTERESTED – then join us TODAY –
INVEST – whatever you can and when you can – TO A FUTURE THAT’S BETTER – but only you can
make it so.
Newsletter No. 25 was a large issue of data, only 2,000 copies were release to the world.
There is no doubt that Searl dream two was kicking into top gear, its interpretation was becoming into the
realm of feasibility meeting the needs of reality of a commercial business of space exploration.
It was 1968, before Searl became known to NASA, and started buying their data, which then was well
presented; he had in his procession all full size Moon maps, all slides of Moon shots, and full data how the
1964 moon program, lot of this was seen in press photos articles and television interviews.
Unfortunate, all except the data on how NASA undertook the 1964 moon project were destroyed by those
who evil minds were intent to stop his work.
How this was done: is you purchase amount of tokens, these then are used to buy the data through
Washington DC. Somewhere here hidden should still be a few of them left though they may now be useless
as Washington no longer appears to handle this data it has been passed to an outside company to handle,
which we were greatly disappointed with the standard of the data we brought that we no longer order it.
NASA supplied him with one of the largest books on all materials data which they had tested he had ever
seen, that was stolen by evil minds. In addition, a family burnt over four days a massive amount of top
research data from the Government supplied free to him for his work; due to the slanders article in the
NEWS OF THE WORLD newspaper – lucky for him the Government had been watching his shows and
work had all the data on what then called the Levity Disc.
Thus, the Government gave him a helping hand, not pennies but a massive amount of data that an outside
very large shed had to be built and massive amount of filing racks had to be installing to cope with it.
You may have seen TV interviews at his home the massive amount of files from the floor to the ceiling that
was in the house add to that in this shed which an Australian on holiday came and helped him to construct.
If that Australian is reading this Searl would like to hear from you, do not be shy he do not need another
shed constructed here, but might do when he moves from here.
It is nice to have a letter confirming that you were the one who help him to construct that shed, and maybe
you can remember what the material was that was used in its construction as there are experts out they who
like informing people what Searl could not had done such because he had no formal education.
If you are dead, I am sorry to trouble you over such a small thing as a shed.
Searl did undertake a massive program of flying and never ever had an accident, than he had good
instructors that is what makes good pilots, Andy at Blackbushe flying school and Tim of three Countries
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These documents gives you the insight of what this work takes to achieve; likewise all real inventors will hit
similar problems depending upon the complexity of the research and development, which will or is
involved.
You may think that you have read it all – but you are wrong - this story has no ending, because it is a living
story of yesterday; today and the pending future; how it was – and how it is – and how we trust, it will
become tomorrow.
But alas; since 1947 cost has increased beyond anything that was expected, back then in those years; who
then could had imagine paying one million for a magnetiser?
In 1947 you could had built a manned craft for that cost; unfortunate today you might just build the
magnetiser on its own.
It stands out to my mind: that something is terribly wrong with the Homo sapiens brain, and it is in their
thinking process where the bug is – who put it there?
I can only assume who is to blame for this terrible state of mind – education!
The problems that exist in the world today; cannot be solving by the level of thinking that created them, that
is a fact!
The level of thinking will always be a major problem; lack of agreements upon worldwide issue can only
lead into the lost of all life forms that exists today upon this planet.
These two men cannot use image only to win; others have tried and lost; from this seat it appears that,
earthlings are unable to comprehend such a situation; they are blind to the reality around them. I understand
with all these experts telling you nothing is wrong that you accept their statements as absolute correct; you
fail to question their statements that are where the danger exists.
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NST Thailand: HQ for the SEG and IGV R&D – Left to right – Fernando Morris, Dov and Freddie
operating on new thinking in technology and science.
I like to make here a statement, which I made in my newsletter: No 31 date 3rd August 1987 just to remind
you.
The substance of any world-point may always, with the appropriate determination of space and time, be
looked upon as at rest.
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This state, which I observe from this seat, could become active if we all work together as one and still
could generate a paradise for all life forms: except bacteria and viruses, which could be greatly reduced,
for the benefits of all creatures including earthlings.
I like to continue with that newsletter with more of its contents, as only 2,000 people actually read it then.
The predictable future is secure: is easy for one to believe, but it is without hope. There are unpredictable
futures, and the hopes they conceal are proportionate to their insecurity. These assertions may not be
regard as self-evident, and one of the secondary themes of these DOCUMENTS will be the discussion of
the TRUE SIGNIFICANCE OF TIME, SPACE, and ETERNITY as the FRAMEWORK of events.
We shall see that predictability is not invariable characteristic of time. Nevertheless, we have to learn that
the thirst for security can be satisfied only at the price of sacrificing freedom.

NST HQ Thailand: new thinking is in progress upon the future technology for cleaner energy and
transportation systems.
Let us hope that success will be achieved in due time for the benefit of planet earth and all creatures that
must share with us.
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If man begins to look beyond security and searches for a relationship to the unpredictable, he will discover
that the conceptions hitherto employed by natural science are inadequate.
The demand for predictability inevitability leads to the rejection of the unpredictable.
The assumption that science is concerned only with the knowable discourages the pursuit of the
unknowable. And yet science itself constantly reveals the importance of the unknowable and unpredictable
element in natural phenomena.
So TRUE is this that, in the present century, nearly all branches of science have been led to postulate, as a
necessary part of all natural processes, events inherently unpredictable – such as quantum jumps in physics
and genetic mutations in biology.
The TIME appears RIPE, therefore, for a far-reaching re-examination of the principles of natural
philosophy.
To my mind; the superstructure has far outgrown its foundations, and the supreme importance of
understanding man’s place in the universe has been lost to view in the bewildering accumulation of FACTS
that, for the most part, have interest only in their technological application.
In my research and development, I must think extremely careful about the long-term effects, which may
occur

NST HQ Thailand the team of new thinkers, planning tomorrows cleans energy and transportation systems.
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We are in danger of forgetting that the demand we make upon the universe to satisfy our own needs is likely
to be met by a not less imperative demand made by the universe upon us to fulfill the purpose for which we
were brought into existence.
Forgetting this, our life becomes lopsided and unbalanced.
The inevitable consequences of such disharmony are very obvious at this present time.
Prof. Searl; through these documents is predicting the unpredictable future – we are watching Prof. Searl
forcing the UNKNOWABLE into the field of KNOWABLE – he is TRANSFORMING what he can see into
a format by which we all can see – and yet he makes no charge to you for this undertaking.
All he asks in return is your help in helping him to speed up his efforts to bring it to success – after all – it is
YOUR FUTURE which he is developing – his future is nearly ended – if you leave it too long – it will be too
late – he will no longer be with you.
Unfortunate this prediction became true – not one but a number of them – more are predicted to come in the
near future.
Prof. Searl is on very much borrowed time – any time now he will have to go into hospital for urgent
operation – which he has had not one but a number of them.
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New thinking in design yet so old in time – the math’s which are used by Prof. Searl to create the Searl
Effect Technology; from which a generator whose operation is completely clean to the environment
could be mass produced.
You have been warn that all is not well with Prof. Searl’s health – he is forcing himself along at this time, to
get this work done – though he knows he can wake up dead.
Even so, he puts this project before his health and prayed to God that he will forgive him from acting upon
the warnings that his life is in danger of ending.
This prediction became reality with one operation taking 8 weeks in hospital, another took 6 weeks. Those
of recent time took just a day. In fact, the one in Thailand he stayed overnight.
Today: 6th day of January 2009, Prof. Searl still gambling with his life at 77 years lifting heavy weights in
form of equipment here at his new home, to make room to work.
Prof. Searl is pushing these documents out as fast as he can, so that there is much for you to study while he
is laid up.
Let us wake up to the REAL FACTS that Searl will not be here forever, once he departs from our world;
how is this work going to continue?

Those were the days so long ago when the Demo one was create as a mock up for Starship Ezekiel MK
V. – have no idea if any of these term members still living today.
So surely, it would be wise thing to pull all your weight behind him now, while he is alive, and push him to
success. I will say no more – but leave it in your hands to think and act.
There is much excitement in the air over Searl’s future plans, within the Industrial level, this is great though
Searl is not releasing this information at this time, until he sees how it materializes, and then he will release
it.
During February 1987, LUIS and VIRGINIA JARILLO both visited over 400 firms in search for advance
technology to help Searl in his project.
In that newsletter No. 31: Searl discussed with photos details of the X-15 No.3, Flight No 14, unfortunate
those photocopy issues of his newsletters fail to give good prints, so will not attempt at this time to scan
them in.
Yes man is progressing extremely fast since these days, yet they have added DATA to man’s knowledge
which in turn adds support to Searl statements of his technology, each SPACE VENTURE adds knowledge
that knowledge adds more and more weight to Searl technology, HOW?
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Because they are solving the REAL FACTS ABOUT SPACE this then becomes cheap data to Searl saving
him millions of £’s Sterling – and time – for if they did not do it – then Searl would have to waste both time
and money to do it himself.
Of cause the day will come where the situation is reversed – its Searl who does the work at a cost – and the
rest of the world get it cheap – that’s the problem of leading TECHNOLOGY AVANCEMENT.
These newsletters lead you along the road that will lead to Searl’s success, the road that paid a cost in man’s
effort with losses of both life and property.
A story: that will never end until man’s end within this universe. It’s an exciting story for with it comes
greater stories of man’s success over his Earth bound problems, even if you do not appreciate it – it is a
FACT.
Space has and certainly can do much in better mankind here on Earth. It helps in predicting and planning of
future problems, by which act man can save life and property – thereby saving cost.
Here on planet Earth we have seen the advantage of space in more ways than one. But only a few understand.

NST HQ Thailand: R&D of the I.G.V.42 Concept – Tomorrow’s space technology under development
by those who have the ability to think actually for themselves.
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At NST HQ Thailand: reproducing the strut of the I.G.V. 42 concept – tomorrow’s technology in the making.
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I shall continue with that No.31 newsletter:
You see the glamour in watching Searl build STARHIP EZEKIEL MK.V holds much more knowledge than
you can appreciate – you as a watcher see only about 0.05% of what is actually involved.
These documents updates will try to show at least 90% of what is actually involved, so you can obtain a
much better understanding of the subject, hope fully you will take more interest in it.
Today, Wednesday 7th 2009: Starship Ezekiel MK V has been replace with a much smaller version to
be known as Starship Explorer as cost has increased by 1000 times that of 1968.
All past SPACE ACHIEVEMENTS must have some relative relationship to SEARL’S work, mainly in
solving points for him, as a guideline in his thinking and planning.
Within all inventions, the inventor had to use all information that he / she observed along the way, to this add
his / her knowledge, and though the domain of thinking re-arrange the structure concept, which other viewers
eyes appear as a new product; where in reality its just an extension upon another product of yesterday.
The law of the squares state that in this universe, there are always two prime states and they are opposite
functions – how true – Inventors are the people of tomorrow – Scientists are people of yesterday – separating
these two prime states are the mass public, which is negative.

I have no doubt that the day will come when I.G.Vs will be travelling to the Moon; daily with workers
and materials in the form of equipment, tools and food, then the Moon will prove useful for man’s
future in space in more ways than one.
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So long ago now, it stated was that God gave unto man the planet Earth and everything else in the
universe was his – really.
How interesting!
From such teachings; I can well understand why space does not interest the bulk of Homo sapiens; clearly
due to that above statement.
Space has done so much for us, and I have no doubt in my mind that so far in relation to space exploration
that will come in the years ahead; this success is just equal to a gain of sand.
In every walk of life; whether its research or caring for life forms – they will be losses, no matter how hard
we try to prevent such loss.
Space has had its share of loss of life, from my point of view; all of which should not had happen, except one
which was on the launch pad when fire started – even there I feel that lost of life should never had happen –
agree the spacecraft would had been lost regardless which I understand was due to lack of knowledge,
thinking was at fault.
Will the I.G.V. experience similar problems.
All I can say at this stage is that I sincerely trust that there will never be any such accidents.

You wished that you had invested in this – never mind you can invest in the next project shown here.
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You can invest in this program at any time you wish – with whatever amount that you wish
to give and as often as you wish. You can even help in its design – its modeling – its
construction – instead of talk let us do it!
The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.) will contain within its structure the latest and best of TECHNOLOGY,
From which we expect the very best to be achieved at the possible lowest cost to mankind.
Your help to its success is vital – if this TECHNOLOGY is to appear in our lifetime – you in the end will
benefit from it.
With each step to success is often refer to as milestone to whatever that project operation code name is – so
let me try to explain what this is all about:
Let us use as an example the statement “Milestone to Apollo”
Tracing the road to Apollo could be like tracing the course of man’s scientific and engineering achievements
since he discovered fire and invented the wheel.
Now what was Searl actually saying, should not be difficult to spot.
Because there is only one word, which need to be change to correct it for Searl Technology and that word is
Apollo to I.G.V. then the statement is precisely correct; in reality reference to both objective are similar in
nature make it function that is the problem to be solve, they did, we shall follow.
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This hide away sits in California; USA was the beginning of an investigation of the Searl
Effect.
Thinkers go where experts dare not go; due to their image is so important to them not to be seen; being
laugh at – yet in the end that is precisely what will happen they will be laughed at.
However, within NASA, and its predecessor organization, which you knew as the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics, there are some clearly defined guideposts, which helped during recent years to
point the way toward Apollo.
Nevertheless, a similar guidepost was for Searl under what had been known as LUNIC ENTERISES, which
then had no intentions to be involved in commercialization of the technology, just for fun, and fun indeed it
was.
I got hands on experiences as to how Earthlings react; when they suddenly observe an object making
basically no sound directly in front or low overhead – they run like if their arse is on fire.
No, they have not just robbed a bank – they just filled their pants and need urgently to dispose of now what
can be describe as squashed material fast, which I guess you can appreciate the need for that requirement;
indeed the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) can act as a laxative relief at no cost to you.
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NST HQ free thinkers taking a quick break on a re-fuel session to power up their grey
matter for action in planning, designing and constructing tomorrows clean energy and
transportation systems.
Now a far more interesting situation occurs which when it is a car driven by a man; who is taking his
secretary out into the quite countryside for some natural exercise; which of cause they do and therefore I
knew that they would not disappoint me.
In addition, true to form, they come all ready for a jolly good time, and I can assure you they sure do get a
much-unexpected good time, not quite, what they expected.
Nevertheless, it filled their underwear to the brim with heat and joy that they were keen to test the gearbox
for security as they reversed and I have always been surprise that I have never found gear teeth on the road
after their departure. One thing is certain the IGV sure put energy into a body that did not realize it had
Amen!
At least we can appreciate that Searl enjoy his experiment work in those days where he could study people’s
reactions to the unknown which he states appear to differ to those claims in UFO articles that were sent to
him; he seeks the truth in all matters regardless.
Searl states at times it like if there is a book people buy, which gives all types of excuses for them to use.
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The day shall come when homes, shops, officers, cars, buses, trains, motor boats, ships
and satellites will be powered by such a device hereinafter termed the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G.): that time will be sooner than later.
By mid-1952, there had been some serious proposals pointing toward the achievement of manned space
flight. The Committee on Aerodynamics of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, in a meeting
June 24th, 1952, resolved that NACA should devote a modest effort to problems associated with unmanned
and manned flight at altitudes from 50 miles to infinity and at speeds from Mach number 10 to the velocity
of escape from the Earth’s gravity.
So you are wondering where Searl comes in to the picture at this time – in reality he don’t – he with his
backers are having fun with the masses – studying them to obtain what would be needed in the way of staff
if he went to the market place with this technology. Just like the USA, Searl was confronting with the same
crises how do you get a man into space.
At this time in the world of reality the USA are not doing well at all; Russia appears to be doing great, but in
all honesty mainly with a lot of luck – but truthfully my wishes went with Russia to succeed – now that may
shock you as to WHY?
The reason are quite simple; USA were mocking the Russians as incapable of going into space that USA
would be first; not the Russians. This kind of behavior creates a race state that does not produce the best
results at the most economic standard. Thus, the USA was pushing that cost up fast to be first. This also
affected Russia who now was lock in a race – give them credit they knew that they would need big rockets.
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The device that was never intend to move – Fernando Morris knocked this up in 2 weeks as a plate to
represent the first plate of the SEG and 12 rollers to represent the first plate set of rollers of the SEG.
The purpose was in support of my request to try to attend the COFE held in November in Washington DC
where John Thomas was going to lecture to give him some moral support. Which he did do with amazing
results; on Morris return home, the plan was to post it on to me.
On our communication on his arrival home I explain what I was going to do with it; Morris made it clear
that it would not move, I stated that it should move; I will see – upon which understanding my financial
position agree to prove to me that it would not work.
Morris did prove to me that it would run and fast without flying off; a amazing smack in the face for these
experts from 1946 to that present time who claim that it would not run or they would fly off if they did
move. We have confirmed that everything stated by me has been proving by that simple mockup as it is
now termed.
Within days, three engineers from Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, primary research center of
the NACA, were asked by Langley’s director to prepare proposals for manned space flight, and specifically,
a start on development of a space vehicle within a couple of years.
REALITY – a firm who has the space, the equipment, test gear, tools, materials, manpower and the hard
cash, against Searl with only 13 general workers, just their and his overtime money with odd cash from a few
people around the world coming in and a site where there was no electricity, no cooking tools and no toilet.
To most people it represented an impossible situation by which to research and develop a manned space
craft.
On top of that Langley paid top wages to their staff; whereby, Searl could not pay wages to any worker and
neither to himself.
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Yet Searl created mass world publicity throughout the media for many months non-stop, until he had to say
stop. Because greed had stepped in the picture, and a key member broke his terms of condition with the
media and gave them the ammo to mock me why I was laid up from an explosion that I had a fight with and
lost.
Well that is water running under the bridge now, most of all who were involved is now pass either on or near
doing so, and I must admit that often I feel that I am on my way also these days. Therefore, the impossible
was not so impossible after all, the demo one was a wonderful example what can be achieve by teamwork.

I have over the years of being interviewed by so many reporters can
honesty state that only a very few of them have been real honest
people who were impress with what I was trying to achieve for the
benefit of all living creatures regardless, most in they ignorance
show their failure not only with the reality around them but what
was being attempted to solve these pending problems which will be
hitting us – well at last these problems are here!
Mid-1952 also saw the emergence of a novel concept for beating the heat of reentry. This was a question
that was nagging the designers of ballistic missiles, faced with the problem of delivering the warhead safely
through the atmosphere at near-hypersonic speeds.
At NASA’s Ames laboratory, a scientist developed a blunted shape, in complete contrast to the needle-nose
warheads advocated by the designers of ballistic missiles, and showed that the blunt shape would reduce
tremendously the amount of air-friction heat that would have to be absorbed by the warhead.
Now, by 1953, Searl was already rounding the centre of the Levity discs, and clearly see that in the Demo
one model, for the same conclusion as stated above Searl found that heat was greatly reduce and was not
aware that NASA had came up with the same idea for the same reason.
With his Levity disc, which were of cause slender discs; this spherical centre shape not only reduced heat
but also reduce the stress loads as well; which with the rocket I doubt if that made any difference in value to
such a structure.
Other NACA engineers at Ames laboratory had been experimenting with shapes for space flight. Which
included winged and wingless shapes were analyzed for their behavior in reentry, hypersonic gliding flight,
orbital travel, and interplanetary cruising.
What was Searl doing at this period?
Well, a situation occurs in his family that forced him to move from the midlands to Berkshire and took up
residence in a military compound until another problem occurred that moved him into Sulham Lane.
And it was there that Searl also tested his ideas on flight control and landing systems by various means and
found that none of these so call every day systems used by NASA would function as required.
Clearly, something was wrong with the thinking that had to be change; a complete different concept was
required. In addition, it was here where he cracked the problem. Unfortunate for Searl, there was a gang of
youths who resented him having that place, as they wanted it and they gave him hell.
The problem ended when the local post office phone his workplace report that this gang was attacking his
family that he phone the police and told them that he had enough of their action; he would now use force to
end it. Searl had to leave work and bike home to put to end to this problem for good.
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The police parked off the road to let Searl by and gave him 10 minutes to deal with them as they too were
feed up with them. In addition, all hell took place there before the police actually arrived, to them the sight
was satisfying with lots of bleeding on their side and only fingers on Searl left hand bleeding from a strike
from a garden rake.
They ordered the council to oust them and seal the house off, the officials were call in who then applied to
the council to move Searl into a house away from that area, thus Mortimer that became his home for 31
years.
Even there he was extremely unhappy, as his family stole from him, lied to him, in the end it came to a head
where the older boy threaten him before his 2 young daughters; he had no choice but call it a day, and left.
During those 31 years, he had achieved a massive amount of media publicity upon his work.

London-UK-HQ: I have been bless to see mans progress in technology, here was the first of a new class of
instrument to measure magnet flux received from Fernando Morris just in time for my lecture in
Scotland.
That display without question: that on the magnetic layer of a segment which Fernando Morris had
produced there was a magnetic wave, witnessed by Scottish top power men, Filmed by Bradley K.
Lockerman of Hollywood for the DVD he was making upon Searl life and work – amen!

NOTE: that Bradley Lockerman has released his first DVD upon Searl life, which is available from his
website.
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Therefore, you are wondering how NASA could be helping Searl; the answer is elementary dear Watson;
everything they did confirm Searl thinking was correct upon his project that he was formulating in his mind.
The theory behind the blunt-nosed body and the experiments on the shapes at Ames began to coalesce in two
concepts.
1) Was a high-lift reentry glider, which would behave like a ballistic shape in the first stages of
reentry but would gradually develop lift as the atmosphere thickened?
2) The other was a purely ballistic capsule, which seemed like the simplest way to handle the reentry
problem if the prospective astronaut could be support properly to take the high loads of
deceleration during the reentry.
Now what was Searl doing at this time period?
He has also got the same problem to solve impendent of those who were engaged on the vertical concept. We
must understand that during 1951 to 1952 Searl was testing out what part electrostatic played in the
horizontal mood concept, which he was researching at that time.
2,000 of you read in an earlier newsletter the letter Searl got from his military asking him what they should
do with his object that looked like an electric butterfly net.
Referring to the device he was testing for static lift – it as stated in that newsletter worked great – but Searl
accept that the effects did not answer every issue of the lift of the Levity disc as it was called in those days –
other forces were involved.
These concepts were officially described: to my knowledge by three Ames researchers early in 1954.
Reference to Searl early life with a wife?
Searl had got married in 1953, this marriage was creating many problems for him, he accepted that his wife
was a compulsive liar and a hypochondriac; and let me assure you she was a real expert in that domain.
Searl continued his marriage; because he believed that with love and caring he could cure her problems – but
time proved to him that a hypochondriac of that magnitude could not be changed with love and care.
Yet he continued that marriage because he had made a commitment at the wedding that until she walked out
or pushed him out he would remain as her husband.
It took 27 years for that issue to arrive: to say enough was enough and walked out to freedom. Why did Searl
marry her?
Many may not understand Searl that he is one of a few who honor his agreements to the full regardless if it is
hell or heaven; which is one of his major problems where others would down tools and run for cover waving
goodbye honey I must leave you don’t let our parting grief you.
Searl took to the roads with nothing except what he was wearing, and walk to the midlands to seek
accommodation to go undercover changing his name to protect himself from that hell, which he wanted to
forget – but it would be a massive legal battle before the end finally arrived.
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What we are showing here in this up date is Searl two worlds he existing in:
1
2

Family that is giving him hell;
Research studies in flight whereby his concept could match from a commercial operation.

These two worlds failed to function in a manner that would had been advantage to the family as a whole.
She was a virgin – today if a woman said she was a virgin; he just forget her – that does not guarantee a
happy marriage – guess he trusted everything she told him as absolute true – only to find out after marriage
that only the fact she was a virgin was true the rest were lies.
Clearly, her mum and step dad agreed to the marriage because the lies she told them had been accept as the
truth. Clearly, both sides of this coin had been successfully conned into this marriage by one young girl.
Thus Searl had many problems he was trying to solve at the same time, one being a domestic issue and the
other a flying issue – both of which was a big challenge to solve – unfortunate the domestic one got much
larger with other ingredients becoming involved.
Of cause, over the years, which Searl has lived, he include today; there are many men who live in a world of
fantasy that they will have millions in a month time and want to invest a million or two.
In fact one last year said he would invest 10 billion pounds (£) in 7 days time into his bank account and they
really believe that they have such money available – how many people do they fool on such crap?

This is an issue, which is true: even if you do not like hearing that, we all play a part in this problem, we
must all help to solve it together – we can if we make that effort.
Flying also requires power that is also within Searl plan for tomorrow technology that meant to be.
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Searl decided in 1968 when he was lecturing, to lay the bogy that Aviation Law is tedious and un- teachable,
those members who wish to be staff on SWALLOW COMMAND COMMERCIAL FLYING SIDE.
Can only be directed to a chunk of legalese, which he / she must learn in order to sit an examination where
he / she most likely be caught out by his / her failures to sift the jargon.
Searl understands that instructors too, were often guilty of upholding the shibboleth that the Law cannot be
simplified into readable form, and that it changes frequently anyway.
Which is true as Searl knows too well from hand on experience, not that he is complaining about it, but he
has to balance this condition as possible as impossible.
Searl believe that in his documents confounds these well-nourished traditions; the order, Statutory
Instruments, Regulations, and that vast expensive tome, the UK AIR PILOT, he attempts to summarise,
clarify and discuss in a style he hopes will make for easy study if not exactly for recreational reading.
Of course, Searl reminds you, there are changes from time to time, but attention drawn is to them in
Aeronautical Information Circulars, which today Searl do not obtain them, but will become necessary once
flight operations as a commercial business commence operations.
Searl informs all pending staff: who are students training for missions will require professional
qualifications; need to take an examination in Law but once, and the entire syllabus is covered; starting with
the Private Pilot’s syllabus is naturally narrower in scope and it will all be in these documents.

Mission to Mars may be possible in the future by such spacecraft’s as the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V).
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NST HQ Thailand: – I.G.V. under study – for modeling and testing – tomorrow’s world of flight
technology.
While these Ames Researchers excited only a little interest-manned space flight was theoretically possible,
but there was no urgency, no need to do it.
So what about Searl?
Well the world of experts accepted that Searl’s suggestions were in the domain of impossible to achieve. Let
us really look at this situation in reality – to them; Searl was a queer man living in a jungle in the UK; no real
cash no experts to help him, in fact to them he was on his own and they were not ready for manned flight,
and in fact not interested at that date.
Where Searl was indeed interested and was trying to model and testing his ideas, he did have helpers, even if
just an odd one or two at that time which grew into 14 old age men – sorry there were no women, not even
his wife helped him, in fact, she did all she could to stop him.
However, on October 4th, 1957, things were to change, as Russians orbited the first fabricated satellite of the
Earth.
Indeed, Sputnik 1: burst opens the door to the space age; not the Americans who boosted they would be first,
but the Russians were; that was why I admired them.
Searl understood what life was like being insulted by those who think you are dumb, incapable and that they
are great experts in science and technology and of cause most of the bulk of Homo sapiens believed them.
Searl accept the opinion that in retrospect, it seems that a long-planned NACA meeting provided the final
nudge that got the manned space flight program going along its current route.
Searl appreciate that there had been technical arguments between proponents of two different shapes for a
proposed manned rocket-powered glider research aircraft, to be sponsored by the Air Force.
Clearly, in Searl case he never had that problem to deal with, there never were any arguments technical
involved the committee would discuss each stage and each suggestion was modeled and tested, before the
final choice was confirm.
Reality; there was a great diversity between Vertical and horizontal mood of space flight, yet each mood in
technical knowledge and components uses similar components for their objective.
With each success Russia and America made was a bonus for Searl; even their failures played a vital part in
Searl thinking; because they just confirm Searl views and saved him money and time checking it out for
himself by costly research and development.
Sadly, to say that all that data the UK and NASA supplied was destroy by his family to stop him. In a way, it
has stopped him to some degree because the cost to recover that data is outside of his means. Therefore, he
shall have to rely upon the research data we are generating at this time. Also another fact, both NASA and
the UK do no longer issue data directly themselves but use other agents to release the data for them, which
from experience of NASA data has been extremely poor quality, in some unreadable, a bit disgraceful for a
large respectable organization to offer such poor material to the public at large.
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The dream world of the future Searl hoped to have seen by now – alas it seem a long way off from reality –
the Homo sapiens are focus on destroying than creating beauty by which our children can enjoy their stay
on planet Earth.
To resolve these arguments, NACA proposed a conference October 15th 1958, at the Ames laboratory, to
attempt to resolve the technical issue of whether the proposed hypersonic glider should have a rounded or a
flat bottom.
To my understanding at this conference, specialists in hypervelocity flight from Ames and Langley met and
compared notes. It appears to my mind that they were in an agreement on one issue:
For orbital flight, the best design would be a blunted shape with a low lift-drag ratio.
That way, the highest ratio of payload to total weight could be accommodated, and that was the seize of the
man in space program.
As Searl understand it; two of the Langley researchers returned from the conference convinced that it was
mandatory to concentrate effort in order to achieve manned space flight as quickly as possible, and that this
could best be done by concentrating on the ballistic capsule approach as a “best” spacecraft shape. Only time
would prove if they were right or wrong on that option.
In these documents you see not only the world of reality as to what was taking place in the scientific world
but having the beauty watching how Searl was copying with his world which run opposite to the experts
world.
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Searl Websites presents video clips: for you to witness what research is being carried out by the company
and this is such a page by which you click on the video clip you wish to see.
Once Searl has the right accommodation to set up and work there will be many more videos to watch.
The hypersonic glider, either flat or rounded on the bottom, or the semi-ballistic body shape would take too
long to develop, no doubt no different to women’s bottoms takes time to develop a nice rounded bottom.
The best route to the stars would be mapped by a ballistic body, a blunt shape that would provide a maximum
of protection for the crew in a minimum weight that could be lofted into space by an intercontinental ballistic
missile, suitably modified and rated for manned flight.
So what was Searl doing at this time?
He had now done quite a bit of flying tests, which was supported by a team of 13 pensioners; still the media
was unaware of Searl actively or his existence, but that is going to change by the shear chance that a reporter
looking down the advert column of his company named Reading Post, just printed issue.
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NST HQ Thailand: Prof. Searl explaining the mock-up – what it has confirm in reference to the S.E.G.
Spotted an advert, which set the bells ringing – for now, all is quite on the Weston front – but not for long –
Mortimer will become active with camera crews, radio stations and the media.
What the USA space failures did: which they were unaware of, was actually playing dividends in publicity
for Searl and his research efforts, for that I was grateful it’s only natural that Searl was please each time they
had a failure which meant more publicity for his efforts.
Searl cannot be blamed for American failures, but American failures can be blamed for his success in those
days.
In the numbers of committees that were formed and met in the post-Sputnik days, there was one longestablished group (sorry not my group) that had considered space flight as far back as 1952, as I understand
it. Searl group had not yet reached that stage of thinking we are nothing in comparison to those giants.
The NACA Committee on Aerodynamics, meeting in late November 1957, adopted a resolution that asked
for an aggressive program for increased NACA participation in upper atmosphere and space flight research.
Now the reality that was present at that time factor:
However, there were differences within NACA (which Searl sure understand from his own experience of
this present date): sparked by two views of the organization.
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NST HQ Thailand: Prof. Searl explains the data obtained from the mock-up to a Japanese Company.
1) One view was that NACA had a traditional role to fulfill, providing supporting research for
projects conducted by the military services and industry.
2) The other view was more radical one that NACA should grow to meet the new challenges of
space flight.
It should expand its traditional role and be willing to provide systems managers, directly
guiding programs and actually performing the operational aspects of manned space flight,
instead of leaving those tasks to others.
To my understanding: Officially, NACA espoused the former view. It looked as if this arrangement would be
perpetuated when, in February 1958, upon instructions from President Eisenhower, the Secretary of Defense
ordered the creation of an Advanced Research Project Agency, with mandate to manage all existing manned
space flight projects, regardless of origin.
Wow – what a shakeup action – wonder why that sudden change of events?
To Searl knowledge: shortly after its formation, ARPA endorsed the Air Force’s long-term responsibility for
manned space flight and, in effect, established the USAF programs as the national effort – which Searl can
fully understand the logic of this action.
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SEG CENTRE California USA: Fernando Morris workshop: here grinding the segments of the first plate
which had to be done in eight seconds so he would be able to magnetize each part.
Always bear in mind that the President in power; will in the long run make or break a project being
undertaken by his / her country regardless. Even though he / she may not be directly involved in the action.
Then, as Searl understand it: on April 2nd, 1958, President Dwight D. Eisenhower sent a formal message to
Congress in which he called for the establishment of a National Aeronautical and Space Agency (sic) which
would take over NACA and also all the space programs except those primarily under development for the
military. As I expected subsequently, legislation was proposed, and Congress began hearings.
Even at this early date to Searl knowledge, more than half of all NACA’s activities were directed at space
flight. NACA’s top scientists and administrators had assumed creation of a national space flight program, and
that NACA was the logical agency to handle it.
In this newsletter N0 31 the photos used within this report are not suitable to copy into this repeat as they
were photocopy clearly many times by some one of the copy sent me to replace the one I lost. However, I
trust the new pictures will prove of interest; at least it places them on public record domain.
Hollywood has named the date for their release of their DVD upon Searl life, as being 15th January 2009,
which is available directly through the web link.
Searl reminds you that all air space over the UK is basically divided into two categories:
1
2

Controlled airspace;
Uncontrolled airspace.
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Searl points out that there are different rules of flight apply to each; he will discuss more about these in
another document to be updated; but presently, irrespective of the type of airspace in which flight is taking
place, it is only permitted under one of the two fundamental flight rules.
These rules are call VFR and IFR; VFR stands for – Visual Flight Rules – and IFR stands for –
Instrument Flight Rules.
To define these two rules: a VFR flight means a flight conducted in accordance with visual flight rules, and
an IFR flight means a flight conducted in accordance with instrument flight rules.
Let us assume that the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) actually replaces the Concorde for express services
more so on long haul flights; then these two rules must be fully understood even though you will be flying
IFR.
You can bet there will be many more updates coming on line many started back there in 1963, some will go
back to 1946 all will be upgraded with whatever Searl now understands so they will never be lost as so many
have gone for good.
This upgrade release with authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D Human Studies.
Division

: Manned Flight.

Subject

: General Discussion
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These new documents: which are being release from Scotland, re-cap the life and work of Searl his plans,
objectives, knowledge and how he was applying them to his concept.
There is one expert in a university who inform others that Searl is a strange man, agree in reference to
that Dr ED he is because he STOPS – THINK – then ACT his thinking is in logic not random.
He questions everything around him, and accepts nothing until his brain is happy with the solution, as
man has spent much of his time on planet Earth assuming how things were or are – Searl cannot accept
that status he requires absolute FACTS.
During 1968, Searl broke the silence, which had existed since 1946 upon what he was doing, and the
media went to town upon him.
Many of whom had no technical background so the articles appearing failed to impress those he needed
to fund the work; nevertheless, it did bring the masses to help to fund the work with his wages he could
add to it, plus one by one members to help with the construction work created his team.
Late 50s to1968 Searl had been using advanced composites, which viewers saw on TV interviews with
Searl. Therefore, Searl was well up on materials knowledge.
He had taken his team to the aluminium Federation at Portland House, Stag Place, London S.W.I, with a
model of the craft, as they could not understand on the phone what he needed.
Searl and his team meet the manager for 5 minutes, which became hours and the company top scientists
joined in – they were greatly excited and suggested materials that would fit the structure problems.
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In fact, they gave me their new information bulletin 2, which was file in my files as section 5 part 8.
That visit was in June 1968 when we were known as Launch Unit Navigational Individually Controllable; in
fact, I still have in my procession that copy:

Over the years Searl used this bulletin for selection of material, so cover got a bit mess up – the name of the
company changed during August 1968 and all stamps and press systems with that name was dumped as the
Japanese group had requested a change of name. This bulletin was released in March 1968 so all the latest’s
materials were listed.
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As stated Searl was already using advanced composites in the flying side of his research and development
work, and in FACT, Searl feels certain that the robbers did not take all of the bits left over from the 60s and
70s development work
Once he can search through his bulk of bits and find some of the past materials, which he used, he will photo
them into this section of document.
In the effort to knock out the evil on the webs by so-call experts who know nothing about the reality of Searl
or his work and knowledge; who try to impress others that they are educated; unfortunate Searl sees no such
condition in them, but an absolute disgrace to the education community.

NEW MOULDINF METHODS CUR COSTS.
First issue to point out was the Company in the States informed Searl in late 60s, that they did not have the
space available for manufacture the struts Searl needed for the next stage of the development of the Levity
Disc as it was then called, but was changed later in the year on the request of Japan.
Nevertheless they would give a licence to Searl to make the material himself so he could create those struts,
which would be needed, this include the knowhow to manufacture the material.
The problem being that mould tools for advanced composite components produced by conventional methods
are often expensive to produce and short lived.
Searl knows very well that new tool production process which will result in more durable, easily produced
mould tools, and which could cut the cost of making components in advanced composites, given time will
appear on the market place.
FACT, Searl knew that advanced composite materials, such as carbon fibre, aramid and glass reinforced
plastics, were then becoming established in the aerospace and motor racing industries for the manufacture of
lightweight, dimensionally stable components.
To back that up Searl was also employing such materials in his research and development for flight,
Searl agree that he only allow the media to watch the Demo one model being constructed, as they were
present at a lecture of Searl’s at St. Johns Hall, Mortimer, where scientists present claim that his proposed
structure would not be able to fly let alone to support itself.
To certify that they were correct, Searl changed his mind and constructed Demo 1 with cheap weak
materials based upon the assumption that if that could support itself it could also fly.
REALITY:
It did support itself, and that FACT the world know is true they witnessed the mass of publicity generated by
it; now Searl was certain he had his facts right for such a concept to become reality and such a structure was
class as the Ezekiel class.
For the future, Searl feels that design concept will remain active as a good choice in design.
Searl created it from his dreams that he had while being a young boy going to school to learn nothing of
value.
He had to solve the mathematics problem of his dream 1, first from which he could progress with his
thinking on structure design which he felt was there in dream 2.
Which he did, and termed it the Law of the Squares, as the dream 1 was always based on squares.
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What is his Law of the Squares, here is what he means:

UNIFORM INPUT – RANDOM OUTPUT.
Shell 1 = 290

Centre

Shell 2 = 870

4 corners = 290

Shell 3 = 1,450

4 corners = 290

Shell 4 = 2,030

4 corners = 290

Shell 5 = 2,610

4 corners = 290

Shell 6 = 3,190

4 corners = 290

Sum

= 10,440

Square system = 12

Level = 2

Options = 26

Group = 2.

Searl found that in the Law of the Squares there are three classes of structure systems only in the universe,
strange that dream one makes that issue clear.
Square 12 falls in the class two systems Searl terms Group 2.
Searl found that all odd numbers mathematics is done the same.
However, all the even numbers are split into two groups, which are group 2 and group 3 mathematically.
Group 2 = all even numbers which divide by 4 without a remainder.
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RANDOM INPUT – UNIFORM OUTPUT.
You see each line, row and column plus the two diagonals all have the same value yet no number has been
used more than once.
It meets a certain mathematic rule, which is based upon its DNA structure.
All structures have functions and all key structures have a DNA structure by which it is built up upon
This is the law of the Squares information, which these samples match precisely confirming that the law is
sound.
We see that the line value = 870 when the output is converted to uniform state, clearly this law says this
universe is in random motion and if we require energy then we must somehow change its state to that of a
uniform nature.
The law of the squares gives an indication on how this can be achieved.
Group 3 = all even numbers which when divided by 4 leaves a remainder behind.
The shells by which creates the structure of the square I have coloured every other one to make it easy to see
its structure.
As square 3 is the first true square available which is a group 1 system compare that to square 12 it uses
1,222 options less
Relating square 4 to square 12 it uses 834 options less.
Relating square 5 to square 12 it uses 598 options less.
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Relating square 6 to square 12 it uses 439 options less.
Relating square 7 to square 12 it uses 322 options less.
Relating square 8 to square 12 it uses 232 options less.
Relating square 9 to square 12 it uses 160 options less.
Relating square 10 to square 12 it uses 99 options less.
Relating square 11 to square 12 it uses 46 options less.
This presents the function of Searl’s brain how he sees things, how he is placing what he sees to the law of
the squares to evaluate what you are saying or doing.
Typically, these components are produce from woven fabrics or uni-directional tapes of carbon fibre, preimpregnated with partially cured or B-staged epoxy resins.
Layers of this prepreg material are laid onto a mould tool to form the component, which is then cured in an
autoclave at temperatures around 1800C, under a consolidating pressure of perhaps 0.7 MPS (100 lbf/in2).
The demands placed upon a mould tool can be very severe.
The ideal tool should:
1

reproduce the pattern or master model with a high degree of dimensional accuracy;

2

have thermal expansion characteristics identical of the components to be produced;

3

withstand up to 200 or more autoclave cures without deterioration of surface finish, loss of gas
tightness, or distortion;

4

Retain a large proportion of its stiffness and strength at the high working temperature.

Moulds are expensive if they keep cracking up on you, Geron Lobbe was good at creating moulds as he
casts the layers of the segment himself from powder material.
Searl admits that at this time he has no idea how he will be able to manufacture such struts if the company
do not have the space to produce them for him.
Therefore, Searl is thinking that a small model of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V) to place on show
should be made from Aluminium material, or balsa wood, which would take longer to construct but might
allow ease of adding internal parts, which need to be fixed to the structure.
Any case Searl needs to move to a larger place where he can work on creating the future looks of things to
come.
I am trying to fill space here, as the image to show is too large for this space and better start on next page
then reducing the size, which would make it hard to read the attached information to each image.
I will go ahead with the data intended to say:
There are to Searl’s knowledge three commonly used tool-manufacturing routes for composite components.
These are:
1 = wet lay-up,
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Key stages in the
established methods of
making mould tools for
composite components
and the new LTM
process.
These routes are
summarised in the
illustration on the left.
They represent three
different methods of
producing a high
temperature mould tool
from a wood or plaster
pattern, which cannot
itself withstand elevated
temperatures.
With each of these
methods there are,
however, significant
disadvantages.

With the wet lay-up method, dry fabric and liquid resin are applied to the pattern, consolidated under a
vacuum bag and allowed to cure at room temperature.
The tool is then removed from the pattern and post-cured freestanding, in stages up to 1800c, after first
having the backing structure attached if desired.
Tooling produced by this method to Searl’s understanding always has a higher void content and lower
volume fraction of reinforcing fibre than prepreg tooling.
The result is a tool with relatively low thermal stability, poor thermal compatibility with the components to
be cured and a short life at temperatures around 1800C.
Premature failure in particular is a fundamental problem.
The tool often has to be replacing more than once during a typical life of 200 to 500 components.
Moreover, the surface finish and dimensional accuracy frequently deteriorates through the life of the tool.
Therefore, while Searl feels that the wet layup tooling appears to offer the simplest route, when Searl
considered over the duration of a 200-part production run, the method is neither cost effective nor
technically satisfactory for SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION requirements.
Using hot cured epoxy prepreg to produce tooling eliminates the problems of variability, low fibre volume
fraction and high void content found with the wet layup method, but the high initial curing temperatures
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cause other problems.
Since a wood or plaster pattern cannot withstand the high curing temperatures, a high temperature duplicate
has to be produce, using at least two throwaway intermediate mouldings.
In addition, since the tool itself is cure at high temperatures, residual matrix tensile stresses will be present
upon cooling, which are potential sources of micro cracking.
In addition, directionally variable thermal contraction – or expansion – during the cool down can often cause
thermal distortion of the mould.
The manufacture of nickel electro deposited tooling is similar to that of hot cured prepreg tooling, in that
intermediate throwaway mouldings must be made, in order to produce the bath master model, onto which
the nickel coating is deposited.
As Searl understand it that tools produce using this method are extremely durable, but have thermal
expansion characteristics, which are incompatible with those of the composite components to be cured on
them.
The prepreg systems developed for low temperature moulding (LTM) applications provides the answer to
the problems of tooling manufacture outline above.
The material, as Searl understands which is available with any required form of carbon, aramid or glass fibre
reinforcement, has a life of at least one year at 180C, but at temperatures around 200C it begins to cure after
three days, the laminate being solid after one week.
Layers of prepreg can simply be laid directly onto wood or plaster pattern, consolidated under a vacuum
bag, and allow to cure.
When the tool is solid enough to handle, it can be remove from the pattern and post cured free standing in an
oven, up to 2000C.
Since the resin system has the unusual property of a heat distortion temperature, which steps significantly
ahead of the post cure temperature, the dimensional accuracy of the tool is maintain throughout the post
curing operation.
Searl understands that the complete curing process typically involves an initial cure, on the pattern, of
Seven days at 200C, followed by a first post cure of two hours at 400C.
There are five subsequent post cures each of one hour, at 800C; 1000C; 1500C and 1800C.
The laminates produced have low void content and high fibre volume fractions – 45 to 55% for a woven
fabric laminate.
Searl understands that they exhibit heat distortion temperatures higher than 2000C and the flexural strength
retention at 1800C is about 85% of the ambient temperature value.
Searl understands that if a shorter initial curing time is preferred the material can be cure warm, i.e. at any
temperature between 200C and 800CA typical warm cure would involve an initial cure on the pattern of three
hours at 600C, followed by five post cures at 800C, 1000C, 1200C, 1500C and 1800C each lasting one hour.
Searl understands that there is considerable flexibility in the way the materials can be process.
Searl states that Earthlings will never stop inventing no matter what the so-call experts claim as clearly
witness here someone somewhere will solve the problems even if by small steps at a time. To say impossible
always has a string in its tail, somewhere someone will make it possible.
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The prime issue for Searl will be; how many components per year that Swallow Command Aviation will
require, if only a few then contracting them out to outside companies would be the best option.
On the other hand, if Swallow Command Aviation will require many units per year then Searl must defined
if in house would be a better option, in which case a section would have to be created as illustrated here:

This is basically how Searl see such an in house composites operation would be need to cope with today’s
requirements and research tomorrows requirements.
At this stage, Searl would contract work out to companies who could create the component he needs.
Searl take a closer look at options, press moulding or autoclave processing can also be use, in addition to the
vacuum bag method.
Searl is aware that trials have been carried out which has shown no evidence of distortion, surface finish
deterioration or permeability problems after thermal cycling between 200C and 1800C.
The LTM prepreg system for tooling applications offers all of the advantages inherent to prepregs, but with
none of the disadvantages of hot cured systems, together with simplicity of processing better than that of wet
layup systems, or at least that is how Searl sees it.
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The low initial curing temperature – between 200C and 800C – allows the tool to be produce directly from
the pattern or master model, and subsequently post cured, free standing, to produce heat distortion
temperatures in excess of 2000C.
The intermediate moulding stages necessary with either hot cured prepreg or nickel electro-deposition
methods are thus eliminated, with significant resulting cost savings.
Searl understanding that tools produced at low temperatures are free from the high residual thermal stresses,
which cause distortion and micro cracking on cooling from a high initial curing temperature.
Moreover, Searl understands that the matrix stresses induced when a low temperature cured laminate is
subject to elevated temperatures are compressive, rather than tensile, as Searl see it inhibit, rather than cause,
micro cracking.
Searl sees it as a net result is a higher level of dimensional accuracy, thereby increased tool life, and
considerable reduction in permeability problems.
Searl accepts that high quality; low temperature cure laminates can be produce, using the vacuum bag,
autoclave or press moulding process, which has high fibre volume fractions and low void contents.
The former ensures good thermal compatibility with the components to be cure, while the latter avoids the
short tool life problems encountered with wet layup systems.
The LTM prepreg system remains workable for a much greater time at ambient temperatures than the pot
life of liquid resin alloys with the wet layup method.
The initial cure time of the LTM system can be greatly reduce, if desired, by warm curing.
The system also retains a greater proportion of its ambient temperature strength at high temperatures – 85%
at 1800C – than do most conventional hot cure prepreg materials.
Searl must balance all this knowledge in a way that routes the company structure in a manner to create a
sound foundation to its functions as a whole, whereby the best economics to implement its functions at start
up is vital.
This document released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D materials.
SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION DIVISION.
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In this first newsletter re-print Searl covers the details issued by NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION NASA SP-139 basic details which he released as Doc-MFD-MM-FP-R-1.
on the 7th July 1968.
SWALLOW COMMAND space activities worldwide shall be conducted so as to contribute to the
expansion of human knowledge of phenomena in the atmosphere and space when the Project Wanderer
commences operations.
Prof. Searl shall be acting as the administration shall provide for the widest practicable and appropriate
dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof. He has been doing this
since 1968 as newsletters and books. Today all data goes on his websites for all to see.
SWALLOW COMMAND gains from such information from NASA in technology sense that saves
millions on repeating what they have achieved. Progress in space relates to co-operation, not individual
operation, therefore both NASA and Russia has much data to share with SWALLOW COMMAND that
will reduce the cost of the research and development of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) Explorer, if
no co-operation then SWALLOW COMMAND becomes an worldwide individual organisation not
sharing its findings with either of these companies.
Searl has always had an open door to all inventors, but time has shown the lack of interest of inventors to
co-operate as one. Now the door closes and only real companies have that option to unit and make it
happen or remain out in the cold.
The first company in the States has started to co-operate, and in Thailand a new setup will start to work
with the USA in the research and development that will now start up in the States and things should soon
speed up.
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Mariner-Mars 1964 spacecraft, to my understanding.
STAR SHIP EXPLORER will not have any such appearance as seen here, but this confirms the USA first
ever to send a man made craft to MARS based upon assumptions for success and, in this case NASA won. It
is an event in mans achievements to beat the forces of nature for his knowledge base gains.
That is precisely the operation of SWALLOW COMMAND to gain knowledge by which Planet Earth can
better be prepared for the future: but economics will control that rate of learning as always, not the
technology that is why we have to find the best options in technology to win and given time we shall win.
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MARINER-MARS 1964 FINAL PROJECT REPORT.
In November 1962, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration established the Mariner-Mars
1964 project as the first phase of U.S. unmanned exploration of Mars. Mariner IV, developed under that
project, joined the growing list of U.S space accomplishments when, on July 15th 1965, it flew within
approximately 9800 km = 6100 statute mile of the planet. A television instrument photographed Mars but
no aliens waved to them, but did obtain significant data about its surface; particles and electromagnetic
fields experiments yielded a vast storehouse of scientific information about the near-Earth and near-Mars
environments and interplanetary space; and, by measuring changes in the characteristics of radio signals
as Mariner IV passed behind Mars – as viewed from the Earth - , information about the atmosphere of
the planet was obtained.
SEARL NOTE:
This set of documents presents the story of the Mariner-Mars 1964 project from the time of its inception
until October 1st 1965, when two way communications with the spacecraft were interrupted – but not by
aliens.
By this date, the objectives of the Mariner-Mars 1964 project had been completed. This is quite different
to SWALLOW COMMAND Project Wanderer which will continue indefinite. However, since that time
when communication on a two way with Mariner-Mars stopped, that spacecraft continued to function
properly and a follow on project, called Mariner 1V, was established to continue operations with the
spacecraft through 1966 and 1967. Plans for tracking Mariner IV in its path around the Sun and for
obtaining additional telemetry data, as Searl discussed within these documents, were successfully
culminated during this follow on project, Mariner IV continued to function properly during 1966 and
most of 1967, and the results of this portion of its flight will be included in a subsequent report.
Unfortunate Searl never received that report.
Mariner IV was launched on November 28th 1964 on a trajectory which would have taken it within
approximately 242,960 km = 151,000 statute miles of Mars. By a single, successful midcourse manoeuvre
on December 5th 1964 its flight path was altered to enable the close flyby. The total flight time was
approximately 7½ months – whereby Star Ship Explorer target is to achieve it in two months – but the
story of Mariner IV actually began 2 years prior to its launch and it extends beyond the July 15th close
approach to Mars with chapters yet untold.
This document the first of a set presents that story from the time the idea for the mission was conceived
until October 1st 1965, when two way communications with the spacecraft were terminated not by aliens
but by Earthlings. Plans for tracking Mariner IV as it continues in its path around the Sun and for
attempting to obtain telemetry data during a future close approach of Mariner IV to the Earth are also
discussed.
Actually, the Mariner-Mars 1964 story involves more than the recorded facts and figures included herein.
The portion of the story which cannot be told on paper is the human aspect: a story of a team whose
members combined their skills and talents toward one common goal. That is the issue which I have
hammered my teams but they cannot understand this reason why everything should be on film record as
text on its own cannot possible expose the whole truth of those who made it happen, this has applied to
the present day, even in Thailand proper film records appear not to been filed. What I have been able to
release as proof is minute in detail.
The Mariner-Mars 1964 project was an extremely complex undertaking, and, as such, required an
enormous effort by many people. The success of Mariner IV is a tribute to their efforts: by a man who
understands what it actually takes to create from nothing to something that shows when people come
together as one they can move mountains; but you think that one man can do the same as all of those did
from a pension, how sad the world is. But I still carry on regardless in the effort to succeed.
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Searl accepts that from the U.S.A. point of view it is also a tribute to this country’s economic strength and
resources that a mission such as Mariner IV could evolve from an idea to reality in a little over 2 years. Searl
appreciates that such a rapid progress is made possible by a fast moving intricate mechanism which Searl
has never had available to him of many functioning parts. In reference to the economic strength Searl had to
balance what he observed at that time the mass of people who needed help and not getting it represents a
picture of fork tongue situation that image a economic situation that was not so strong in reality, as
projected.
Searl understands that for Mariner-Mars 1964, the functioning parts included the engineers, scientists,
administrators, and many other individuals who played a direct role in the project and also, of equal
importance, the support of the entire country sharing our commitment to meet the challenges of space
exploration. Searl appreciates that there were those who resented such massive expenditure having to donate
money towards that success. Agree Searl knows that there are those who actually think NASA went to Mars
on Tesco credit card looking at the crap one sees on the web.
In reality it was a combination of the new concepts, methods, and techniques developed under the MarinerMars 1964 project and those already proved by Mariner IV’s predecessors in space – such as the Ranger
flights to the Moon and the Mariner II flight past Venus – was indeed a winning combination for our first
attempt at Mars exploration. Searl accepts as was true with Mariner IV, the invaluable information gathered
will be used in future space projects involving unmanned spacecraft which will orbit the planets, soft land on
them, and explore their surface.
As far as I can recall this information was released by W. H. Pickering, Director, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, and I brought it from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 I paid $2.50 for the paper version. The library of
Congress Catalog Card Number 67-60049 year 1967; there Flowerbower you know where to stick that don’t
you that is correct right up your bum as far as it will go then smoke it you will enjoy that rich fragrance that
you like to spread around YouTube.
Searl has most of the time carried on the work by himself, with odd times a team was formed which in the
end spoilt success by bad behaviour; but Searl never gives up, and shortly he hopes that work will at last
start up in the U.S.A. but this time from a company and not just local people filling in spare time, the new
team has at this date 6th January 2010 been selected in two groups one in Thailand and the other in the USA,
each has a precise task to undertake, similar to the manufacture of Concorde, that worked and I see no
reason why this should not work likewise.
To make the S.E.G in 1946 was just children’s pocket money in relation to making it today. The InverseGravity-Vehicle (I-G-V) is an advanced S.E.G of a massive size and no credit card would cover such cost of
either class today. That has been a hold up issue including lack of space of late, that is going change this
year and my team includes top officials, engineers and scientists and funds that truly get’s us moving in the
right direction called the marketplace.
The work setup will take a few weeks, but the key issues have been implemented and are being put in place
for my arrival, it looks like that I shall recover from the 2003 robbery and the robbery of 1968 when I was at
the top of the hill in this development. The site to start up in the States is perfect for the job: bit like 1946: I
shall be in the right place at the right time; let us hope that I am right upon this option, so far it appears to be
better than anything before.
I may not yet have the world behind me, and all the top companies helping me, or the massive cash flow like
NASA had to achieve their success, but somehow I shall win it take more time then NASA but I shall get
there just the same.
Economics call for good IT today that is how business is run and I trust that my IT efforts are worth your
time to study them.
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The planet Mars was named by the Romans for their ancient sanguinary god of war because of its vermilion
colour. With the traditional belief that it may support life, Mars has overshadowed it’s far more brilliant
Olympian sister, Venus, in public interest. Since it is the planet in our solar system thought to be most like
Earth, scientists, philosophers, and writers have for many years speculated on what this life, if it exists,
might be like.
Searl has always stated and written in his books since he was 14 years that no planet in our solar system will
have life on it, this includes Mars, after all did not God say I give this planet to you and all others are mine.
If you say that god created this universe then he should know where life is, and you claim god made that
statement, so he was not surprise as each planet was checked out and no life found that was exactly what he
expected them to find.
As our knowledge of Mars has improved as more sophisticated observational techniques have become
available over the years, the fabled surface environment of Mars has appeared less and less promising in
regard to its ability to support terrestrial life forms. However, Searl accepts because of the amazing
adaptability of life on this planet, the possibility of life on Mars cannot be definitely excluded by some
people who believe they have meet aliens from planet Mars – sad to say that I have never seen one from
Mars, in fact to come to think of it I have never seen one from any planet regardless.
Unless they are spirits, and you need a Trans receiver implanted in your brain to tune them in, that is why I
do not see any of these great engineers of long distance space travel, they believe NASA and the military
have captured them and making them produce their advanced weaponry – what weapons? To me I have seen
nothing that is outside of Homo sapiens capabilities so far, where are these flying saucers?
Searl states, in order to answer the question of life on Mars, it will be necessary to land instruments on its
surface. Before this can be accomplished, the most desirable location to attempt such a soft landing will
have to be selected. However, before either of these feats can become a reality, information concerning the
atmospheric and surface conditions of Mars and the environmental characteristics of the space separating
Mars from the Earth must be available to designers of the spacecraft, which Searl does not process so he
must design a craft to meet all possible conditions, thus his option being the slender disc structure.
Therefore, NASA first step in Mars exploration was a close up – flyby – mission from which the necessary
planetary and interplanetary information could be derived. Such a mission was that of Mariner IV.
The Mariner IV spacecraft was launched on November 28th 1964, and encountered Mars on July 15th 1965.
The mission proved to be of immense scientific and engineering importance. Scientific information is now
available on regions of the solar system never before penetrated with instruments. Observations from the
vicinity of Mars suggest entirely new concepts about the nature of the planet.
Searl agrees that spacecraft performance has proved our ability to design and construct a remotely operated
device of extreme complexity, and its continued operation established an extremely high standard of
reliability. Maintaining two way communications over distances up to 304 million km = 190 million miles
demonstrates remarkable advances in communications technology not thought possible a decade ago.
Design concepts used in the design of Mariner IV date back to 1959 when the Vega project was begun at the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). From that project evolved the Ranger project, the first phase of U.S. lunar
exploration. The Mariner concept itself was formulated when a mission to Venus was planned for the 1962
flight opportunity. This mission was to be accomplished by using a 567 kg class = 1250 lb spacecraft
launched by a vehicle consisting of a modified Atlas D first stage and a Centaur liquid hydrogen / liquid
oxygen, high energy second stage.
However, when it became evident that the development of the Centaur stage had not progressed sufficiently
to make it available for the 1962 Venus launch period, this mission series was cancelled and another
formulated. Now you see the problem Searl witness he seek a solution which would not require such a
complex construction of risks and he found one that answers all space commitments.
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The latter Venus mission series, based on the use of an Atlas D/Agena B launch vehicle and a hybrid
spacecraft combining features of the Ranger and Mariner designs, formally became the Mariner-Venus 1962
project. The Mariner II spacecraft, developed under that project, made history on December 14th 1962 after
109 days of flight, when on a predetermined trajectory it encountered Venus at a distance of 34,826 km =
21,645 statute miles from the planet. Valuable scientific data on Venue and on interplanetary space were
obtained.
The Mariner IV spacecraft was developed under the Mariner-Mars 1964 project, which was established as
part of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Planetary-Interplanetary Space
Exploration program in November 1962. Primary objectives were to make flyby scientific observations of
the planet Mars during the 1964 – 1965 flight opportunity and to transmit the results back to Earth.
Secondary objectives were to develop and study equipment and techniques required for such a mission and
to perform certain scientific measurements during the trip.
NASA, through its Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA), assigned the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, at Pasadena, California, the management responsibility for
the project under contract NAS7 – 100; the spacecraft system; and tracking; data acquisition, and space
flight operations activities.
Responsibility for the overall direction and performance evaluation of the project was assigned to the OSSA
Lunar and Planetary Programs Office. Management responsibility for the launch vehicle, an Atlas D/Agena
D combination, was assigned to the NASA Lewis Research Centre (LeRC) of Cleveland, Ohio. NASA
Goddard Space Flight Centre at Greenbelt, Maryland, was assigned launch operations responsibility for the
project.
Searl discussed in these documents are Mariner-Mars 1964 trajectory; space vehicle system design and
testing operations; flight history and space vehicle performance; tracking, data acquisition, and space flight
operations activities; Mariner IV scientific – planetary and interplanetary – results and conclusions; and
project management and organisation. Thus, a comprehensive report is given herein of activities from
inception of the project in November 1962 until the end of the Mariner IV mission on October 1st 1965.
Future plans involving the Mariner IV spacecraft are also discussed; which includes a brief history of the
Mariner-Mars 1964 project will be presented.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SWALLOW COMMAND AVIATION will have to set up its program in a similar fashion, but cost could be
greatly reduced if NASA exchanged information of their findings in reference to conditions between Earth
and Mars, agree in the past NASA supplied a lot of data to me, which Doris Foster and Family destroyed all
the data I had from them while I was in the States lecturing, agree that was not the fault of NASA, but the
evil minds of those who wanted this development stopped.
You would think that scientists were educated but today eighth of January 2010 on YouTube is one talking
out of his arse showing education is dumb, no allowance to think for themselves that all things of the past
was declared as impossible has been proven possible today, and he lacks the education that what was said is
true: why goods are not available is because evil minds don’t want you to know that they exists even though
mass of articles of the past have been released to the world.
Solar, wind, wave and magnetic will become more and more an energy productions system regardless of
such stupid statements made by experts as they term themselves. Does one man on a pension worry these
experts that he might put them out of business, maybe they do: that is why they try to knock me down to
make sure I do not put them out of business. Good Luck to ye, but I am still coming to put you out of
business, and I guess that will be sooner than later. Time will always prove what is real and what is not. You
experts remember be careful what you say it may prove you to be a nutcase.
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SUMMARY OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING RESULTS:
The Mariner IV spacecraft, the first man made probe to travel to Mars, was far more than a technological
experiment; it was an extremely complex instrument designed to perform multiple scientific experiments to
extend man’s knowledge of his own planet, interplanetary space, and the planet Mars.
In addition, the development of this spacecraft contributed a vast amount of engineering knowledge to space
technology which is essential to the design of future planetary and interplanetary space probes. Strange how
some experts know all’s, have no idea what is involved in my work, talk as they know everything and what
shocks me more is how many people enjoy such crap as reality.
Regarding the engineering evolution and technical development of the spacecraft, the following list
highlights only a small fraction of the many technological demands placed on, and operational first required
of, Mariner IV, which Searl understands and appreciates from his own experiences in the Inverse-GravityVehicle (I-G-V):
1. The Mariner IV mission was the first to require 9 months of successful spacecraft operation to
achieve mission success.
Now Star Ship Explorer object is to take only 2 months to reach its objective, then 2 years or more
of exploring the planet before returning, that is a major task to plan and implement.
2. The spacecraft was required to be fully automatic; it had to be capable of completing its entire
mission without ground based intervention, except for trajectory correction manoeuvres and, of
course, tracking and data acquisition.
Now Star Ship Explorer has three control systems for flight operations:
a. Sensors for automatic flight control of the ship;
b. Ground control if some urgent change is required;
c. Manual control by a crew.
Star Ship Explorer can be program for automatic operation to a precise point in space, or
Ground control can control it in the event that no response is obtain from the flight crew and
manual control when needed.
Somewhat a major difference between NASA successes to what Searl is targeting to achieve,
and these idiots that claim to be experts try hard to stop such progress being achieved, showing
that they fail to have the intelligence to understand that if Searl succeeds the whole of space
exploration would take off in the same manner as conventional aircraft has achieved.
3. The design of the spacecraft required at least two independent means of initiating every specific
function or event critical to the success of the mission.
Star ship Explorer will carry a mass of components to be able to carry out maintenance of any
malfunction component, over the years Searl has been testing components and so far to date none
of what Searl has approved has ever malfunction, so far Searl see no problem in reference to
component failure in a five year mission.
A commercial space operation must be based upon the economics of such a program by which you
can claim success – just going to Mars planting the flag and sing the national anthem is not
economics and would not pass Searl standards of operations in space.
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The complexity of its assigned tasks required that the spacecraft contain 138,000 parts, as
compared with 54,000 parts in its predecessor, Mariner II, with only a 61 kg = 135 lb increase in
spacecraft weight.
Star Ship Explorer has in its power unit alone three plates each containing six different
components that is 18 components, to this there will be a number of roller sets, each set will
contain 48 components each that means that if there were only 66 roller sets in use that would
entail 3,168 component parts, but in reality the number of roller sets will be many more depending
upon the diameter of the ship.
As Star Ship Explorer power train depends entirely upon mass time’s velocity for generation of
energy to power the ship as a superconductivity state has to be reached within the power train.

5.

The spacecraft was required to communicate with Earth over extreme distances: at least 2½ times
greater than those of previous missions. The Mariner IV involved the first use of the S-band
communications system.
Indeed Star Ship Explorer has to be able to communication with Earth base stations, regardless
where its position is during any mission.

6.

Since it was travelling away from the Sun during its journey to Mars, Mariner IV had to withstand
a widely varying range of thermal conditions and require twice the solar panel area of Mariner II.
Star Ship Explorer requires no solar panels a major issue solved, of cause it will be travelling
away from the Sun just the same, of cause it will be travelling most of the time in a constant
thermal conditions created by its functions.

7.

The solar pressure vanes at the ends of Mariner IV’s solar panels were unique in utilizing solar
pressure effects – about a millionth of a pound per vane – to assist in maintaining stable
orientation of the spacecraft toward the Sun.
As you know that the Star Ship Explorer flight path is control by flight cells, 64 of them
functioning under gyro control effects.

8.

Whereas previous spacecraft used the Earth for roll axis stabilisation, Mariner IV was the first
successful spacecraft to use a star – Canopus – for this purpose. The Earth could not be use since,
during much of the flight, the Earth appeared as a relatively dim crescent as it moved across the
face of the Sun.
Searl agrees that would had been the same problem with the Star Ship Explorer and the option
available as a marker then would had been the star Canopus, as the flight path would had to been
assessed so that the I-G-V was ahead of planet Mars and Mars catch up with it, within seconds on
reaching the target point.

9.

In case more than one trajectory correction was necessary, the Mariner IV trajectory correction
propulsion system was design to be restartable. This was the first time such a dual capability was
available.
Star Ship Explorer does not have this problem as corrections can be made at any moment in time
regardless where.

10.

The spacecraft was required to store the data it acquired at Mars on magnetic tape for
transmission to Earth at a later time.
From an economics issue this is required that all data collected on route and on the surface by
Star Ship Explorer be stored for transmission to the Earth base when possible.
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The Mariner IV mission was the first in which coherent radio transmission was used to probe
conditions on another planet – the first in which an occultation experiment was conducted.
Star Ship Explorer is fully manned on all missions, with scientists from all sections of science and
technology including astrophysics and medical domains. In, which case no problems should occur
in reference to communications.

In order for NASA to meet the unique and more stringent requirements of the mission to Mars, every effort
to insure proper operation of the spacecraft had to be made. Rigorous testing programs were carried out, as
were very demanding parts screening and quality assurance activities. Backup designs were accomplished in
several critical areas.
You think that this effort does not apply to Star Ship Explorer, let me assure you that it does apply,
through the years Searl has tested components over years for possible malfunctions to happen, as seen
certain parts are now been updated and has been tested for two years constant without any malfunctions
occurring.
Every effort was thoroughly documented so that all areas connected with the mission would be as well
informed and coordinated as possible. As it turned out, these activities were well worth the effort involved,
for the Mariner IV spacecraft was truly a milestone in engineering technological accomplishment, which
Searl agrees that it was.
Searl agrees also that in addition, the scientific results of the mission greatly enhanced the level of our
knowledge concerning planetary and interplanetary conditions. During the Mariner IV journey to Mars,
approximately 23 million scientific measurements were made. During the early part of the trip as it passed
through the region of space influenced by the Earth, Mariner IV measured with great precision the Van
Allen radiation belts, the terrestrial magnetic field which holds them and the interface between the solar
plasma – ionised gas – in space and the Earth’s magnetic field.
The spacecraft measured the rise and fall of solar activity throughout its journey, and, although the mission
took place during a period of decreased solar activity, over 20 solar flare events were detected. Solar wind
velocities varied widely during the flight, and magnetic fields fluctuated concurrently. About 235
micrometeorite – cosmic dust – impacts on the cosmic dust detector were recorded.
As it flew by Mars, Mariner IV proved conclusively that Mars has a very small magnetic dipole moment
compared with that of the Earth – less than 0.1 percent the value of the Earth -, if it has one at all. This
measurement was supported by the fact that no radiation belts were detected in the vicinity of the planet.
Without a magnetic field to deflect energetic particles, Mars then is directly exposed to bombardment by
cosmic rays and solar plasma. The absence of a magnetic field also implies that some feature of the Earth’s
internal structure is missing in Mars: presumably a liquid core. Searl says that it can thus be concluded that,
without such a core, Mars probably lacks much of the internal activity that results in changes in the
topography of the Earth – such as mountain building.
Measurements by the instrument which detected the presence of cosmic dust throughout the flight indicated
no concentration of solid matter in the vicinity of Mars. In fact, the measurements seem to indicate that Mars
has swept a dust free path in its orbit around the Sun and has thus reduced the quantity of matter in that
region.
The atmosphere on Mars was found to be extremely thin compared with that on the Earth. Mar’s daytime
ionosphere appears to be approximately equivalent to that of the Earth at night. Since Mars has a surface
pressure measuring between 0.5 and 1 percent that of the Earth, thus providing little aerodynamic braking
assistance to facilitate a soft landing, it will be much more difficult than was expected to design capsules
capable of landing on the Martian surface. However, the discovery that the density decreases quite rapidly in
Mar’s upper atmosphere indicates that it may be possible to orbit at lower altitudes than were previously
thought feasible.
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The most surprising discovery of Mariner IV was that the surface of Mars closely resembles that of the
Moon. The existence of craters seems to indicate that the surface may be 2 to 5 billion years old and very
well preserved, since none of the erosive effects encountered on Earth would be encountered on Mars.
The close flyby of the Mariner IV spacecraft past Mars and the accurate tracking of the spacecraft on its
trajectory allowed improvements in the calculation of the planet’s mass. A new value, with significantly
improved accuracy, for the ratio of Mar’s mass to that of the Sun was obtained.
If Mariner IV is still operating during its close approach to the Earth in September 1967, even more data
from the spacecraft will be received. These data will be valuable since:
1. The measurements will come from a region of space, some 16 million km = 10 million statute
miles – above the orbital plane of the Earth, at a time of increased solar activity;
2. The measurements will be made simultaneously with those of the Pioneer and other spacecraft
from different regions of space about the Sun.
All evidence obtained to date indicates that the spacecraft is continuing to operate quite well and that it will
be possible to obtain these data in 1967.
That now completes the update of the first newsletter upon this subject, and I trust that you now have a
better picture of Space Ship Explorer expected capabilities.
This document released by authority of:
It is now expected that the first real laboratory in United
States of America may shortly become reality after all
these years of trying to set up there.
It might even go to cover the re-development of the I-GV beside the S.E.G which will be the first priority to
tackle, but if it does this is what you will see.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl head of R&D Human Studies.
Manned Flight Division.
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